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iNeknowled rnents

A l l thi lopters i n t h i s L.,011N-, t' Nt, crt h ,,1ik.

for the Iiiirralo Conference on lesedRhing (.-onlpoing. held ot the
Stote University of New York ot litiffolo on two ixeek ends in the Hi
or 107.5. The contereute os spoilstired by the L un.dish t,duratiiin
Reseorch Colloquium of th'e Deportment ot Instruction. 1-11 uhv
Edniotionol Studies. SCVC1-.11 t1.711e.; `.'i11" the i,olloquitim
Buffolo-oren English eLltication specialists 311 t4.1 hear
r(Torts from rt_.corcher_s around this i.otintry iud ( anodo. The
( onfeptunce on Resew-L-111E44 Composing was on outgrinvtll ot these
mcetinr;s of the (olloquitirn. Fundiruz.. for the conference C.:IMO pri
noorily from the 16.search doundatton of the National 4._ ouncil ot
Teachers of Loglish. with ddLlitionol grants from the University of
hffIo FoUn,fotion itod the dcaii (11 thy Fat_ ultv

Studies. It is accurate to s,ry that the conference would tu....,!er hove
been held without the gene rotsif v of du! \( II Foundo hon.
Indirect support for the coriference.come from our own Department
of Intruction, which provided no i;moll Amount of clerical, LIktioli-
catinlf ond moifing

for the conference began in the surnmyr is1 10'.71 vhen
Charles ()over sent o tentntive it of topics and veakers to a
number ot- hnAlish I srcL ii I the country. Severul
ii tilorrt rcsront.led vot 1-1 helpful sti.ity!(..snons. [roll) early in the toll

of 1071. Lee ()Jell vos Involved i IiIuuIIIig, i_ontak ring possible
4.peakers, and inviting the Imo! ).;ro.up of speakers. Following the
konferetne, the two editors rend the f.fapef sand sfly;gested
14ornet itrws etcni-dvi:i to the iii 111111, tVithout I \ception, flier ii ere.
conscientious in reVISIMI, (2'r:tending, ,111k1 cloboroting their pdpers on
the basis of those ,:,uggestion--, an1.1 as .1 result of the interoctions on
the two 10,..,eekends of the conterenke.

S,pecidl .ippreciation is due Filet of the N(- IL l'oblicotions
) epartrnent 110'1 1)16 for he, 'diligent_ but tor tllo con,dklordble

editorial ask of trom4latin); the vorit.LI st lu if ,)t ,Idermc pApors into a
-..-oherent collection of est,ovs, largely by working SVith inch=

vidtiol contributor,.
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hive needed tor soon is 4I wh,,

perms] V;g1,1rOLIS i =,1, On Writ t d ,ini d1L Lonil'IL,SarLi..`,

process. For too long 4 time, many rt..,i'.1r,her.:7; tliat the
most iroport.int kitiLl of inquiry t,;,:in pci.1.1goyu(sil rvruArcli. tliot till
most sl,v,iiitiLoilt kind of question ithilkii.1190nLI pro,. eJtirt4s

improve stuJents` work in written ,ofrIposoto)07: t.juLlcrly,nr, this
question was .) furtlIcr ossuif,tion= tilot %e dILL in f..4.t,

un,ltrstomling tcrn; thot tuir prowl.). loll
1V,L ertinninp cffectivcness spe,,Itk.in,..trus tio0,11 fniterds

cJi:f t-s. th,in
ani.1 skills woe rese.triliers ought to bt. i.onkerilet,1

Thc foll4(-v of such vin assuroptliin bccumes .11rnost 41w

tinii...we test the proLpts that hove in forrntql intv,t of thin te.ielling of

ings they c. m i n ed. In Li rno recelf:1::t::''.::t

i.:ornposition in this ient urv. Nzlc,ILItzonl

) on-lined noriihtr ot writing!--,,. they /.41,201,./Qn4J

that some of du; rictllod.--, of par4graph
populor coryiposition tQts simply v-(,,re nut t t in .1 t 1

pleL CS of writing ,it 'cast not in the ,..4t IL 1,er 01- sh(d

10,71) Liiscover-J that Ler fain L:olientional 4ssuroptfons Afkitit
List Ii topic serthncs were riot hot ne out by .111 on.ilysis of pit f7lishLi

e\pository tyriting_ In fit,. t'r,,,-;ki 4, I toc101:

eo mined the actuol co ing prate - of protestf-,lotiAl itery I) j

,k1111111 t Lid(' 11 t I t Li f LI tilt t. tAlf10.1 iz )11.11 41(iViCC 111 01.4;1 th-

s to nd log, It is not olwo\- to vrite .1 i)mplete outline, before

beginning Llrat t. Altfio 1-1 most komposition C(,)1)0,?Iliod

chiefly with 4r1i.1 stylty, the testilnoz,Y
stittcsstui tyritet ,r t t-lt r I 'boo.",

//r,, indicates that the basic prohleni in kvriting is iiiNcoering
4,.1,01 4.1y. not imply ,lcudipo; hot,' 1:11 10 ',Ft:S;(1-0 IthYtt-;

t t olreaJv f formulatoki, in onp's ivi-itert;drul
writing teocliers----omong,/ them I--(inapt Nilurr4y, a rulitrrrer rriee
will persuasivciv Out rewritin-, or refornitilnItior, of ccoly
klraf is onobles wri'te'rs to disk over .mild their nieallirigt.,, ail
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l\hat new. pro,. ekliire! ,'t-1.11 ^,tlitett tt.) our

tions7 Are there metho,lologle, likol to rortiL.1-
1.-irly 1ilpF4z1 rive pir.lut. net.: !int. of intltol-C,'

'riterS (if tilt] i,hlpter, in thk hook r.lisc .111 ol kitiez,tions
about .111...,1\q'fitlP,

them, Althmigh pre,ent .1 v.-II-H.v ot pr,v.t. it..

with h edit,1-. kit till, kl,01,1,111C
redirek t Iry ,Ind reseordi in written (or000,-ItIol,
In rliinung tiiJ l ;u11, Nve t 11,1 t IT invitinvo,n14,,irikirl

with ,in -c.(t. loo t, 111.11 11,1N

iierme in 1,11,..,11,11 ekliik.1 on. After
nlueh ut the then i ting it ,dill in L.

1c; 1 Hov,.1-1011!"..ind 111Yell 1.4111c ttl

the lathe! dimliol t,,nif Il that t, '

Liken .1, a wholt.. inn hi. komp. Ilr111( 1(',C01

110111 !ht rerio,1 Hilly: some bin,t4 6
,1 , CLi ill CI, lit LIC111); hilt this lits1J

wholi. 1.1t ed with diemns, .1nuf kiPel-,111011r.

ip. .in l tort to i'enledy thh. tilttr.11tlill, hi.41.1oi 01161 'Ws

cot' el ls. outlined tiny, le,v,ii-(11 in
non dill Inn' ICI ill(' .11-1,1

technique- (,t thvir
1 he 1.-q-eilt \:tIlLitnt lvtirk jn t

rtittin 1V5t74't

I . I r3,1doi 1. .11. pro,veLlvd hl ,Linin1,11-1.1ily; 1-cscorch.

.ind by iLlentiliin2, v Loinporil-on--).:youp ro,:cortil
rs," l()111.1.1-4, ntttrjhUlur It till= `, tlf1,11111,. tt:VIV:V \TO'

I e.,-.0,1 it 11 e\Lept insoldr- .1, it help., v. ploin the
tif it aril 1'V ht.11)4; kit'VtloptLi in Ihi r ;.-11,1pters.
,IrithorN in tlm; voltinu. ,intioriated ur 014,,,,,111;.1

they .ire not t iii,ernil with iflttbtiatirl curl
otion,11 thoir to ell

what niir,ht lilt (11.11's

out of ,wn

tV111.17 it I

111.AV 1(1 it'.11.1 I t",t',11.L '1111tAp11,1ell ietri
/I'll tilt. !,(111. tit pt'lLI)tt14',Il di, l,011111,1rinlIn-grouP

C.111101. Alt 1101.41 tilt u f',11A`LI (11,1t.!-,t (%)!,., 't,V11,1t

I. 111V0IVOL1 111 till' Alt (it thm (mild [cod til kdsik-

re-c.11-(1-1, the eniph,1,1, in their hook in the fivo

I t1t2-



they . st ot kmytth n thot op[iot-
etitly w alt-yoLiv hod o thot-ou).01 of

written products aftLI proLcssys rnlike rescork.her, cited by
1;raddiock et al., Loritrifititors to this (-ohmic make no such
assumptrin 1,1,,itlier. they rare-Litieistions that myth, us to
\amine, test, and modltv our bo,ti .1,,,tinipt ions About writ-

ten ,ompositiora Lltirnately, oamporisoli-group re'se'arch alloy
enoLde us to improve insdiui tion in %vriting, but that reseal)._ 11
must he nttormel by Loret tiny testeLl theory and (twerps ,-

tior ot written druour,e arid the proiesses by which that
discourse i_orns into being.

-) ill k 1111, oliiinc, iivritfcii iii Li_i111.,oratii. with
(_ .gins the k 1(1!-(' 1:1,11k i (111{. CPI iii the

Atte! a larict introcluition to lei,ent :list muse. theory. we
sit1-i;if--.1 in the tent ih.rlrler (vovs lescorLliers might test thot theory

hy identifying and questukning some of the theory's major
t \ -e' also re,work her, lo k otisider One I nil i,il 11.11Stt2-

111,ili.i;:i.iit assumptions t \hotel-er learn is tentative, sub-
lace tic Loin inuol revision: pciit.Ips-ilu; inosi ,Iiii)Lult thing iv-
se.to hels hove to do is iitLept this teniativeness And be willing to
pi-Irtuipate in this ongoing revision:

In (hopter lontes Britton both c\ploins some of the theory,
muloilying his iivit research in ((imposition onid poses sonic

that :teed careful investw,otiola In his previous work, 13ritton
has set up three -ttin(tion cotegone, for %vritity,i transactional,
c\pressive, ond poellc. I le de.',.:1-ibt.5 Hien(' (-,Ileolies 0141 1)0111It, Mit

.t.ever-,11 questions arising front the ihstintion betvvecii,poetic anti

tr.ansri. tionol writirwi,, 1 )0 (Tent types of (vi iting place dif I et--
if:m:1nd, tt,. y..rifers7 noes eacll %vritin In Ike sonleixlmt

difterent (lemonils of reALlers7 liritton Also Asks questRms thot deal
with the stogi:s of the 'composing proi_'ess: 1Nhot is the role of
-,inctibotion- in the (vriting pro( e Doe, it Irove equal 161portotice in
both poet ( And tfilic,aLtional wrillin;7.1 low can rescorcluars inves'o-

proccss of ortict11;1tion the proCess of octually puffing,
pogo:

Iiithord loung rernind, us in &Ampler 1 that reseArcli qut otitis
grow out ot Ow theories ihot researL hers ai..:ept. miportont
(onsequenye for resor(h oti (1111-111t)5ing 1ms been the .)bseuce

)1-, if invention the rl'Oblern 01. (1iSt,l)Vel'ill4 4

one wislie 'ha write Mama [lei nisi:, ,us lounr points out, many
rp.,e,fr, hers 'Live [lased their liwestigotions on o theory of rhetoric
dial lar,el invention: Noting (1estriltigsi loin' theairies eif

titdd

1 if



irtt °t'ttfioa ,trill roise, h titiesticns as; 1\'h.tt theon, for theories)
most (legoofe Hy who t t ri term should tre nudge the adecitioc

of these theories:. I low would a histot it al perspectIve influence our
e,Iluation of these theories of 1M1.'111101'C fie .11.,:o-renunkis us t111
opr reseordi irostitsTAt be theoretically well grounded anti that the
thtzn, test, its well As use, the theory 'hilt

In cho pter1-7Loren Harritt ond rr Kr II drokv t(pon recent kvork
ill developmental, psv(holoyy tti (ill Hine dif ft.qprices And similo rules
bctween written composition And speech., they Also describe several
basic themes in dt_.velopmentol psychology and rois'e esear(li ques-
tions (-wising front these themes, 13a [Tit I and Kroll conduth, bt
;if-grin-1g that 1,v1.4 should not re,-;.t olare)ve:-; to ,111 One research
fnetlIndolo:v. Lake Han ill .:-.1101.v.

h 01.v III o bey( t usual botimlaries and torolliar questions of our
oy..0 Rather than re et lr rite tone theo:-V or e\

resibork 11 in written tomposition, she concentrotes on quite
11 ren t a rex, of Inquiry. her main question being, 1,1 ha t t5 psycho=

logic,illy And plivsiologRollv'enganic to the composing process7
Itt cimpter t., 'Valter Petty advo,ates o store conventional ap-

proach: Mull'' of vouny: rltiltlren tvi,e to Lorip0:14e in
-'.hoot [l recommends that the proceed by (1 1 observing
tale alt of writing, including iliterak tions Among students and be-
fkvoen students anti their teochers during writing .1m.1 ,lftertvords;

ob,,erving. the effects of environment on writing; (3) interviewing
and I i studying children's choices of topics. Petty encour-

41e4.tis to _study caret ully only a few students at a tirne and to report
our data and conk lusions as (Ise studies,

Although coricernei.I with the entire process oftonrltttsing, Donald
NlorrA, (chapter 7) tocifses primarily on retisiun, theat,te at which

Ldraf t is read': t( umlerstoncl
or_i corun)Lmicate what has \begun to appear ors page," Based
upon his ok.vn experience Ana that of other professional writers, he
discilY4es f our major kays kvriters mo to about developing a
weaning tvlii(11 they (on Lornintini(ofe io reader. Ile poses a
riuniber cluestioris and procedures that can lead too clearer under-
tsfail(ling of revision, anti he suggests how research findings moy
infitivoce the dy kriting i. tau? ht.

f;abriel chapter conveys An important attitude
vordrei;o,irch and research procedures, in addition to raising new

arch que.Aions anti ways to pursue them. In chapter 8, 1)ella-
t'io_ y-411iit . the the research problems he is
interr, if in. And omit:slim warns against Assuming that one



titioli t lean, flier to know ohout the :Jun ing pro,

and-kroll in thant , poillis out that tv

nLl not to. ornine the cornp,isint.. 11-0111 .1 t et ICA

111,1,pCit tt.lbt h reseal., h pro,eidur. I litksi, in his discus-

r.1,11.1 eit yHion, Livt0lki 0 %%Inch.' \VA we Might

tuittull this of the )0:10twg proCOSS,

1 kr 1,-(1110, bon L out bidc-i with 10;,)4, llopicr., by OhilIdmis vybb are

110( 111(T11-VIN:t'!" rt:!-Cart:ficr, but %s.'llt1 tcr ILiejS 011d 1111!111t-:

.t...111.tivr?. 11ndrroyoLotivc. poet, mid te,1,-Fier, l'hillip

1.0poto ,otIcentrotel-i in chapter ci (.11 the pi-ill-dein, ourey; children

hove in i,tortiin:, to write in clos.._-4,ionis, 1,1111,111m-1y in mokoltg the

irlc1.iticitl from tolkony, with the group to composing alone. I hos
iluply riundoes noeil to

et:plot-e in tIte o Instead of spelling out these questions,
letter to te- mode thes obsel votion-. 'I tvould r.iilwr have

niv tle,--,ript ions (-Nevi intluence un Ithe
reo,l4or of MI: hid let tike whatever he wants trom

the rn to it,Ivarm. Ills Ihought,s, thin ti v to blult 111V tvav d(ilVII
1 1111'11i1('!," h I hove cm methodolowcol training, bock-

eituti,1 d1F.V.

101111 IiiiPtCr like' (lipter concorn

nrohlern ot invent ion. Als-so like 1 otmg, Schultt hssiumes that

one :Linn t y stratew,.!-; tvhirh con stir-m.11 4o

flit proce.is. I le ,10,4 ribes a speiiti, it ot prokiedureSi----what

llt retiorii-, tti as -'airy 1Vorkshop illustrotiity, them with nuilterous
rt'tt Ten, es tot ,ictual workshop 11$ IlIV(ICOCA: Of these

pri,,,i,lotess should not lllincl us to. the untisool
ions underlying his progrorn. lot eit.,m/ple, Story VVrkshot)

lime, tho 1 the k reatl pr(41':-.1, 1.011 i21111,111(ed 1.:1V direCtOr W110

hi. ,S(111,',11 P.IrtiV givi 11)4 them directions to help them

perceive more t Lilly the e\perii..nce thev \vitt eentually tvrite ,hour,
IN'hot count iii tor tile apt-iorent elte, tiveness Lit these Llirections' Is

it ,1 mot ler of the -,(1[1.,LIIIC(' tit 111(' clitet to's (-omit-tents Or is it

stiiirly it matte,- c,I o student Hying, ouilience that mikes some

;tint tit rei.-,pornq not necessorilv those Sl Fmk. clescribes- -to his or
I\ hot would hoppen Il the role of the ,Iirector title vorie,1

11r Chin/ILI tr17 Ii iniportont tor son-a. people than
In developing o writer, Jon,: one it t hrotigli s togm-i when ,1

w e=ipoi jolly 110101.11 (or un111.1plult' 1, itirect(on mire useful
ut the Liontpo,iin process th.m dt others' A.R. there

I Intl: t dire, lion I flit ore ,leorlv more heijit til tlion pthersi
the Humber 1'l .,s.-itimptions, theories, methods,
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and questions relevant to composing, achieving a better understand=
ing of our field will be difficult. We will have to raise questions that
heretofore have seemed unaskable; we will have to devise new
procedures for obtaining answers; and we will have to be patient and
allow these new techniques time to yield the answers we seek. Most
difficult of all, we must be prepared to accept a provisional under-
standing of our field with new questions and procedures far outnum-
bering undisputed facts and proven methods. Such new questions
arid procedu'res are the main concern of this book.
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According to 1.Varriner's C,, and Colvo,:itiona typical
'1, practical stylist handbook, perhaps the one most widely used in public

schools--the chief problem in writing well is choosing language,
syntaxmd organizational patterns that are consistent with the
practice of "educated people," those whose speech and writing
define -good English." I his practice, supposedly distinguished by
such characteristics as correctness, conciseness, and clarity, is appro-
priate for every situation in which one is "writing carefully." In all
these situations---"serious article 'literary essays,' essay-type an-
swers on examinations, research papers, and formal speeches"a

adopts a polite, earnest persona that is eager not to confuse or
offend an audience that has assimilated the principles of standard
English. By and large, the writer's chief purpose is to present
information and ideas in a clear, orderly fashion to an audience that,
so far as we can determine, has no emotional investment in either the
writer of the piece or in the subject being discussed. In judging
writing', Warriner makes the assumption that the qualities of 'good"
writing remain essentially the same, no matter what the Mode or
purpose of the writing.

It seems pointless to attack the point of view epitomized in
Warriner's text; we Lan just let I. A. Richards ( 03o) dismiss it with
his phrase -the usual postcard's worth of crude common sense." We
refer to Warriner only because his text helps clarify by contrast a
new set of assumptions about discourse. It may not be accurate to
speak of these assumptions as a new paradigm; the present state of
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to "designate or reproduce reality" (p, 30). I Ins discourse type' is
charactemed by Such qualities COM:ern for factuality, compre-
hensivenc";.- nd careful use of inductive and deductive reasoning. Its
chief focu, 0 subject at bond contrast, persuasive discourse
focuses on the Lid iencc; the aim is not to designate reality but to
induce some practical choice or to prompt an action (physical, intel-
lectual, or emotional). Expressive discourse aims simply to articulate
the writer's personality or point of view. Unlike persuasive discourse,
expression makes little effort to bring about change' in the audience.
The Primary goal of literary discourse is neither to discover truth nor
to induce change nor to display the writer's own attitudes and ideas.
Its purpose is rather to create a language structure thy of
appreciation in its own right" (p. 30)

For Kinneavv, at tempts t,, accomplish these four different pur-
poses entail different thinking processes and result in pieces of
diScourse that have distinctive stylistic features and organisational
patterns. Consequently, as both Kinneavy and Richard Lloyd -)ones
(1977) suggest, it may be that skill in ac omplishing one rhetorical
purpose does not necessarily imply skill in accomplishing another,
that "the writer of a good technical report may nut be able to produce
an excellent persuasive letter to a city council- (Lloyd - Jones, p. 37),

/1:4.qiinrtioil AS was the case with
purpose, the relation of speaker, subject, and audience receives little
direct attention in practical stylist handbooks. Occasionally, these
texts offer advice that might help one avoid appearing "foolish" or
illogical, and -N,',Irriner in particular cautions against losing the
"respect- of one's audience. But these texts seem almost arhetorical.
One makes decision:; about diction or syntax on the basis of certain
principles that ore, at best, useful for developing only one kind of
persona and a ppealing,to only one kind of audience. Writers of texts
such as Warriner's acknowledge that one's language must be ap-
propriate to the "occasion- for vhich one is speaking or writing.
They assume, however, that knowledge of the -conventions of
"standard- English will, in Warriner's words, let a student "'easily find
the answer to almost any language problem he is likely to encounter"
fp. -iv). They never suggest that one may have the problem of
choosing between two equally "correct" words or syntactic patterns.

Current theorists, however, assume that one's choices must be
guided by a complex awareness of speaker, subject, and audience, not
by a single set of conventions. Writers such as Walker Gibson (lobo),
lames Moffett 110081, and Kinneavy 0071) refer to Aristotle's notion
that effective persuasion requires one to establish a plausible ethos,
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that tont (.,Mson simply talks about the relative initimacy or
formilitv fit the speaker-atitlience ielationship in specific pieces of

Ile does not ,Jelitie -intirnate" and -formal- c\c!,ipl to
idcntil iiine ill the illarakteristRs ot the -writer-style" language of
formal :speaker-anthem t. relationships and the -talker-style" lab-
guage (it informal relationships. (Also!, suggests, almost in passing,
that "the metaphor of pin:sit-11 sp,ne,- i.e., the literal distancv
between speak:..er and outlieme, helps ,Kkount for the relative
slaty tar formality of a speaker=amlience rebtionship (p. 53). 'This

notitin of physical diston(e, combined with distance in time, is much

more f ullv elaborated in N. lot tot t's theory. Moffett (1,--7o,S) describes a
itillinuunr that be.gurs ttvith interior monologue, in which speaker

and outhente are identit.al, and moves to Llialogue, in which speaker

011,1 audient-t are separate but still close in time and sNce. At
subsequent points, on Ntot etis continuum kee /coifing arc llnizTrfic fit
11 L,,fif tor a konwileti. -.Iescriptiont, speaker and audience are more
.thtl more remote; one speaks or isrilifs 1or increasingly large
auLliente, one that is not present aiitl cannot provide any immediate
response to one's message.

1Vhen he describes Shift, in the nl4in11,111l1 al =1,eit 4r- and

( a) son taILs .11)0tit (Flanges in .itt it title, ranging from "himorific" to
pejorat wt., toward a subject-. As with his discussion of ultimate and-
formal spvakcr-auilleme relationships, Cilbson does not try to (temp,-

mate specific stages along the honorific-pejorative continuum, l'vlof

fet I. however. identifies several stages along the contiouuni he
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describes. At one extreme, one talks a. out "what is happening,"
recording unsclectively tb,e phenoruena that c at the moment
one speaks or writes. As one moves along Moft con unu mil, one
writes about subjects that are increasingly remote in time .and space;
that is, one abstracts from previous everience and reports about
"what happened,- Then one generalises about recurrent phenomena,
about -what happens," And finally one theorises about "what will or
might happen." As a result of e\ tensive research on the writing of
school-age children and adolescents in England, Britton (1071) has
elaborated Moffett's four-stage speaker-subject continuum into
seven stages: record, report, generalized narrative or descriptive
information, analogic How level ofgenerrli /at ion), analogic, specula-
tive, and tautologic.

In suggesting the diverse speaker-subject-audience relationships
one may find in written discourse, Gibson does not refer to any
theoretical framework. Moffett, by contrast, shows how changes in
speaker-subject-audience relationships parallel changes in people's
intellectual development, a movement from egocentered to decen-
tered functioning. Egocentric discourse, Moffett says, is charac-
terized by a speaker talking to him- or herself or an immediate
audiencea friend, sayabout phenomena that presently.exist. As
one becomes more decentered, one is able to address remote audi-
ences about subjects that are nut part of one's present, firsthand
experience. Moffett specifically denies that any one speaker-subject-
audience relationship is more important than any other. Ilk interest
is not solely in preparing students to write highly duce!, tered dis-
course but in enabling students to move easily along the egucentered-
decentered continuum and lo know where they are at any one point
along the continuum,

QuestQuestioning Basic Assumption~

Recent discourse theory is dal with postabslit ies fur _law research, In
the next fem., pages, we shall suggest only a few possibilitie5, deriving
our questions from our brief discussion of the purposes of discourse
and of relationships between speaker, subject, and audience. Obvi-

isly, our suggestions cannot be,exhausrive or definitive. Almost
every page in, say, Kin neavy's /I I /man/ rl Distoun;r or in Britton's work
on discourse theory It his volume and 1071; s..ee also Britton:BurAess,
Martin, McLeod, cl Rosen, 1075) will help researchers raise addi-
tional guys tions
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Or tltt 1v1-11vP, make chouces that cannot he explained by cosidera-
tion ctl purpose or if 1..w,ikvr-subject utiwni:c relationships:.

\re there important chttrences between the practice ol extremely
skillfol writer!, and less competent riter' Are there factors
previous experience in writing) that influence the bases one uses for
making chones Do these hoses change as one moves through the
stage, of the t.riiitSiosiog process' lhat is, might there be points at

porpw.e arc enure trn ror tan! than
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1 he work of I )0 ILI d 1%1 V 7 , hoot Emig (107 It, and others
sue lVolter Petty's chapter volume) persuades us that the

11
imnostng is a very promising area for research. Cort)pel-

liug the are, the theories of Mott eft Gibson, and Kinneavy are
based largyl on on analysis of ks..rittet products. It we are to use this
theory in reso,aik,hing the composing, p -ocess, it seems essential that
theory be inhumed by analysis of this p Admittedly, data for
thL-: sort of analysis will be third to obtain. recent study h' Cooper
and Och11 (107 0 supports Emig's claim: I 0 11 that even highly
competent prolessionot writer!, have difficulty articulating the basis
on ichii h they inako de; ision. about what they say and how they say
it As one of I he profs,...!on.11 writers in Ow (:ooper and ()dell study
remarked, these' proco,;es become so automatic that one is scarcely

owore of thorn. Nforeover, as Emig 11071) points out writers'
arcounts of the composing process are likely to focus on the writer's
feelings or on the contet in which the writing took place rather than
on the decisions and choices imlved in the art of compOsing. To try

1111, problem, Cooper and ()dell made changes in writers'
works and Own asked them ivhother they could accept t hese changes.

his proiechirc. enabled writer.; to provide ,1 great deal of inf ormation



about why they had made nn decisions in their original drafts.
Studies of the revision pro( chapters by Donald Murray and
Gabriel Della-Fiona in this 1-'01u Me) may suggest another way to
explore the process of composing. As we examine successive drafts
of manuscripts, we should be able to identify points at which writers
have made revisions and a_sk such questions is Are there distinct
patterns in their revisions? Do these revisions suggest a sharply
increased sense of purpose or speaker-subjectudience relations? If
we were to ask writers to explain their revisions, what sorts of
reasons would they use to justify their choices? Would these reasons
be consistent with the theories of Kinneavy, Moffett, or Gibson?

At first glance, the design problems for studies of the actual
psycholinguis tic process of composing a piece of writing seem nearly
insurmountable. The cognitive processes of composing are complex
and not directly observable. Consequently, we must study them in
ways that generate data from which we can make strong inferences
about the processes, How can we design such studies' Besides the
procedures in the Cooper and Odell study, Emig's "composing aloud"
(1971), and the procedures for studying revision in the Della-Piano
and Murray chapters in this volume, what can we-recommend? We
can look carefully again at the designs cognitive psychologists have
used to study such concepts as traces, idea;, associations, schemata,
structures, clusters, habit-family hierarchies, response strengths,
strategies, subsidiary and focal awareness, transformations, covert
trial and error, primary and secondary process thinking, and execu-
tive routines. In a study of the structure and functions of fantasy,
Klinger (1971) even makes use of behaviorist notions of operant and
respondent activity to distinguish fantasy from other cognitive
activity and to explain the sequential segments in the structure of a
fantasy- As to particular methodology, Emig (1971) has recommended
using time-lapse photography or an electric pen to record the
Unfolding of a written piece. More satisfactory than either of those,
we believe, would be to videotape separately the transcription and
the writer as a piece is being written. From above the writer and at a
slight angle, one camera could be focused on the writing paper, which
would be affixed to one spot on a writing table. From the side,
another camera could be focused on the writer. The researcher
would then study the parallel videotapes and the completed piece of
writing. What might we learn if we ask a writer, experienced and
comfortable with this writing situation, to write several pieces each
of expression, persuasion, and explanation? Using Emig's (1971)
characterization of the composing process as a guide, would we be

23
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posmble tly oltson's c !militia so os tt, .actttltnt fur t

pieces of ing, or would it be necessary to devise new, continu
Suppose readers were able to categorree published vvritings

cording to their purpose or spv,q,er-scibteLt-andlenco relationAip.
Would expressive writing conststently display patterns of eoird
choice, syntactic choice, or thought processes that %yea, sobstakidly
different front those patterns found in writ ini4s idoiltiht'Ll IS pertio.t
sive? What .analytic procedures would be most satisfactory for
identifying specific leant rys of word choice, synt,R, or thot-Ighf
processes? For example, would .1 relatively _siropleprovedure sneh as
type-token ration ollow ono to distinguish
expressive discourse
reference discourse ?

in raising these clues It writ ten product hove in wirld
studies by Francis Christensen (I0o7), Richard Nile and VV cielgor
Ellis (1070), ond Rich,ed I I I- I \( .0. ). thNe
found that analysis itf published ,writing tended to discredit or
vveoken sorne of the clams mode in practical stylist textbooks.
Warriner's text, for instance, asserts that there n-e seven col-noon

d Ellis triedmethods of developing a paragraph. lint when medde
to identifv these method,: in published wriiim, they found that 5,0
percent of the :400 poragraphs they examined' (roll otretn sources
did not allow, ;on, of fir,. patterns rocoummujoil in hiotriner ond that
the remoinin 4-1 percent followed only of the "7 recommended
methods of develorrnent.

The research of Meade and e . nd her: ,s for A h hy
skepticisin not direCted solely at practical styli -.t rho uric: retieorthers
must test ,-1/1 claims mod assumptions about di course by trvinr to
apply them to large nurnher of actual pieces, ofpubli,-,,ked

choice in persuasive, htenry, or

(114(.4101: a 1Y11t (1 1)1 I /1:,:1' 1

Are there holistic features (i.e., whit Lloyd-1011es calk:port ary traits)
that appear to he characteristic of, soy, the expressive 01

seventeen year oldolols and that rarely or never ,ippedy in the expressive
writing of flint' ),'oirolds7 11 so,e\actly whit are rho .e trails" they
seem inextricably related to o writer's intollectudi devv10prtWilt, or
does it seem that they may be taught of ,Irnot ?rev
Are there atormstie features le.g quolities of _syntax And intellectual
processes) that ,eern characteristic of the eNfires5ivv writing done by
seventeen year olds but not of the expressive writing done by nine Ot
thirteen year olds? lit ,issuove, for example, that tvriters at AIlogic=%
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age level might not be borne out by writing done at sow other age
level. Such a theory would seem, at best, extremely limited and in
need of substantial modification.

clidistion4 about Eli itirr rtn,1 /tuts

Should researchers accept Llovil-lones's c Laina that one's skill with one
sort of discourse (persuasion, for example) might be significantly
different from one's skill with other types of discourse? Suppose a
researcher were to identify writers who were recognized as compe-
tent in one discourse type and asked those writers to perform writing
tasks in a different discourse type, How would their writing differ
from that of writers who were supposed to excel in the second
discourse type? Would the writing of public school students reflect
Lloyd-Jones's assumption? Suppose a researcher were to give writing
tasks in three discourse types to a number of students. Would one
find that students who were rated superior in one discourse type
were never (rarely? occasionally?) rated superior in other discourse
types?

How should researchers frame a writing task so as to obtain the best
possible work from students? Must researchers, as Sanders and
Littlefield (1075) claim, provide a full rhetorical context, that is,
information about speaker, subject, audience, and purpose? Is there
any aspect of the rhetorical context' tha t we need not include in a
writing task? Would an assignment that, for example, specified
speaker, subject, and audience but not purpot.e elicit writing that
differed significantly From writing prompted by an assignment that
specified a full rhetorical context?

Should we accept Lloyd-Jones's notion that a given piece of
discourse should be judged only by criteria that are appropriate to the
specific purpose for which the piece vos written? (Sanders and
Littlefield accepted this point of view, but results of their study
provide no support for it,) Are there generic criteria for each dis-
course type? Can we identify norms for, say, persuasive writing
that will let us make a fair, informative assessment of quite different
pieces of persuasive discourse? Or must we do as Lloyd-lonesVid and
devise separate scoring guides for each individual writing task?

In all of these questions, we have been concerned with achieving
assessment procedures that are valid, useful to students, and reason-
ably practical for researchers and teachers. Lloyd-Jones (1077, p. 45)
repkirts that devising an adequate scoring guide for a single task in
the National Assessment writing sample could take eighty hours or
more. This sort of investment in time and effort is out of the
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tofitid uut vvhetlit.r we can make compromises that will let its have a

valid but practicable means Lit .1AI-it'll); and assessing

writing ability.
This at tempt I make t ompro %ids us flack tic

SlIprtt,t. %AVI to hilt] 111.11, f or tA.1111[11i

Itt1114,1-,t. ht. ()Mit tt'd t rom writing assign=

inents wit hout afttcting writers' performance on illosc. assignments.

Ili this the case, one would have hi cmisidt2I- the possibility that,
It least under some circumstanc('s, purpose in ,_.vriting might nut be

as important a!, Ki11110.1V1. (.1114.1 1.VO) think it

A Final Consider -tint

T hr.ughout,this have ut t amucs to
k. questions research r idight porstle. V T would be delighted if

these questiims lead to new understanding of writt(1 produc;ti or the

iontpo-dng process. \tot We tlIat questions and understand
ill },-.dike will Lie subject to continual re.ision: an eNlia waive descrip...

thin kit writing periornmtice t1:1 Me'an tittle that I've have exhausted'
our own restion..es tor asking and answering questions, not that we
hove exhausted the of our subject. ons.equentl).,, we

chart' an attitude Nloth..it h,t ypressed about 1 segment of his
I ea, tlulco,c The of discourse that'll-takes

(I i nlu t ut this i halllt r meant ill be tailtied, not believed. I am
after a ,-.1r,11tgit gain iii' t:t)11(c111- Ir. 15). INC anticipate that the

ail.-0.1.1'.111}', or seeking support for
assumption- will lead tt) 111CV intkir mation and flew assump-

tions -kit's, %y are interested not. only in gaining information but,
rt-411/211iii); true Obili1V to gain information, learning how to ask

fLirtiter questions, and doing what Lan to insore that we and other
rt.searcher., continue to make strategic goins in concept.

4 LI



3 The Composing Processes
and the Funclons of Writing

_la toes lira
University of London

Researc =h practices, those of schools and testing agencies, have
sometimes' mistakenly treated writing as a single kind of ability,
regardless of differences in the reader for whom it is intended and
the purpose it attempts to serve, Thus, Kellogg Hunt (1965) bases his
index of rvaturitv in writing It he MiniMal Terminable Unit) upon any
thousand words produced in school by each child in the sample. LNhil
it may be hold that the intended reader in tho children's minds was
unitorn* the teacher, the nature of the tasks at tempted was dive-rse

a ndorn way_. He found significant increases in T-,Unit length
odes four tee eight to twelve, but then noted that by his

measure i a olkner's novels rated a high grade, those of Hemingway a
low grade. One ight infer that the technique is capable of yielding
more information than is to be derived when it is used in a -globalil
waytha t is, when writing funetions are ignored. In fact, a member
of our research team (Rosen, 19o9) applied it to functionally differ-
entiated t.vritings (e.g., a story, apiece of exposition argument)
and conic to a concluskin of a different order, namely that the most
able. writers tended to produce the greatest variations of T-Unit
length from one- function 'to another.

The Writing Research Unit at the University:of London Institute
of EducatiOn was funded by the Schools Council in 1967 for the
purpose of studying the development of writing abilities in students=
throughout their secondary schooling. Our early studies confirmed
the suspicion that there were no existing categories adequate to
describe differences between one piece of school writing and another.
Deli:ire attempting to plot development, therefore, it was necessary

k nut a taxonomy', and it is this first stage that will be under

In all i [m et. writ ten Kern, I gro tefully acknowledge the I.-via rk of my colleagues in the
liVrOinyt hztimia h Lino, No 14 Martin, 13r. Harold Ro5.en, Tony Bucgo,,s, Dennis
(..earful-v§, Aim". N.h Leoti. ;Ind
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corn if n '11 f he t-(.= '011L1 _ we Made four-

year r tollow-up study leven and fit teen year olds in five schools,
but this _,.art of the project is still being completed. S one is fully
describeo in,a recent publication 'Britton, Burgess, Mi_Leod,

& Rosen, 0\5), and l 1',.111 not attempt to summarize it here. Instead,
this chapter will take up one or two points arising from the theory
adumbrated in the course of the project and sketch in enough of the
reseaFeh procedures and findings to provide a framework for those
points.

We took it cawgranted that set could
adequately describe differences among school writings and that a
number of variables would have to be identified and categorized. We
worked out and applied such variables and left two others in
limbo. Our data comprised 2,000 scripts covering a range of school
subjects, produced by 500 boys and girls in their first, third, fifth, and
seventh years of secondary schooling in o5 schools scattered over
England and Wales. With each script was a brief note by each
n Udell teacher indicating the contest in which the work was done
and tonanaentng upon the ability of the class.

A study of composing was focal to the work f the project,

and, oh hou,gh we had little, more than the products to go by, our
taxonomies were developed in the fight of our understanding of
those processes. We worked tan a set of categories that attempted to
describe the degree to which a writer appeared to make the teacher-
set task his or her own. At one end of the ,tale were those scripts
that reflected perfunctory work, minimal attempts to satisfy de-
mands the writers did not themselves endorse; at the other end,
performances in which writers made demands of themselves, so
endorsing the te.ichcr's intentions that they became virtually indis-
tinguishable from their own. We noticed that when this happened in
the course of the writing (as it frequently did), it was as though a tide
had risen and ,hanged the landscape. Starting our analysis with
"perfunctory" and "involved" as categories, we found we needed a

which we called "impelled," I here the work gave the impression
that- the writer would not have been easily distracted or dissuaded

-1
his or her undertaking, that the writer was in the grip of the

topic rather than in control of it An occasional fantasy' story (maybe
a retelling of a television drama) came into this category, but it
remained a very small set.

We were interested alsoln the re,e}cfrces a tyriter appewed to draw
upon in a piece of work. le found a few scripts in which a student
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would .attempt to tell a terste rti ilmot entirely in /looted tli.alogue.
.example:

-Oh N. tummy Llo vOW thin4 Ise ,111 1.1 ht t,
1%011 I 41,111 7-110ri'llAy. it '.\111

tomorrow: right I v.111 y0 tor you

Taking this to he an example of extremely limited linguist.1c resources
on the part of the writer, we thought it might be possible to plot the
types of resources reflected in a piece of writing along these lines:
spoken dialogue, spoken monologue, the written language of stories,
and a particular written model (author or book).

I would not say that "degree of involvement" atad lingo stir
resources" are blind alleys, but certainly they remain unexplored. By

-controSt, when we' came to tackle two more basic questions about
writingWho is it torn and What i it torn we found both that we
had as much on our hands as we could deal with and perhaps, in
terms of the information yielded, as Much as we needed for our
present purposes.

"Sense of Audience" Categories

It is inherent in trodi nol tieeica..donal procedure that where ;chool
writings are concerned, the answer to is ' must usually be
the teacher. While we looked also for other audiences such as a peer-
groupor public audience, we sought our data mainly by subdividing
"teacher" into a number of teaching roles or student - teacher relo-

mships, Thus, the second party named in each of the following
categJries refers to the' teacher who set the writing task:

Child (or adOlescent) to trusted adult
Pupil to teacher, general (teacher-learner dialogue)
Pupil to teacher, particular relationship based on a shared

tit in a curriculum 'sublect)
Pupil to examiner

Our trial, analysis of 2,000 scripts t by 500 secondary school
pupils revealed that 2 categories--pupil to teacher, general, and pupil
to examiner --covered between them 68.percent of the scripts (30
percent in the former and -to percent in the latter). Considering that
we had formulated six other categories of audience relationships in
addition to the four student teacher relationships, we were disap-
pointed; but we were somewhat mollified by the fact that some
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scripts ,,rd ttt,d their
complete description
107:-4L

into o

he

">,\ hat Is It I )1-7-: I unction ( ot

1 he pm po-= s that _an be served [iv a pie ruing rni.VA t,.nreh,' he

mit-Idol& A writer's intentions ni.w. be ie). low, or lillosynt mi.: the

eft ei o reoLler may he Rhosvilt !MIL, L111101(,,,Vabl. and chain-

like, with no clearly Alined cutoH: point. let the function of any
piece of writing must be essentially related in some wav both to what

o writer intends by it and how rea,ters ected by it. 'Mercifully,
It/Igoe-4s have hod to cit..), with this - of problem before: their

solution is to limit their tomern :o i.vhot h.ii,d1 within the
that n tqlr,l` 1 he onte.t it which on utter-

othe is mode must be held to include recognition by %%Titer and reoder

of these Lonventions. A, Lyons ! 00-1 has put it. "I consider that the

!do te. t Cif 1J11,111'I, _sens! should be

imorporoteLl in any linguistic theory of meaning. Linder this head I

include the Lonventions and presuppositions inaintome,l by the

mutual otknowledgment oi onumumating sublet in the r.utticular

type of limt,Ilistic hell it lour .1 story, philosophiling. buying
and selling, proving, wilting a tioi, eft (pp

Our three primipal categories of w ruing tunitions
poIIL rl to mirk out kV() spectra located

as follows:

1 t',11,)k .11 \ POL

Helmut the two spectra oes duality' that "1,11M.'S 1110St of the issues I

want to take tip here, I he ;rck-trum I row t.pressive to transactional
covers what we want to I:ill -1,1111;1.1,WV in the role of participant," that

thishvrn er-Tessive 1.111:CJIW the 14.110 spcctator.-
is .1 distint. tion that has origins in Susanne Lancer's (10-12) "discur-

sive- and -presentational- ond, more specifically, in P. IN,

Harding's notion II02,7, 1002i of the role of the onlooker-.,`
larding distinguishes [our modes of response to eNperience: the:

operative (when eye porticipote in events), the intellectual (when we

fir seek to Comprehend without onv attempt to modify), the perceptual

when the e\perienting and olgoni/ing of perceptions is enough),

and the "detached evaluative response" or .1 spectator. While X111 flier

modes may contribute to .lily eNperience,,,ne is likely to predominate

and chord( tertie our response to unit situation. In the first 1110 c:e, os
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partieif.itlt the tyadlr,ttt in order to take part Iii event -, yet our
evoluo in tli cost, must subseryt- our parti,ipation; henry,
evaluate under t constraints nr sult=mterest, in the light of our
hcwes and f0,1 retardin g the outcome In the fourth mode. ,is
;pc, ta tor, .'s ,Lthj S: in Or 10,C bi`

&valuation thus 110t SUblel to thCCOI11---(1",11111:- 01' prudence or self-
interest. r i he temme totale who watt hex rivol suitors fight a duel is
not, m o;:i; r1se, o spectator!'

step is the one that most come! iu trs here. Ile toes
on to Klee Ht smayinary spectator:111p- all those ticcosio11:-. Iii
WhICII eye t ,.,.rite, or y, ' About past events, our own or other
people's e iences, or .1110,i1 the i111. 1C,Med events t,f Lire,1111 or
tic Hon In co- -.Ting .1hout events, ,is most of us do every cloy, peaker
;Ind itsten, r are beech 111 the Colt: of Spectator: the events recounted
At; ;;,,ilence, no one can partftipate in them- -anti they
;Ire re, ; tad solely for contmplotion by speokc,r and listener,
I lording points out that in thcr choice of events to recount, speoKers
reveal somythin\-., of the .._toes they plat, upon events; And in the
oy they tell :heir Hory their It ,aid -;.,:lentary they are likely
to otter thou- evaluation even more ,ha: 1\ hat ,peakets demoticl
from their listeners. whether by nod u i yrimoce tlr by verbal
response, is -feedback to tiie l aluanon. that is, the sonctioning or
modification of the evalti.,tion they otter and hence of the value
system by which they manage their osistenie m the w;orld, If go..;.,-ap

about ,tents (on,titute., informal language in the role of spectator,
then literory fiction- the not el, the story, the ;,iav represents the
ttrnl,el or fully developed end of the scale: -Fiction has to be seen,
then, as a convention, a convention for enhrgin,; the -cope of the
discussions we have with each other about what tliay befall' (Hord-
ing, p. 1.3m. .At the level of social interaction there is, by this
view, on e\change of evaluations between outhors and their readers,
an e \change in %%nch reputations are mode ,Intl lost, influences cvc-es..
and wane, values ,..111; and lose e urrency, and the cultural pout-I:not o
social group is sustained ;Ind evolved. l'uttiny the point as broadly
possible, as part lc wants we our stale of as speLtotors we
are concerned to rah; and riqol it. Mule the, applies primarily and
directly at the level of individuals, it has also it;; application at the
social level. Notice that the agenda hurnon eperienee upon tv/H
eye hose our cvaiuo,tuly, is not limited to-our own firsthand expert-
C11Ce:4: p.11 tR. !pants cve have only one hie to live- -pettater=s on
infinite number ore open to Lit,

nut odd in parentheses thot Lori of the notion th.it
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t ;kin HI, i i il1lV I OttIC to t row an iine\ pet ted kiwi' ter ahok
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Lill, ti I l (,)TA-Vitle, out .1 1-471,/ '117, :huff

)icy e t_ ma: at1vta and

\.y ncn t ht-V .1 11,11'1=.1tiVc 11,1L1

r,..11l1,111%-c Jlid InIrlird evaluation on other lorm,, they
1. ielkl it .in empty or romtle-, In other %voids even in

rather a: tali, tat ilritltils.arte, tip tor reiirth purtio,cs, the

e,isential purro,e t at,out our periences

s,ert, itkkelt.
ror the prat Ina{ ta,k written rat ackkilding to

;um tiole yo: ikikikeki 1
tour res of re,iikinse to two; his

iir;t !and ,ek kind insilyt- ,orerative anti iiittzllek trial) vore offiloted

into our rd I tlk roll:: hi, third mode perCert11,111 We felt SVC tlitild

ih It 14,11t)le there SV,1%- 1111

-e! fourth mode i, eniii el\ the equivalent of our
1IIIe,11.1);(' in du' rote ..,pctator. ha t. been indicated, the

tkvo role, are related timer tun& lion ka mtegories: tronsactnal
lamniinte i= t uilv kick-elopd to meet the demands t,t pikrticipants;
not tie ull develotied to meet the demankl_s of a Spectator

role; aril e. Iiinkm,,,te Informal or kos11,11, Structured

lani;tio,:-e that nuoy ,-;erve in an iinkleelope,1 wov, either participant
01 ,p...,totor ro+,e ihnc ,.11t) .! 1400(1 deal dbout the
ininortonke i t e\pre,,,,ye (telVtlett. it .11 t C/75)
pArtl, [dark; it, edutational t<ilue a., a main \ front which, in f.itorahle

In. [1001 11-,111:-ICtierldi .1111.1 poetic writing .11.! dvelopedi
%Iv konk ern here i, with the k-ontratil,4 spektra: meriting in the role

of participant the -kpectrimi troni c\rireisive to transactional) and

IA-riling um the !tilt of ...tie, tato' Ili.' pcctrrn7i f r(im prussivr to

p.II
10:nether be in

int.Lic it in rillItis' 111,11-tli ting, or persuading people or

in on 'incite( trial !node of pronh,n, et_iilatn;, theorwing,
inter,ime in tin, atetor i, 1 mean, to ,rne end outside itself,

and it, it ill he on the ri-111L Irie it cl icnc m C,Irryiny,

mil th,ll hi. Indli (''I'i.- of vcrkil
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homed in on two that
seemed of importance in -.chin thus the two principal subcategorics
of the transactional are the conotwe and the intormative see
lakobson, loocl, pp. 353 357. for a similardistinction). 1 conotive
we further divided into regulative 'where compliance r assumed) and
persuasive (where no such asimption is Informative writing
we divided in accordance with lames Moltett's -obstroctive is
described in his t;!i' I 1!;!:"Cr U71.,t.'10,C, but we distinguished
seven levels of abstraction where he used four. Our analysis of 2,000
scripts showed that level of abstraction is o highly significant index of
development from ages II to IS, but that comparatively few students
reach the theorizing level and that curriculum subjects vary widely in
the rate at E.Aich they take students up the scale. The most
disappointing finding tv,--s the very small percentage of expressive
writing at any level e percent overall; and this, of course, would
cover expressive writing in both the spectator and participant roles,

tVe ho e suggested that as sImitator: ve take up ''a ,letached evalua-
tive"' rule with regard to expert Hies real or imagined; we contem-
plate narrated experiences, recalled or imagined by ourselves or other
people. A word of precaution must be added: we may reconstruct
past experiences as a way of ,:etto:,, done, as part of a larger
transactionin other words, for some end outside the utterance. In
such cases we are in the participant, not the spectator, role, A witness
in a court of law verbally reconstructs past events not in order to
contemplate and evaluate them as an instance of what life can be like,
but as a contribution towards the court's verdict. If a witness began
to savor his or her story and work it up for the enjoyment of the jury,
it would soon become clear that the witness was in the wrong mode.
Telling a "hard luck story" is a device for securing attention by
appearing to invite the listener into the spectator role; but when the
demand for a loan tomes, the listener knows that he or she was in the
wrong role, that the speaker wants cosh, not the sanctioning of
values!

There is an important implication here: when we move into he
spectator role, our utterance itself moves into the focus of .ntion,
becoming on end rather than a means to something outside itself. As

-such an utterance moves up t he. scales from expressive to poetic,
there is mei eosing stress upon the forms of the language itself and
upon the formol disposition rrf whatever' the language poi trays the
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The conventions of I discourse thus call for global context all=
ration_

Stisanne Langer first makes her distinction between
discursive and presentational s,..mbolism, she contrasts the linear
nature of discourse with the simtiltaneous impact of a visual aTt
form. The idea of a simultaneous onimuni,mion is suggested in the
name she has chosen, t the presentational forms of
music and the verbal arts have a time dimension, as do discursive
forms. Our distinction butween piecemeal and global contextuali/a-
tion seems to be one Way of resolving this difficulty and is consistent
with the advice critics have sometimes offered on how literature
poetry in partic uiar should be read if we are to preserve its
essential unity. Coleridge distinguished a poem from ordinary dis-
course by calling it -esemplastic- (-molding into one-}md liateson
(love) stressed the necessity of attention to details of a text atter a
sense of the general meaning of the whole has been established. An
interesting field for researchoffers itself in studving the relationship
between -text- and -message- (see, as one starting point, rolanyi,
1o56, p. orn as it varies over types of discourse and, in particular, as
between transactional and poetic varieties.

Pursuing the contexualization distinction, , may relate it to
the processes of composition. I he writer of a transactional piece, in
having in mind the reader addressed, must try to envisage the initial
preen t upations with whit h that !cadet will approach the t rsk, since
these preoccupations provide the context into which the text is to be
fitted. Fit ling the text to the preoccupations involves finding a was'
Of beginning that will both open up the topic and enmesh with what.
the reader has in mind. Shared context builds up between writer and
reader as the piece proceeds, so the chances of losing, confusing,
misleading, or frustrating a reader are at their greatest in the
opening sentences. ''Finding a way in- h-as often been used as a way
of talking about the difficulties of writing a transactional piece. It is
more, of course, than simply wooing a reader or catching his or her
in the strategy must be such that the writer-reader interaction

up a coherent movement towards the heart of the message. How
this may vary was something we observed at a simple level in reading
the transactional writing produced in school; writers were likely to
succeed :f they found for their opening a generalization powerful
enough zo require more than a sentence or two to work out its
implications. (rimming in Avant e is no guarantee of success, for on
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Preparation, Incubation, and .1Fticulatittn

Our study of the c s of writing led toeeonsider three stage.,,:
preparation, im-obation, and artwulotion. t\rhlit it clear that
incubation plays an important and little-understood role in writing of
all kinds, v,t2 might speculate that in much poetic writing incubation
does duty also for the earlier stage, preparation. Certainly, auto-
biographii:o! anecdotes that support this idea are in good supply,
particularly. it seems, from English poets in the Romantic tradition,
This example c(-imes from Siegfried Sas.bon 110451:

tine evening in the m IIU.L..e O. \pril r had an e\pCriellit
seem, worth describing for those who are interested in the
methods of poetic produit on It tvi 1 sultry spring night. I was
feeling doll minded and depressed, for no as,ignable reason.
Atter sitting 1011,1041i:04 in the W'kiffilki floor room for -about
three hour, after dinner, I came to the conclusion that there ..,-1t;

nothing for it but to take my useless brain to bed. On my way
from the arm-chair to the door I stood by the writing table. A few
word-:; had floated Into my head though rom nowhere .

picked up a pencil and Wrote the' WOrd.... On a 'beet of notepaper.
tVithnlit sitting down, I added sevond hoe, it was or.t: it I were
remembering rather than thinking. In this mindless, recollecting
manner i wrote down any poem in .1 It'W minute!,. .'heir it was
finished I read it through, with no -.ens,. tit elation, merely
wondering how I had tome to be rIt poem When tCelIng
stupid. I then went heavily upstairs tell asleep without
thinking about it again. he poem wa.- which
ha " into be(orne a skid.. anthology ale.

That thinking and utterance may underg( miiing processes at an
involuntan,. levt,-,1 has been demonstrated often enough.. This has
been shown to be equally trait' in thy' production of transactional and

tic utterances. liernord Kaplan (see also McKeller, I05.7).. for
example, has described the oi currence of hvpnogogic images that
represent solutions or partial solutions to intellectual problems,1 It
seems surprising that the role of incubation in the writing process
has not been experimentally investigated, as far as we know, in
recent years. Articul,ition, the pen-to=poper phase of the writing

hire 1,H-wil!,() At

dry

ut,l the



es-. rs likewise an ,irea ripe tier nal study he trttlt

attempt to the prkikess akk urately bruggen, to.tor
have hurt a limited eprunnt tarried out in ,,1inerik Many years
aeo, long hetore LAilkiman=1-isler-s Iriiittul stueiie. 11 oo;.3 of the
timing ot speckh

I11, 1_,Andon irk h unit in i000 dt vi'Ioprd the' design
ansnutting peir kvii;.1), In conjunction with an electronic

recordist; table, would a tuned rekkiiki eat an Individual's perform-
anie thrLAughout all the moves of drattmg, amending, or tedrattmg;
but shortage of both time and money forked us ti) abandon the
proposal. continue to kherish our hunch that -shaping at the
point of utterance`" may be a iretit,rl .1S110...t 01 the writing process. in a
great many kinds of writing. Ow are encouraged io this,notion
rolanvi's l000, pp. r 14 i-tel concept of "local- and -peripheral-
.e.vareness-- peripheral kwk=arene,ss of the means, language, being
sublet. t to the control of a total .31,VarCOVS of the end III view, the
purr OSL-, tern which the language Is being used..1Ve are encouraged
also by our own e\periments at ,vriting without being able to read
what is written: ,.vhile in general this proved inhibiting, the degree of
interferenk e varied according to i tine tRill pre. site (a letter to a
kolleaguo, transak tional la paragraph in a research paper), or poetic
(o poem). 1 he results were consistent %%Atli the belief that we focus
upon the end in view, shaping the utterance as we write: and when
the seam rs 'played out- or We interrupted, wr 1!,l't started again
by reading what we have writ tin,- running along the tracks we have
laid down. vith the loose structure of en. pre:. aye writing, a disloca-

f,!tie to inability to i'eaki had written) might barely he
noticed; with the transactional paragraph, the frustration lay princi-
pally in not being able to read back over the last few phrases. (Had we
attempted to write a longer O,IS.Itr,t2, either needs would of course
have a fltielli With the poetft there was no predicting when the
frustration would arise- -the' need to Ihwe the whole in view made
((self telt, and the task was vu trinity impossible.

A more Way Of referring to -shaping at the point of
utterance- is perhaps to say that a writer develops an inner voice
capable of dictating to him or her 111 the forms all the written-
language. Yet that is mysterious enough, and thero'fieems to have
been no study of how the tae (paired or hots it is related to
fluency and other speech factors or to tastes and habits in readillg. I

have already referred to the tact that ter came across cases of
k 1111th-ell Who rU.11 h ' of eleven :Ciiit011t acquiring the ability,

C



%vhose inner voice is restricted to the efialoguc that has
Cars,

A final speculation on the ,irticulat prc will serve as a link
with the general statement that concludes this chapter. k\e, have
hinted at the organizing power of a 1.1enerahiotion in a piece of
transactional writing. A complementary proses, in poetic writing
may lie in the power of a formal feature or features to act as
earganirrng principles. VVe believe, in fact, that children's writing
sometimes demonstrates the -taking over process in the course of a
single utterance. A piece that begins in a loose, unstructured wav
perfunctorily, evenmay seem to take shape under the influence of
the affective power of a rhythm or sound pattern, m image or on
idea, It has been remarked that in young children's drawings what
has been called physiognomic perception a dynamic way of perceiv-
ing that responds to global e\pressiveness rather than to detail may
sometimes take over and affect both the objects the child chooses to
represent and the mode of representing them, Perhaps there is a
parallel here to what we believe we have observed. In this first piece,
in many ways typical of the cataloging small children go in for (the
writer is a seven=vear-old girl), a rhythm soems to take over and
exercise control over what is written:

t lass I tit,L1 V off and Tuesday (itt and the other classes
had Monday and I uesday oft and we played hide - and -sick and
my big sister hid her eves and counted up to ten and me and mv
brother had to hide and I went behind the dust =bin and I Watt
thinking about the summer and the buttercups and daisies all
those things ..ind fresh gross and violet, and roses and lavender
and the, tv. inkling seat o;.ei the star in the night and the Wad, sky
and the moon.

h

The take-over effect is more powerful in the ne\ t eample, though
it is also more difficult to identify the particular formal feature or
features that act,:d as vehicles for the feeling that drew the piece
together. The story was dictated to his teacher by a grade one boy in
a Toronto school, tVe know that, at the time, his father had recently
deserted the home.

Once upon a time there --a little ht -inel he didn't have a
mother or lather. One day .t, was waiking, in the tocest. i It sate. a
rabb.,t. it led Hu to A

There was a book inside of the house. Ile looked at the book
and saw a picture of a pretty animal. It was called a -horse.

I le turned the page, and saw a picture of a rabbit, a rabbit lust
like he hod seen in the forest lie turned the page again and saw a
CAL 1 Iv thought of has tither and mother,and when he
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And tilt -. hod hook, tot lum and Animal, tor bit ni play 1 Ile
thought about On, ,Ltortd t., try.

fide he I,. a!, trying .1 lady
loOkyd FOUnd and =o h mother. -1,, it

!yolk so,u7
my m our mother

. rthithi Arc vou
No. hilLI I Ii he that I

Oh, motile! why Are von /le! t`7-
fnt+ti.rlr =e` 1 k Arne ['Al.!, to look tor Nov

1% 11V, mother:. ,Nfiv did von Lome borr, to Ink for nit

io-t. I mi,s you
k% heti, k lotht-r7
f 1, in the kOttin that he to, 'moiled in fiut Lion t toll, about
now flow ,ire \Ott -Ant: '101.(te blo;er And I rn t I,id it? See

IC:, been a hull; time, mottle
\Thule the boy and tlit. r2 t,ilkiii tathl`r came

not, the room and ,01d. son, flow are`

Me,- ,,tat the Ht`,
t1s-ILIejlIV the 111011er alldJ.Attlet tint

I Ile hoc wa, crying. and the mother and tither were crying
od ,uddnlv gave theimo miracle.. to come to life. The

r looked 0t the ;Iit,thvi- 0nd tAther Mother, Oh,

tAt hor

Two Sets of Ituirit. of Use

,ArAt.r,er17, distinction bONN" fl disc and presen tational
symbolism is the foundation st()ne for her speculations concerning
flit two mode, of org.rni:dlion try rehiL)) our primary mental opcivi-

tions achieve fullest si,4nificance power, The first is the Cognitive

order, i Superstructure made possible by the invention and use of

discursive language. It is the older of objective knowledge; in the

course of reaching it, cure has to dissociate the cognitive from the
at fective aspects of one's e. pi:1(.14.e ot. he workl, The uniquely
personal responses, the affective aspet:-ts, are screened oot (as-far as'

they may be in order to achieve knowledge and vOntrol of the
enviro. nment. Linger claims that we have known and'recognized this
order and studied its 1,10:1- so exclusively that we have failed to
distinguish the other order from mere chaos. The order associated
with presentational symbolism is perfectly represented in a work of

art: it is not -an orgonitation of affecii:v responses, for by the hives of

this order the cognitive-affective distinction is irrelevant. A work of
A rrtlie( tioh of our cognitive -tuna,iffectie responses to experi-

ence. It is a subjective order, and as such it comes into operation, in a



form I intense'. less perfect than it achieves in a t )rk cat art, in
many of our daily activities. Langer's recent volu'mes t li-107,

continue her pioneer work in attempting to describe the principles of
her alternative order; the principles by which experience is projected
into a work of art. She spe'c'ulates (100-4, p. of among other thinks
that "physiognomic perception' may [Al\ its part and that the
rep_ resentonon of tensions-and resolutions may relate the structure
of a work of art to the phases characteristic of every -hvu-g act,- the
shape of the elements that make upthe continuum of We.

in proposal to divi(..e discourse into language in the role of
participant and language Ira the role of spectator, we see the two
spectra as embodying Langer's two fOrrns of organization. Difficult
though it may he for linguists to see the validity of this "first cut" in
kinds of discourse, we believe Langer's distinction must in the long
run find acceptance In terms of linguistic competence, then, we see
expressive discourse as an area of discourse where the rules of use
are at their least demanding. As writers improve in their ability to
meet the demands, on the one hand, of participant tasks and, on the
other, of tasks in the spectator role, they will internalize two distinct
sets of rule* of use: from the matrix of expressive writing, they will
acquire competence in both transactional and poetic modes of
mg,. We believe speech -act analysis would improve its explanatory
power if it applied its rules differentially andlor applied different

:rules to the two spectra we have described.

,Postscript

Let me say again that the ideas I have explored here have often been
highly speculative and may best he regarded as indications of areas

.where further inquiry is needed. Work on the process we have called
incubation, for example, is probably still mainly at the case study level,
but I see no reason why experimental situations should not be set up
to yield more conf-rolled data. In an intricate and puzzling area of
psychological study, one would at least have icits to hang on to. Some
early experiments on recall (Bartlett. 1032/I0e4), where time interval
was related to stages of modification of the material recalled, might

'be odopted to serve this somewhat different purpose..
As for the articulation process, I hope people who feel as we do

that "shaping at the point of utterance" Js an apt description of an
actual process may find it worthwhile to investigate the mysteries of
the "inner voice- that conies to dictate written forms of discou
study that would have to relate to a subject's reading patterns eve

4
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period of t as well as ,to the subject's drafting procedures. All
methods of drafting seem to me to deserve more investigation than
they have so far received. Simple interference techniques, such as the

one we tried where the writer cannot see what he or she writes and

systematically varied interruptions during composing, seem worth
further trial. Perhaps the most obvious lack is that of an accurate
matching of a fully revised and edited piece of writing with a
complete time record of its production. Electronic apparatus would

make this matching possible today, and it is high time somebody
undertook it. Long-term studies of the development of writing ability

are almost as scarce today as they were when I. A. Richards first

pointed out their importance some forty years ago. Finallymyone
who has the time and energy to make a full study of Susanne
Langer's recent works ought then to fall in behind her in an attempt

to define those laws we have ghbh.,, referred to as the-rules of use

govrifing utterances that are also works of art.



3 Paradigms and Problems:
Needed Research in
Rhetorical Inventie

Richard E. Young
University of Michiga

[he process of examining any topic is both-an exploration of the
topic, and an exegesis of our fundamental beliefs in the light of
Which we approach it a dialectical combination of exploration
and exegesis.

Mich rolanyi

On what basis can one argue that, at this moment, we need certain
kinds of research in rhetorical invention and that we are less in need
of other kinds I would like to move toward an answer by first
proposing that since the beginning of the century, the teaching and
researching of composition have been guidM by what Thomas Kuhn
(1970) has called a "paradigm,"1 a system of widely shared values,
beliefs, and methods that determines the nature and conduct of the
discipline. paradigm determinesmong other things, what is
included in the discipline and what is excluded from it, what is taught
and not taught, what problems are regarded as important and
unimportant, and, by implication, what research is regarded as
Valuable in developing the discipline. It is what accounts "for; the
relative fulness of loud professional communication and the

I. The term is taken front hoc Ntentlth RITObohOrt,. Although
paradigm- has several meanings in Kichn's work, I am treating it as synonymous with

what he calls a -disciplinary mitre.-- disciplinary" because it refers to the common
possession of the practitioners of a particular discipline; t because it is composed
of ordered elements of various sorts, each requiring further specification" (p. 182).

Kuhn's work is.an effort to account for deep and rapid changes in the sciences;
hence, there is some tillestiOn whether it is It to apply it to Other
However, the similarities between scientific disciplines and other disciplines, including
our own, ere substantial enough to MAC IN use here at least tenable. Gage fIcto4,
pp. 22 ?II puts Kuhn's work to a similar, and valuable, use; he argues that the
discipline as a whole is in :1 -preporadigmatii stage, a nidgrnent that SCCO1S to me
reasonable. However, if one examines only the discipline of composition subdisci-
pline for Gage), one finds a more orderlv, coherent, and directed enterprise.
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relative unommity of loud professionol judgments" (Kuhn, low,
p. [62). For those working within a discipline, a paradigm is an eye to

See with.
It is not difficult to find evidence for the contrary position that

there has been no generally shared system of beliefs which has
guided work in the discipline. One need only recall the extraordinary
variety of courses Kit zhober-q loo31 discovered in his survey of
freshman composition programs to wonder whether we have any
discipline at all. However, I think a reasonable case can be made for
the proposition that for several decodes members of the discipline
have shared .1 remarkably stable system if beliefs, 1 system that

Rmiel Fogarty ( I 050) has called "current-traditional rhetoric"

(p_ I Is). If we accept the proposition, the varied courses can be seen,

for the most part, as variant manifestations of an underlying

paradigm_
Not all of those teaching composition and conducting research on

It have been committed to current rachtional rhetoric, And some of
those who have at one time been believers have stepped outside it,
espousing new theories. The reception accorded new theories is one
indication of whether the disfficipline is in fact controkd by a para-
digm_ In his fliapiiiihia lairhipia Coleridge notes the existence of a sort
of secret and tacit compact among; the learned, not to pass beyond a
certain limit in speculative science. I he privilege of free thought .

has at no time been held valid in actual practice, except within this

limit; and not a single stride :beyond it has ever been ventured
without bringing obloquy to the transgressor" (pp. 95-9b) Not the
criticisms, but the violence of the criticisms of Robert Zoellner's
application of behavioral theon,, to the composing process (19b9a.)

suggests that he had passed beyond some very real limits in the
minds of the learned in the discipline, that he had stepped outside a
paradigm. (See "On Zoellnerism," loco), for'responses to Zoellner's
approach.) Indeed, in .1 response to his critics, Zoellner (No9b) makes
it clear that he regards the conflict as paradigmatic.

If we assume that such a paradigm does exist and if we examine it

through the lens, of Kuhn's theory, then some recent developments
in rhetoric take on a special meaning, one which has strong implico-

lions tor the conduct of research,

The Current-Traditional Paradigm

The main difficulty in di
even in recogniiing its

Sing the current- traditional paradigm, or
Brice, is that so much of our theoretical



knowledge about it is tacit. Such is the case with the vitalist
assumptions, inherited from the Romantics, that underlie so many of
its overt features,' The overt features, however, are obvious enough:
the emphasis on the composed product rather than the composing
process; the analysis of discourse into words, sentences, and Fiord--
graphs; the classification of discourse into description, narration,
exposition, and argument; the strong concern with usage (syntax,

punctuation), and with style (economy,. clarity, emphasis);
the preoccupation with the informal essay and the research paper;
and so on Vitalism, with its stress on the natural powers of the mind
and the uniqueness of the creative act, leads to a repudiation of the
possibility 6f teaching the composing process, hence the tendency of
current-traditional rhetoric to become a critical study of the products
of composing and an art of editing. Vitalist assumptions become most
apparent when we consider what is excluded from the present
discipline that had earlier been included, the most obvious and
significant exclusion being the art of invention.

The overt features of the paradigm have provided the content and
organizational principles for hundreds of anthologies and composi-
tion texts for three generations. The frequently heard complaint that
composition texts are too much alike is, I think, unwarranted; the
striking similarity is more a symptom of a widely shared paradigm
than lack of imagination. Composition texts are more properly
judged on their clarity and pedagogical ingenuity than on their
conceptual originality. Textbooks elaborate and perpetuate estab-
lished paradigms; they are one of the principal vehicles for the
conduct of a discipline in a stable state. As such, they are a
particularly valuable source of information about the paradigm.

Even a cursory survey of bibliographies such as the one in
Braddock, Lloyd Jones, Schoer's Re.,:con It in iVraten

(pp. I 18-1421 reveals that our research, on the whole, has reflected
distinctive features of this paradigm; for example, a strikingly large
proportion of it has been devoted to the sentence, the paragraph,
usage, and style. The inn of the research is also typical of a firmly
established paradigm. Researchers have been primarily concerned
with problems of application, most notably with pc,d.lgogical practice,
rather than with problems of theory (gupport for this generalization
can be found in Broddoi.k et al., I 0o3, and Rowland, Van Gelder, &
McKiernan, Purely theoretical problems are seldom of much

an eploreti in detail b 075); Kan tract'
itiflocto,tt,, ,,f vitalist ion, in t tirre rhetoric durinh'thi

century.
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interest as long os he Ilrtnulal teat it of the paradigm are
unchallenged. Dining stable periods, theoretical assumptions tend to
function as presuppositions rather than as 51dbit'l it, for investigation,
VVIttin one believes, he Cot- she) does not question his beliefs; he
them.' It is quite possible to teach and even Carry out pedagogical
research informed by the paradigm tvith only a general notion of
what the basic assumptions of the discipline are. Current-traditional
rhetoric has dominated the discipline so thoroughly and for so long
that it is probably 1110U(' ice Ural(' ill spC,d, of d IliclOriCal tradition
rather than a theory, if by theory ,we mean an explicit system of

important characteristic of k'Orivill 1',1i111:011di rhetoric is the
lusion of invention as a subtl0(4,11m) of the art.' Proponents of

current-traditional rhetoric have offered two arguments for this
exclusion. First, rhetoric is the art of presenting ideas;'other
alines, they argue, are more properly concerned with original inquiry
and the development of new knowledge. heir example, Martin Stein-
mann IIetclol argues that -rhetoric... is concerned with the effective
chow e of ,vnonviii,,Lis 2,50). I his definition, he con-
t I -excludes invention (choosing between non-
synonymous expressions) and memory from the province of rhetoric--
retaining drranw'fficl)1. and delive'ry- Second, they
argue from the vitalisi assumption that creative processes, which
include the composing process, are not susceptible to conscious con-
trot by formal proceclee.es. As I aVlor Stoehr ( 10071 remarks, 'In all of
this process the writer is, in .1 sense, it the mercy of his thoughts. He
doe.* no,t direct them at this or that point; instead, he follows'them
with more' thoughts, spontaneously, naturally. It is hard to say
whether he hat. the thoughts, or they have hini" (pp. 420-12 ), Skills
which cannot be' formulated as methods cannot be taught (though
they can be learned) and hence have no place in an art or rhetoric,5

it tiot ,tile AI 1:1'01 h proviklv gr,71::1

cdurr, 11,1:1.1101.111,

ipvc1(ill 11 ,111,1 .h.1.11,(11w It 10 ,pct iormol methods
it (Ink AnalV1111r. UO1111110 \ events.

And L C113111 I.-And-. 01 yttAill'In, I IL Mit ut t [110110..1s are
11 u- -eel In re flan III 1 ton t I1A ptt.1

( ,"01111/101111., 1./11/»nt, -h e \ I WI Sor.' ,t 1110 progcnitors

t,111 11.1t; 1,11Al II,rhRL 11 m,t tit1,111L,L1, 1 ttlrt11t11 tt'N(In
1.1111 ',01111:1 inf11: 1,111 tA IL. [Inn hire F.C...t t,1 ,1. (11.1( with

r.11,1(.,1 11in1., It
r the

I 1(,11r
i.t thu !tdjiiii,n,11 11,1, nil- t rlltttin t, !hough roil



idigmi and P htems

No one seems to doubt that the skills invention is designed to Lulii-
vate are essential to effective composing. Me question has been how

they are to be cultivated. The answer provided by the current-
traditiobal paradigmi.e., reliance on other disciplines for their culti-
vation and on frequent writing followed by ca reful.criticismha s not
b&en notably successful, and teachers of composition have.proposed
various ways of stimulating _and guiding the thinking of their
students. As is to be expected, the proposals reflect a distrust of
formal arts of invention.,' They are efforts to meet the needs
addressed by formal arts but without explicit, systematic procedures..
For example, students are given lists of subjects which can be easily
elaborated by "looking up" references. Or they are asked to write
from immediate experience. Or they are asked to read provocative
selections from any of the hundreds of anthologies of essays and

fictional works designed for composition classes and then apply what
they learn to their own lives, Variations on these methods (such as

the look-think-write method with its collections of striking photo-
,

graphs) are among the most common subjects in our professional
literature (tor illustrations, see the section entitled "The Literary
Approach to Composition- in Tate and Corbett's "cue/tins Freshman

Compo5ition, pp, 71-08).

H. Crisis

During the last fifteen rears, the current-traditional paradigm has
been repeatedly attacked for its Failure to provide effective. instruc-
tion in what is often called the "prewriting stage- of the composing
process and in the analytical and synthetic skills necessary for good

thinking. For example, (iordon Rohman (10o5) argues that

without the rhetoric of mind no course in the rhetoric of
the word could make up for kilt., tart that the writer has dis-
t, overed essentially nothing to say. In fact, to continue to teach
rhetoric without attention to discovery reinforces that indif-
fereme to meaning that charat terifyes the modern world of
politics and advertising. fp. 1121

and valuable, are not prat. heal, bar",,ause the ability to einplo theol cannot be intp.trtttl

by teat Icing. I hey have to ee-t in the Witter hits n-lf, in OW heat Ii[

111. 11111 0.011, art 1.11A111,111i,11 bt' left tit the tvritt'r him,11-
8).
o. Kuhn t 1.17o) notes a somewhat analogous reaL tion ter Instabilities in scientific

paradigms: proponents tit the ilevi.e (ILMIC1,q0 artfttilatUinS ,Ind lid,

merit ttcatuin -tit their thettry in order to ellinin It...any apparent contInt- tit 7$1.



And itt = .urtt;trelit it the Parimonth Perrier reni
deplored -the prevailing tendency to nuninnie the need for system-
atic knowledge, the value of to ot analysis, the pleasures and
evitements of 'cognition,' or in general the' importance of thinking-
(in Muller, I 0o7, p. IUoI. His recent .11,,,leni Poona the 1:hctorii

, -I ,rut can be read as an elaboration of the earlier statement: in it he

argues for a conception of rhetoric as an art of discovering and
developing warrantable belief s. he point I want to make is that
there is a growing belief that an important educational, and social,
need is not being met by the profession, that we are confronted with
a fundamental educational problem fur which current-traditional
rhetoric otters no solution.

The failure to develop effective leans for cultivating the skills of
invention is due neither tee a lack of awareness of the problem nor to
incompetence on the part of composition teachers. It is due, I believe,
tee efforts to respond to the problem in terms of the current-
tr=aditional paradigm. In terms of this paradigm the problem has not
appeared so important as other problems, such as lack of fluency and
inaltrlity to meet standard' of usage. What we do in the classroom is a
fair measure of our priorities, and the skills invention is designed to
cultivate have clearly had a low priority. for example, in her study of
the composing processes of twelfth graders, Janet kinig ( I 07 ) notes
that -in school-sponsored writing, there is often no time provided

.. the prewruingl portion of the writing process" (p. 02), (For an
elision of this study, vvhich reaches similar conclusions, see

Mischel, I074.) I hose current-traditionalists who /we acknowledged
the need as signif Kant have tended tee assiame that it could be solved
in ways consistent with the paradigm, by informal means of the
sort mentioned earlier. Neither the tendency to regard the problem
as relativlv unimportant nor the assumption that it can be dealt with
by informal means is surprising. t\'e ill see the world "through" our
beliefs, and that is the way the problem looks to most current-
traditionalists. Framing in a paradigm develops particular scholarly
and pedagogical Capacities, but It also develops particular incapacities.

Kenneth Ihirke I I 054) remarked, "A way of seeing is also a way of
not seeing" (iL =tot.

I I `t.1,f,n nvn.rrk l 01.,1 insulate the el
'WNW% !WM !lit, 41.1111 1111ri,t1.1iit rMidt ni Ili.lt ,rr not rvdtwible to th penile'
hun, he e, the ,tAtc..1 u, went, lit lie otnetteml .10,1 intoronwnt,11 !Alois
the' pJrw.10.,m



The Response

One way a discipline develops, Kuhn (I070, pp. 23 says, is by
gradual elaborations, clarifications, and applications of the paradigm.
We can find such changes in the current-traditional paradigm if we
review our professional literature, though the changes have been
disturbingly slow despite prodigious effort, But, Kuhn says, a disci-
pline Also develops in Another way- through a process set in motion
by an awareness of serious problems in the established paradigm.
The stages in the process go something like this. A paradigm
acquires wide support by demonstrating its Superior ability to
-solve problems generally acknowledged by those in the discipline to
be acute and fundamental; once it is established, research is directed
primarily toward its articulation and application. New problems arise,
however, which those committed to the paradigm Cannot solve
adequately, and a crisis develops, accompanied by a sense of uncer-
tainty and insecurity in the profession, I he response to the crisis is
typically the development of new theories which are able to provide
more adequate solutions. A new paradigm emerges from the inquiries
and controversies of the crisis state and with it another period of
relative stability (Kohn, J070, pp. oo-70!.

i am suggesting that if we see the problem discussed as creating a
crisis in our discipline and, in doing so, stimulating proposals for
formal arts of invention, we can make a krod of sense out of the
recent and rapidly growing interest in the composing process and the
numerous proposals for controlling it. And we can also construct a
rationale for a program of research.

During the lost fifteen years, two extremely important changes
have occurred in the discipline: composition is now being examined as
A process, and four substantial theories of invention have emerged,
partly at least in response to the problem we have been discussing--
classical invention, Kenneth Burke's dromatistic method, D. Gordon
Rohmon's prewriting method, and Kenneth Pike's togmernic inven-
tion. It is no accident that the shift in attention from composed
product to the composing process is occurring at the same time as the
reemergence of invention as a rhetorical discipline. Invention r_
quires a process view of rhetoric; and if the composing process is to
be ought, rather than left to the student to be learned, orfs
associated with the various stages of the process are necessary. The
changes are important not only because they are responsive to a



long- :tangling need tun\acl by the current-traditional parodip.,m, but
also because they are incompatible with some of the paradigm's basic
features. They are challenges to the continuing viability of the
paradigm.

11N-;terti In rotirtlir

Classical rhetoric, he rhetoric of Aristotle, Quintilian, is
the art of constructing persuasive arguments for popular audiences.
It is composed of five arts invention, arrangement, style, memory,
and delivery. Invention, first in importance and the first art used in
the coifiposing process, is designed to help one discover valid or
seemingly valid arguments. Invention usually begins with identifying
the crucial issue to be argues{ (a question of fact, definition, quality,
or procedure). This determines the thesis of the argument. Once the
thesis is determined, the speaker or writer draws on the three avail-
able means of persuasion: ethos -fan appeal based on the speaker or
writer's own moral character), pathos (an appeal to the audience's
emotion~), and logos (an appeal based on logic). All three appeals may
be used in a single discourse; how they are used and which are
emphasized depends, on- what Lloyd Iiitzer (196/3) has called the
-rhetorical situation," i.e., the audience, the problematic situation,
that elicits -the discourse, and the constraints on speaker or writer
And audientie. Arguments in support of the thesis can be discovered
systematically by the use of topics, or heuristic probes: arguments ,
can be developed by definition, comparison, contrast, antecedents,
consequents, con tradictionsthd so on. Guides for appeals to the
emotions of the audience and appeals based on the character of the
speaker are also provided by the method.

For several decades composition texts have been, on the whole,
innocent of direct classical influence, although o e can find echoes of
the classical' topics in paragraph patterns (e,g,, generalization-
comparison; generalization-contrast), 1 he '60s, however, saw the
appearance of several composition texts which contain substantial
sections on classical invention (e.g., 1 lughcs I)uhamel, 1962;
Corbett, i965; and Mackin, 1009). In one of the earliest of these,
Richard VVeover (I0071 justifies his discussion of invention as a
response to social needs:

Never More have so in. rrr pleas been made to the individual for
an active cinienship Active rttuenship in the essential sense
requires an tanderstandunt of the laws of evidence, the ability to
triticm, Imes of ary,timenta ton. and some skui iii making argii-
munis m return the inn-thin( non of the -topics- m
a rbook of freshman English is a fairh,i radical innovation, it is



At that these tolnts,ur'1(i.tifiedI
to

for arguments of their (''Vii. (pp.

RI I ,\'letlrr,I

their proved value in helping
v

nvint

During this period, attempts were also made to adapt Burke's drama-
tistic method for use as an a i-t of invention. The heart of the method
is ,a pentad of heuristic probesact, scene, agent, agency, and
pent-usefor 011,11y/hip, human motive's and motifs in human experi-
eme, which, broadly construed, include virtually everything we think
and do. "Any complete statement about motives`," Burke ( 1055). says,
"will offer .:inne kind of answers to these five questions: what was done
(act), when or where it was done (scene), who did it (agent), how he
did it,(agency), and why (purpose)" (p. x). Burke has insisted that his
rhetorical theory is an extension of classicahrhetoric; but it should be
clear that the dramatistic metWod not serve the same function as
classical invention, though the two methods are related. The classical
topics are aids in discovering possible arguments; the pentad is an aid
in discovering the. essential features of the behavior of groups or

Burke's drama tistie analyses have centered on motivation in
language hatacior, for as he (1055) says, -Language being essentially
human, we would view human relations in terms of the linguistic
instrument" ( p. 317). Two texts by V. Ross lArinterod (11105, 1075)
make use of the pentad for discourse analysis; but the drama tistic
method is also being brought to bear on nonlinguistic events, in
which case it serves a function similar.. to the heuristic frequently
used by journalists, the familiar Who? What? When? Where? How?
and Why? (For example, William F. Irmscher's 1 lolt Guide to

EngliA.)

Rolimon,;

The function of D. Gordon Rohman prewriting method is to
develoP the creative potential of the writer in dealing with his or her
own experience. "To what end do we teach writing?" Rohma n (1005)
asks:

If it is ram- students trt produce -Letters and Reports for
All (5, i', not onlY ignoble but impossible However,
it it is to enlighten them concerning the powers of creative dis-
covery within them, then it is both a liberal discipline and .i pos-
sible writing program What we mhst do is place the principle
of at:wall/mg in OW minds of 'AltdelltS and the methods of
imitating it in their h, nels: ip 10:4)

5 0



fht r ct,(Itng", ho proposes Fur introducing students to the dynamicsli

'oat Itelplivr; them a,...iirnlate their ,ci[iie,,t tit thomselv,:,
as Rt.)11111M1 p. 10e) put; it, grow out of his interest in rhoreau
and in theoretical and applied work on creativity and concept
formation, pat (dark the truck of 'femme Bruner 11005: also,
!ironer, C.00dtiow, A[151111. ioe3), LVilli,tnr (,ardor fool tind
Arthur Koestler I loe-1). The priqvritimi method requires that the
student keep a journal, practice principles derived from religlous
meditation, and employ analogy as the primary instrument for
probing, e\perience.

I:obi-nail's influence is apparent in several recent tests. For e \am-
ple, Donald Stetvart argues in his ohoiti, Voi,' that

the fault' of present-day tea, ling methods is that they teach
students how to .t13,:c their lin. -hed work but not how to tuoiliNe.
it this implies a fundamental -Ant t in attention Irotn the 0,,,111,,

w'rititn; toward the by whikh the product eventually gets
on paper I his tit proteed- treat the com-Ictitm that the
primary goal Lit any writing tonne i ,elt-kliscovery for
studnt and that the most visible [initiation of that sett- discovery
e, the appeal mar, in the student's ot iii mitt-limn,. voice.
It prowd, trurn a set (and 111114ii non that tli teduilipies tit pre-
writing. developed In the' will best help the student
develop his authentik filet. (pp \I- \

. I i.,tiotiri

The last of these recently_ oposed arts of invention is derived from
tagmomics, linguistic theory developed Iry Kenneth Pike. Since
composing, is but a specia hied use of language, Pike argues, a theory
about language behavior In general should also, be applicable to com
posing beh:ivior. lit 100,1 Pike asked if it yould be possible to explore
a number of the oxio-rns of such a language theory tagmemicsl,
in order to develop e\ert,ises based Oil these axioms about language
structure but specifically designed to develop Ivritmg competence-
Ili 62) anti then Went On to suggest the groundwork fur a new.nrt of
invention. As presently conceived, the art is composed of a series of
heuristic procedures designed to aid the process of ,inquiry; it

provides procedures fur analv/ing and formulating problems, for
ploring problematic. data in search of solutions, and for testing

solutions. It also provides an epistemology and techniques for dis-
covering prerequer,ites for inductml psychological change in the
audience (Young, Becker, & Pike, to

Me art is designed to help the writer iorr7v out three activities
wi ii confronted with problematic everiences: retrieval of relevant



information already known, analysis of problernatic data', and dis-
covery of new concepts and tit-doing principles. By way of contrast,
classical invention is concerned with finding arguments likely to
induce psychological changes in the -audience; prewriting, on the
other hand, is concerned with the discovery of ordering principles
and with changes in the writer. Togmemic invention is concerned
with both. It conceives of invention is essentially a problem-solving
activity, the problems being of two scats: those arising in one's own
experience 'of the world and those arising out of a need to change
others.

IV. Needed Research

I have been arguing that, if examined through the lens of Kuhn's
theory, our discipline appears 'to .be in a crisis state. The significance
of this for us is that a crisis state calls for research quite different

rit that carried on during periods dominated by a single, stable
paradigm. Research carried on under the influence of
traditional paradigm has been, for the most ,part, directed toward
elaborating and applying the paradigm. Research appropriate to the
present situation, however, Must be directed toward determining the
adequacy of the present paradigm and the proposed alternatives.

The existence of a persistent problem in the current-traditional
paradigm does not in itself provide a basis for repudiating it. For no
matter how dissatisfied teachers and scholars have been with current-
traditional rhetoricand the dissatisfaction has been substantial
they will not renounce the paradigm that has led them into crisis
unless there is an acceptable alternative to take its place. To do so
would be to withdraw from the discipline. "The decision to reject one
paradigm," says Kuhn (1970), "is always simultaneously the dqision
to accept another, and the judgment leading to that decision invol-Ves=
the comparison of both paradigms li.e., the established paradigm and
the .theory proposed as an alternative! with nature and with each
other (p. 77). I'Vith the emergence of competing theories comes the
necessity to judge and to decide.

Resiyinh on (- ampetnis heatcp;

The research needed at the moment is research that helps us make
reasonable judgments about the adequacy of the theories of inven-
tion we haVe been discussing. Two Aneral questions need to be
asked of each:



I. Does it do what it o do That is, dews it (wide an
ade(pia fe ac( Hunt of the psychological mot I'S it purports to'
explain:. And does it increase our ability to ca iry out these
processes moreefficiently or effectively:.

iI the answer is negative, ,..4`e must decide whether to drop the theory
from further' consideration; the decision, however, must he made
cautiously since the ansi,ver may result from causes other than

defects in the theory,

Does the theory provide J Mit int of the processes
and'mnn rnfrrtrr rh Means for carrying them out than any of the
alternatives'

Again, assuming that the research is reliable, a negative answer
would make it difficult to continue regarding the theory seriously. It
is worth noting that comparative studies presuppose that the theories
and procedures associated with them have similar functions; yet
none of the theories have identical functions, although they have
.iy,nilit.ant shared features. Any comparative studies would have to
take account of such similarities and differences, We cannot reason-
ably expect a theory to do something it was not designed to do.

During the last few years several experimental studies have been
conducted which seek to answer these questions. For example, two
studies (Odell, 1070; Young S.:. Koen, 1073), qsing pre -hind post-
testing procedures, have been conducted to determine the effective-
'less of tagmemic invention (see also Odell, 197.3; 1074). Both studies
attempt to answer the first question. Although the results were
positive in both cases, flaws are apparent in the research designs,-an
illustration of the need for sequences of research studies which
enable investigators to design increasingly refined testing procedures.
Testing the contribution of methods of invention to the acquisition
of complex cognitive skills is exceedingly difficult to do well. Reliable
tests can be developed only by careful analysis of the results of
increasingly intelligent mistakes.

I he generalizations about testing apply as well to resOrch on the
prewritin'g method. D. Gordon Rohman and Albert VVIecke's

itms.: 11x, caii.4tru, thin rued 1rpli4a110,1 (4 1111- G111011 Fornurficrrr in

111, ilinx presents a theory of the psycholinguistic processes involved
in creating new concepts, as well as principles of order in one's own
experience, ind a procedure lor,stimuhting these processes. It also
tests the effectiveness of this procedure in compa'r ison with a more
traditional approach to composition. A subsequent study by Clinton
Burhans, Jr, (10otit compares three methods in order to determine.



tneir relative effectiveness: t t t wonman s version or Inc prewriong
procedure, coupled with a text on editing; (2) Burhans's- version of
the prewriting procedure, supplemented'by-instrmtion iu organiza=
trot} and editing; and (3) a current-traditional approach offering no
instruction ineinvention whatsoever. The Rohman-Wlecke study is
an effort to determine whether the prewriting method does what it
purports to do and whether it does it better than a version of the
current-traditional. rhetoric: That is, it attempts to answer both our
questions. -The Burhans study has the same objectives, but seeks, in
addition, to determine the relative effectiveness of two versions of
the prewriting niLthod. I cite the expbrimental studies on tagmernics
and prewriting partly because they illustrate one kind of research
neefded at the moment and partly because they illustrate the need for
replication and improvement of research already done.

But the research needed at the moment is not limited to experi-
mental studies.' Philosophical responses to the first question are
apparent in articles by William F. Nelson and Pike. Nelson's "Topoi:
Evidence of Human Conceptual Behavior" is an effort to determine
whether the topics (.7if classical invention are merely useful in creating
certain kinds of arguments or are essential to all conceptual behavior.
Although he argue that the latter is the case, compelling counter-
arguNnts exist (see, for example, Benveniste, 1070. The issue
remains open. Pike's "Science Fiction as a Test of Axioms COncerning
Human Behavior" investigates a similar assumptionthat the axioms
of tagmemic invention present essential features of rationality itself.
His speculations, though brief, suggest the difficulty of evaluating
the basic assumptions of any theory; they also illustrate the inge-
nuity required by the task.

What has been said so -far suggests several other projects that
would increase our ability to make reasonable judgments about the
competing theories:-Vor example, bibliographical prOieCtS: What
studies have been done that are responsive to the two questions?
Analyses of the distinctive features of the theories would also be
valuable: What are the basic assumptions of each theory? (They are
not always explicit in the literature:) Are the assumptions reason-
able? What are the specific Functions of each theory? Are the design
apd content of each theory consistent with its function? (Protocols
and case studies of writers using each of the methods would,be help-
ful in studying; the functions of each theory:) We need to learn hoW to
discuss the competing theories as theories rather than as pedagogi-
cal tools.

Studies that contribute tm the design of experimental projects are
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then clos_.s.ical _.nt ion is reelinrud, or sonic other method evith
,iirnilar functions. Hut t he scope of the pro.,ess can be conceived tube
even more extensive. Prewriting, fur example; extends, it to include
what Bruner (in Ruh man, is 5 ) calls the -act of discovery- in evhich
evi.:.'nce is transformed in such a way -that one is enabled to gee
beyond the evidence so assembled to new insights- (p. 107).
me mit: invention eNtencis the scope ut the Ctmlposnv process to what
appears to be t he limit 1.vhen it provides procedures for analyzing and
formulating problems t.vhich give rise to inquiry (see, tor t.t\a m plc,
Young, ltDocn. it seems clear that before the adequacy of competing
theories can be determined, wore general questions about the
cornposin, process itself must be resolved. Although they are impor-
tant contributions to nor kti(twledge of the «imposing process,
descriptive studies, >uch as study (1071 , of the composing
processes of twelfth graders, will not in themselves provide us with
standards for de terintil ing the adequacy of conceptions of the pro-
cess. such studies describe only what some writers did; they Cannot
he taken .es normative,

Sot:Ohio( and g lib >eTine studicts _uch as _S. Nie Halloran's )11

the End tet Rhotorie, Clossical and Modern- and Richard NicKeon's
"Uses of Rhetoric in a Tee h nologie al Age: Architectonic and Prod tic-

s- [nay help u- understand better the kited of rhetoric needed
tod v and ar least '_ante of t necessary characteristics of a modern

invention. For example, I lalloran argues that classical rhetoric
no Ringer meets the needs of society:

the ,issurnptions about knowledge and the world that
forrrt,.el Ilassit,tl rhet (irk ore no longer tenable te mai reality Is
paradknot al; our very effort to know sutuetheng of the physical
environment alters that which eve seek to know fete that the
obtert-as-knoevn is not the sante as the object eve set out to know.
Ou I val fay, scene arbitrary, e_ on tradit tory, and ultimately ground-
less. The wisdom our culture hos aecumulated is arcane and

vo dable only III :1,1rrk n," rt)rt Ion; tiv ,pecialn-its who
1,e41k env sttq'ion: "trod iIitiniid.iting language!, Wh,n the-, sly-

( :ht 01,111LITV ,:1111dy

,crept their wild'. ',MRS too LIU 11: (II. 021)

Given this prop - n focus for research on rhetoric.

It r. 1:t, altd fa, aunii that speaker and andieni e live in
the sa Cu,t, Id .ind ter study the tee lit" tthieh the speaker
minvc, ..milts nt tit err think in a particular One must
t urn ensteael to the mole itunlamental problem of why the gap
hetevern -.tie. t-er ,..111,1 titherRe 1, so broad and how
one Hugh' lit 1,10. it uff p c20,
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It I falltran r\ lo-is ,Irt strtInd, then Burl, ,..niethtud

,lull IIke tagri fi in vent ion appear to he more responive
than cia$!±;icat Invention to the ni_is of theJay. I loweve, , it is not of
all dea r hotv or dettrrninvs rnoJe in nee Is reliably or n.h them

tneory ian Latish them .111.
5pecttying the criteria Itlr adequate theories of invention %yould

provide another meant- ot judging the lonipeti11 theories, fot we
c_ould then Loniparc theory :yid., criterio well as with nature, 'Yet it
is urihkely th,it the teky Criteria that have been proposed so far ire
ufficient, Furthermore, there is nu reason to believe diat they are

generally oi.i:eptable; strut i.vbiere there is ill sagree Mt.i.nt about the
ritern tor tudgnit:n t, there %%ll he clisagrecnivin about the iudg-

rnents tts-;ion:- of tilt theorte,, in cur
ury ten contain joLiiI1lelit, hase..1

t_riterm, WI neeLi w ask hat kr-1km,, JR. {It e,,ently being brought to
bear and whether thev are sound, net.essno-', and SuffiCif211t

I !lc 111-i_ek.ifily disc LISz.,i011 ,Itl,litiO11.11

Jut-1,W fire resc.11-1,). tlyvyrol Litiest ions ion be askei,1 about the
ktrnri1 ,117 .0 .1n.! tlyv :v, .ye mean by

tile rtme-s-..." limy IS Illy to he iustLfied7

7,Vilere ,,i.;010,i; to sa v i it begii antJ enJs I t are the implica-

tions of this for thvones of irivcillion7 lo tvlidt features 01 the
'rol;, .1 theory t11 invent ion ret,poniii. Is the proces,s the sante

List. rlictornial purpose s7 (I'Ye of ten deals...11for kinds f

It there were ord.,. one- col7111ot- nig pro( ess.) Or are there difterv_?nt

kind, of proci.5,c, for \' -high Different theorie.,, of invention Ole

,Ippropri.itt .111k1 ha t is t he dist r !Lau thin tat processes

of invention in the coin pi ,,Ing Need thee ordo they in proc-
11Cg nt thtier' I i pvoLe5s, I is assumed in cb_ssica I

invention .1141 l iih nt,ul preo.riticu; method'_ OI id the distribution
more corrirle.7 (11.g., LltI of invention occur cyclically in con-
Junction 1.yith stylist it and or hood( at: ts7) vent ion is often

the pri ',duct ion ut the lumen t of cIrscourse, but if we
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processes of Invr, lion proJtike T. %Vila I are the similarities nJ

hettvuon liiMpoSilly, poem and coniposing nonf ictiona 1

'ilisiotirse.,' I( a rotii I eortlparisolls iif prof, wok winaki be net, e__sa ry to
intro' irs beyond easy ips%ii cps.' 1:11y Jo ninny nssunie that effect lye
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arts 1Ver_ iL)11 i.rrrlleei he de.'elotiecl for eeirttlrcrsirt ietry while
they a -unie that such arts can he de,...eloped for ionllrtrsing nonfic-
tion? I t that the e\ planation Ice as much in the hil,tory of

_literary theory as in empirical studies of the processs the niselves
I here are also questions to be asked a bout the internal charaL-

teristics of theories of im-ention. For t_Aairiple, is a L-10-,ed .et of
heuristic probes or topics necessarily preferable to an open one as
IVinterold { 10720 Ilainis 7 I- there a hinit t o the tom plei tv ot
heuristic procedures if they ore to be u ti. cl VT. It st.),1-10.10: earl
(HS be determined? (Miller, 105o, mar of ter a starting point.) ,Are
there conceptu.11 universals How would oil do mon st ra to it Does it
follow that such universals are the proper kL)nstittients of iffctive
arts of invention?

11;';

IIINt or re,e h e.rrr he air iirljt,rtant su,rhlrrlie nt to the resea rch
etc have been discussing. (,)111: in for this is that st ud les oi earlier
theories can o r contrasts to present theories, thus enabling: us
to perceive 1. lea rIv +0;hat present Or-ivories are not and. hence,
10,41,1t: they are, SUL_ h ,,oinpara Live stuLlies always valuable, but
they are especially valuable during, periods of crisis when belief
systems must he scrutiruied with ti ornruon ea re. I )ouglas Ulu Inge r
I`'crsJ ark en- :hat studies or past thcon.c, e.rn serve tour o

functions as well. First, Iiistork studies introduce a healthy rela-
tivist-11 in to the debate over the .1i.leg tidriCv of proposed theories. The
historical perspective tends to shift the e enter of dub,ite front
the correctness of theories to quest ions about their relateve e fective-
!less in carrying out various tunoions. second, historical studie.J
Inc re,y,e our understanding of how the sot cal and edut,a tion,11 heeds

the day combine with conceptions of the composim4 process to
determine t he tIrm and substance or rhetoriLs. I-hird, they increase
our ap. cries, of the Willi (iltic5 ant; involved ill ICA 111:,..;

new paradigm. A nets p.it-dhivii red ra v,-; the boundaries of the
discipline, adding to it and leaving out. I he gains it brim 4s t a
Cost.

Finally, historical studies help is understand better the ir:1111.1 of
Li kcipli :1,11V el-1071W' %.'(' a tiOcar to he' t 111Je 1)10111,V., I or it has ha pr,,,ned
.several times in the past. Iu cite (Ink unit 1114t.'llik, IlleOretiC,11

.111(.1 pedagogical controversies suroundim4 Ciceronian rhetoric in
the R'una issankr led to paradigmatic i 11,1m2e,; t ha t hive had proton nd
itnphea hi in- for suhsNuer clopment- in ow-en non i.vel last he
crtllerritetorital al Is. ti i)1 In s loseph, I 002
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rariliiigrt:; 1 Problem,

How are the theories :clot to Gem Gd% n s w wh-1 they Ire
embedded7 VThat were the wd al and i u f un e E n he

radigirisr' How were thee related to their social conto...0 Vt'hat
was lost and gained ai a paradigm evolved or was replaced by
another

There is no 4.4orit hrn, no systematic decision-making procedure,
that can dictate the choice ot one theory rather than another.
Informed choice will depend upon informed ..1.41ateInd this requires
that we be / r about our criteria tor judgment, that tve agree on the
meaning of our terms, t t vve have evidence to support claims about
the adequacy of one or another of the theoriesthe process is

familiar to us all. If %ye Are to carry it out reponsibly, much research
needs to he done.



4 Some Implications
of Cognitive-Developmental
Psychology for Research
in Composing

Ln_ren S. liarritt
ir5ity ot Michigan

Barn; NI. Kroll
State Universi

In the on: of rhetoric', the ei,v,liteent h cent or)!
tarol, as a 1.vaterslled hettvicen tvliat one might call the lo!=,ordn-

I- arid the psvc hologicai' .airi._,R,aL hes to huIlt.tniirtlilllttnii.tttun. it
was the 001 teen th-cen wry Brit ish rhetoricians, inf I ilenL-eLi by the
enr1r:,:it ph doNophor-5, 1%h, !,t;y0.4%.--It-,1 !ILO rhlotik ,liouid be based
tln ;t psychological anal vsis of the ,-;,!.1 of the listenor. I fence, is
1)0L;glas Ehninger 1100:41 has argued. teen th nt y rhetori -
clan, pa ft icuhrly George (-Any be arproai fled the toric "'through
An -in alvsi s of the rrund of the iite nor-ready'', premising their
doctrine upon cur cern lily, the s in will,. li men come
to know they knotv, believe \Tut Irtev believe, and tee] wha t
they- feel" 1p. 131.

This shift to a p vchtu c,rr t rient,ltiori was, tin the whole,
saIntary. 1-linvever1 rut Ruh orientation emerged
froiri lit cent h-ceritury ssociat it ism 0111(1 C,1111e to clorni no to both
psychological ahcl communica tion research in tveritiet h-century

psychology of behaviorism placed the focus of research
ctn the response of organisms 1,, environmental stimuli. In I he Iit lcr of
communic.Ition, the to:in torkes 01 beh.1%.iorisni lncl ion cal ernpiri-
ciF.m ,?Orec:.-eJ research to NLi1h ph iT$1/17il'il.1 audt:14:e repori
Speaker reaction to feedbac-k (defined in terms of ph vsieal response),
and other observable behavior (see icy:5 1.

Although this psychologial orientation still pervades much of
conimun Ica Lion research, its int Inence is waning. Otir 011Ct'l 11 Ill this
essay is t,vith on alternative Iraditiort in psychology and the nlplica

t ha t t h i s view 1 1 . i s fur 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ( ) S l i l g . 1 he Login title-
Jove lopinentol I,nsil ion ha, ,I roily tt ntt i in rope. rt irttla rl v i n It he
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'ICI- 011 I-..11(11A ih tverlti, tul III OA (11.1r1 (111 behavior'. The

tint epi,tcrnedogs...11 tit ilonlankint.1 as inheritor 1..4 the

!,-,ent it 1 at 'm1,111,1111 and i1S t ['Uhl ratio

1 t.,1 (".. I rl'II1V Art' 11('IATI=1". Ill 131.1)4(.C.:. t 11(.4)W,

h 111`, II(' t int t rl t iit Xe Cs, irCII1V7:-. 111111101i- ,14 11', (.1\' CritIS R1Ct

through itnor.o.kon the ..vorki I Italian, share ,,vith other

hollog 'La 1 the te:io tun,. .11id

aL- (OM )101-Vi'VI", Ili/n)dr) .11111-Q118W iti imlikiLla

-7411 I., III a 't NIL =,.'74(_111 tit tanderstanklita.r. as knowledge

h. kill: lap int,. (a) ha 1( I -4.1-1en-.es. The

p,,,Itit,11 ill 01.11 /ilen 6,11 stages

through, \vhich lilt ire in telligerav emerge,. ()tic riag,et's most

fundamental e- t thinking is not simply
ala ta tively terent !milli .1dti I t t liking 6.11ildren kiniw teusl, but

Ihat It I, ell l.ihlatiielv'ititterent (children taa,on in alt(9-native modes).
ht. Lognitive-dr hiopmcrua I po,ition is a theoretical pAr.idisrri in

v111,...11 to approaL Ii rc,eark h. the position int luences the 1-rands of

que,rlion, Lull(' :Inc! mail', ,ort of ts one finds interest-

ing I hi. t. own tn. v believe- th.lt one of the most
trilitlol %v-1 \-- to tnikler,tookl mature mental activity is to study

the ontoene5t tut dlat ()rot e,-0 ill thie child. ()illy td-len \AT have
III tilt_' 1.;(1 I's'? .11111 LICVAIlliVICIlt 1'f arl In IC 11(q.t MI I activity 4,10 We

i illrra,liit t unirit uridcr,t,nid Of the (11 111,1 t Lire
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urnpi),111);, the ,yrro,1411 shifts the erri-

phA -1, I him ompo,Iny, the proilut El to the eI' tit



trn.ntal

composing It ht. pro, ess . tint' tl, ask onwos=
in} skill develop, and 1,C1-01.1 in :11_11C tl) acre ',WWI-1741 certain
cognitive tasks.

Cogniti ve-developrrie 11 - -10.1(1,C,)` 101` i.:01)1121110I1 research-
ers A theoretical basis, a research direction, and a methodology. IVe
have mentioned, briefly, the theoretical foarn,lation in riaget's ge-
netic epistemolog,y. The theory sti_,,gests a research program, which
cve ne.t. aimed at charting, the develo[iing structures
underlying composing ability', with on emphasis on understa
the active mind of the child. 1\-c, will conclude this ch.apter with
further methodological consideration,.

Vs.fe believe t hat the cognitive-developmental position provides a
broad and promising basis for research In composing. Although ve
cannot elaborate on all the potential implications, we have selected
four 5 peCt I:0)11111 vr=dcyclopniclit.il psyc_hology Mud,
scent particularly applicable to research in composing: speaking-
writ illy, ditfererues, the concept of error, t: 17,111 and audience
:Rya rens, social (Alio:lona, developnwid. ck111110i -

haus' even th -e few topics, in our discussion we min to introduce
each is,cie and rais,_. problcr.), for

M1111.111._1.:h the relationship betw t eri - lri,ken and ritten discourse
niat o;!reor ottvnirt; to ,c:= v !he ;11-vv n.iture of
rLl 1,00n o ornrdicoled subject. On the
one hond, spv.ikin4 ond writing essentially alike: both are
governed by the rules of :semantics and syntax and both on LiCpC11-
dent Upton thought t or something to say. In short, both are la ng,iii!.;e
used for communication. On the other hood, there Are ObVIOUS
differences betcveen the modes in rate deVCIC Tununt sr kw-
language develops both earherand Lister -.1ndikplenileme oti to! Mol
instruction -.human, iologii adal-ited lor speech in a way
they are not for wrilint slice( h devolops naturally, while vriting
must be learned through careful instruction.

There ore a r least tcyo addit Iona difference, bet yen speaking and
iting. The first difference involves t he inItlicJi,icv of an audience,

iker (MI observe the reae tion of listeners and can prof it front
this "feedback'; iwever, a writer must ti".: to rrrlagine (and remain
aware trfl the hvvptrtlleti 0)1 re spon,e-: it 'oup of nrr,een readers.
The second diffrence involves the facility of production in the to/0
modes. 1 he (on torus fu11 o Hon t ion on 111,, M- her meaning
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all preetoo, ond Lit"! & rsnit ntal cernpori verbal
11.-nrnuntatiori skills hove Its., oith; the oral channel orn-

monica non but, nevertheless, have rn.ide cont concernim4
verbal communication -skills in general. A number of studie,,
however, have indicated that there are important difterence77
between the oral and written channels of communication. in. ,70)

The issue of speaking -N. feren is important and re-
quires further explication. From a researcher's perspective, the
differences are important because, without understanding the relo-
tioruhip between the development of cognitive processes in the two
modes, it is difficult to know how to interpret the substantial corpus
of research literature on the development -of children's oral com-
munication skills. lVe believe that there must he some structural
similarities between the cognitive operations underlying the two
modes and hence that researchers in written composition
employ parO gins trans oral communication research. Nevertheless,
it yvould not he surprising to find rather substantial differences
between the cognitive skills employed in the two mode,

or

Intellectual growth and language development art monuments to the
efficacy of error. In the development of language and thought, 1,ve see
a chain of -mistakes" that begins in infancy with errors about the
nature of the physical world and continues through adulthood in
errors about the abstract and hypothetical. 1 he cognitive- develop-
mental position values error, viewing it as a "window" into the
mental processes involved in language use.

riage t's own early interest in mental development seas spurred on
by his work in Alfred Billet's loboratoey. Although his work involved
standardising test dato, naget became tascmoted by children's wrong
answers, and he began to explore the processes by which children
arrived at their responses. This focus on the underlying how (the
mental operational as opposed to a focus on the surface a h,rl (the
answer itself( is a paradigm of the ognitWe-deelopmental position.
The fact that a writer !mikes an error is less significant than how he
or she came to make that error.

Such a shift in focus has mintert'tus. implications f ir research and
has already influenced other, related fields. In the field of second
language- teaching (ESL), we can trace a movement from concern
with tmrface error to interest in the underlying cognitive system that
produced the error (Kroll & St Infer, in press). The movemen t known
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found that before oge -even, children were very poor nimunirat
trig information. ALriough (1-nld knew. the i.tibrecrt he ter _she was to
explain, the speAer could not adapt the message for the needs of
anot her child. The major problem was that the speaker could not take
the other child's -point of view. This, l'ioget felt, v.'os caused by
egocentrism. Puget has not Changed his view of the pervasive
influence of egocentrism on 0.11111111.1111C.1t1011; indeed, his view hos
recited substantial empiricol support.

Incredible as it may seem, Piogers theory )cntrism and
communication %yds lorgolv ignored in Americ the theory .ts
Roger firot.vn 11005i expressed it, "'no interesting follow-up fur forty
years- (p. 3-12). In 1006, John Hoven and his ossociates published a
book of studies e\ po riding the Phigetian .derv. HO Veil used the
concept ro/e to perspective:.by taking
the role of the other,-a person could c-Lhi evc awareness of audience
requirements and hence adapt a message to the needs of listeners or
readers. From his research, Hovel! concluded that role taking (or, to
use ,A synonymous term, :irtcier:0' involves tour component
processes: c.::,tenc-c, need, inleren,, and if) i`th terim-
nology used here follows Haven, ILIT-1). A person must first he oware
of the existence of various point, of view .Ind 1%111' that others
can have o different perspective than his or her own. Next, the
person must recogniie that a particular situation coils for role Liking.
Once the Hce,/ for role taking is cstab,,shod, the person must actually
make the inference about another's cognitive activity and Hien
morn tam Mot mterguce over d of tiro, hndliv, prison roust
apply the inference in a particular wrorminiconon situation h Flayell
work shows that children gradually develop these four role-taking
skills, ind his theoretical model suggests- t hot a message poorly
adapted for a listener (or reader) can result from a failure at any
stage in the role-taking process.

Egocentrism seems related to the classic issue ttf audience 1 Ware-
nvssi traditional topic for rsarch on composing. (See Brit ton,
Burgess, Niartin, 41a,C011, t losers, 1075, for on informo five discus-
sion of the developing -sense of audience.-) A ourte compre-
hensive literature .eists on egocentrik,n1 anti oral communication.
Hut how floes egocentrism affect written cormnunication'j There is
some preliminary research evidence that egocentrism has different
effects on spoken and written thscour!;e roll, Itr77). Yet there are
rarmerous unanswered questions about the rate of decline of ego=
centrism in written disk about the effete of difficulty level of
tasks, and about the Ole, I of egot cm:Ism across various types of
discourse (e.g., c\pre,sivc, aosivc, mlormanyer.
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ter research in composing. \ink^ as cognitive-develop t iltalists our

print ipal research -interests are in the .n nitiveelomain,eye recogniie
brat peoply ore more that, minds and that 1,ritiLl cars ploy.

potentially important role in saiiial-ermitionalis tyell iti cognitive,

elopment.
Erik Erikson nlined : the, ry - hecifieally Llirected tel

sociol=ernotionai development. I le hcoeves, that emotional health and

social adjustment result when there is positive resolution to air-
-dered developmental series of crises that lite presents in our

industrialifed testern society. lei the infant, the fir-:t crisi.s. is trust

versus. mistrust; for the t, 11.11Li Of Three or four, ,IiitotIonav versus
shame; for the preschool child, initiative versus I ?tiring the

eherul V(..1r,,, Children must learn to resolve the conflict
tit industry and interiority: adolescence, there is the crisis(

iee't-,-tit versus' identity dif fusion, Children %vino achieve healthy
-,dL downs at eat.h .sto-ice eventually Ark' oble to develop identities, and

admit-Acme thc,, know, they Fe'.

I )1.)('.. WI I t11-1,i; pre outlet for on (. minatie_m of I

it he kivrnon,-;t ratvd that creative expres-

s.ein -.der ndiny, in the same i.vay active manipulation Joel

irl intom let 'les( en t:s use their e pressive al,ilitis to de2ntify

the often nobillotish perk eived \i ties Mot bedevil them": These

are iplestion, wink li .Ire ,11111.'11.11Ill' tic research (see, OS (Me eXarrtple,

I el-Fill, 1077i,

C nne-h' %ion

For rest. T or tile are.l of k( 1 Clbility, the

Lognitiye lo ental position ot tors, op,niti\v theory from

whith tl ,,en hese,, develoriniental re,eareh orienOation,

and o series ot is-ales whit h It is

tin tam tel (110.1. slits the 1.1.1.,IntiM`=(1CtV1(ir,1111:Mt,i1 p()SitifIn cikt)

critAils A re'se'arch methodology tbAt Lliftc? respects from

f};1' I" .)1Jul±-; tit h lit liven, let y stit iai

I hi.' t. iii been an utlte,rt a Tate tvieeiclic' to prestip,t. to

by them- v tie lierrilmr-note pre:-Lirrieti precision of

I lip, Ills lekl fill ire sot.....11 -e iritit,ts to bet. operationalists

and to treat all eonceptb as though they tyere behavioral bekause tel

Ills researk it like obviOli.,v have to coutat or measure
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results. However, not all issnes are amenable to expermental treat-
ment. An exclusive reliance on operational definitions and experi-
mental techniques can lead to the study of the measurable alone,
often to the tinfortunate neglect of the significant. Rather than look
for problems'-that can be operationah/ed and studied experimentally,
researchers should choOse tho'- problems t ha t suelli most cogent and
then allow the problems to provide the direction for their solution.
50metimes a problem will require large-scale experimentation and
sophisticated statistical analysis; but often, we believe, problems in
the field of comp_ osition will suggest the smail-scale, "fine rained"
analysis typified by the work of such psychologists as Marion Blank
(Blank & Solomon, Iori-5) and, of course, Piaget (1)120/ POO),

Research in composing, because it must study complkated hut
functions, is going to be less "scientific- than physics; but the

.alternativereduction of complexity by forcing concepts into be-
havioral 5 tatumcnts will lead to an understanding nut of the orig-
inal concepts, but only of the behavioral onesand they are of ten nut
the same (see Deese, I 000; W,tnh, lotA). At present, the best course
for research in ((imposing is probably eclectic: choosing from a
diversity of methods and combining various research paradigms.
BecalltIt!, composition research is young, there is need for pieta=
research theory: for the proposal and exploration of new models and
procedures for the composition field, Our cognitive- developmental
background suggests that two very prom/Sing approaches Ito coin
properly elevated terms) will be "pt-ychocompositii and -develop-

mental' rhetoric,-



nd, Eye, Brain: Some "Basics
in the Writing Process

Janet raj

Rutgers, University of New Jersey

Much of the current tolk 11.11t the b._ of %, ngrili is not only
confused but even more friyokm_s. Captahlation,
punctuatiorcthese are touted as the basics in %%Tiling when they
represent, of course, merely the %%Inventions, the amenities for

:recording the out(ome of the process. 1 he ways .: is what is basic in
writing, the process and the organic structures that interact to
produce it What are these str .Aild what are their cunt ribu-
tions' Although we don't yet knowy`the hand, the eye, and the brain
itself sorely seem logical candidates as requisite strndures (Emig,
1075, pp. 11-13). The purpose of this chapter is to speculate about
the role or roles each may play in the writing process and to suggest
hypotheses, with appropriate methodologies, to assess their contri-
butions, as well as to determine the likely forms orchestration and
interplay may take.

Appropriately for early inquiries, e% erimental research into the
writing process has thus far consisted of quite simple and direct
modes of data collecting involving, the observation===naturalistic and
contrivedof usually immature but normally functioning writers.
Con tinuirv, this line of imiuiry will probably prove fruitful if the
range of the sample Q..nlorged to in lode younger and older subjects
and, more importantly; it researchers attempt to conceptualise their
findings in original s.ays As I have noted elsewhere (1075)., what
seerns.called for now are not duplications of such studies as I he
Cornpo:big Pro( 1 CoAder, Emig, 107 1), hot replications
which b%% definition establishing fresh ,ategor% svtems. In
their dinsertotiom, I I'd fiti.'s cartI' i 1073),Ind :h dolj'eS 11073/

enlarged our understanding with such ckaracteriiatnims of the
mud of writr,.

he same time, nt_ are need(d
a ul is to attempt ski! ; and then constructing ti)(ith,-,

qi)
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typvwri ter cir into I taper recorder. 1\1 7 the speculations that
follow come f runt Mir ion and frtrrl, collet NA inrpi With "14-A.-
1-landed' friends.

There seem to be at least _ possible reasons for the crucioli ty of
literal ,yriting in the composing process. First, the literal act tlf
writing is 1 twoninr movill,,ing, It physically thrusts the wine rf tom
a sta te of inaction into engagement 4yith the process and with the
task. We have actually, physically begun to do something. In o

eery into, ,,ting paper. Linda ['monist et- of t he University of South-
ern Cohtornia suggests that the stale ol inaction is more pr tip erly
thought of as resistance--"a tin-writing. she calls it .1

Second, the literal act of writing play he for some of us an
aesthetically necessary part of the pn, tcess: VNe n,.lv be able to make'
persona I S taternents initially or steadily only in uor own personolued
script, yvith all of its individualities, even idiosyncrasies. I employ
the impersonal a nd uniform font of the typewriter ma v fur some of
us belie the personal nature of our first ormulations. Our own
language elitist first appear in our own script In any case, the
aesthent. pleasure of their own script his been untior tarn to vell.
known yvritors. iold Bennett, or e drill) le, laugh t himself a special
script of great which to write his works of liCt (Prabble,
197-I). And to eornine authors' ma nrisi, ri pts is to be strUCIS by the
lucidity of many scripts, f row. t;e1.1rd Nanley Hopkins's and Thornas
flordy's to lohn lierryina'n's Swenson's. In writing, our
sen!,:e crf physically creating an artifact is less than in any other m ode
except perhaps composing music; thus, t he li teral act of writing Y-to y
provide sonic erase of CarVitig or sculpting our statements, as in
wood or stone.

Third, and tor_r-elatccl with the I irst, the literal act ot writing, with
its linear orgarut anon rn rnOst 1VOstern s ys terns, Ma)/ reinforce in
some x.ya y the work the left hemisphere of the brain, also linear in
nature. 1 h it el- could lust as well be formulated, however, in on
in verse tva v, since we don't know whit h is the ant ecedent and which
the conseque lit variable: because (if the innate predisposition of the
left hemisphere to proceed linearly, most .yritt en language is inevi-
tably linear in i'r-cm as visible analogue of t hp brain's workings.

A fourth red so a is that writing by bond keeps the process slowed
clown. In an interview i.;u11,/ 10771, Paul ThCrou x put
one value on this slower nice: it allows fur surprise, nine for the
unexpected to intrude even take over.

I r 11. I

I 11111.111, 11,1.1 I"
1111,11,,I III; -pt.
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I can still .,iuely, I can see lights, olors, but I do not
see objects or t donii i. tly,and, as a consequence, I can neither
read nor write. More I can write, that is to soy, form the
vords with mv hand, anti I can do this more or less coin tunably
now-, but I cannot see %vim t I write. And reading is a hi-whitely out
of the question. I COO See t the t4pate between the words,
but I can no loieter distinguish the words themselves. 4Vithout
the ability to read or write, I no longer have even the slightest
possibility of being actively engaged as .a writer: my occupation ;17.-
a tivriter is wimple y Licslroyed. Ip. 101

How does the eye participate in the process of written composing?
If the process can be characterized roughly is ha ving three _stages
prewriting, writing, and revisingthe (,ye seems to mokeo t least One
major contribution during eoch stage:

1. Prewriting: the eye is probably the major sense modality tor
presenting experience to the brain.
lAriting: the eye coordinates with hand and brain for most of
us, JS: Sotre notes, during the liter..1, physical act of writing.

3. Revision= the eye is the major instrument. by which we rescon
and review hat we !Live written,

new In. a fasci no hog and unique study, (4 4za R6v6sz f I 50)
vNa tinned four well-kpown cases of sculptors who tradition eh lined,
ach leyed great success in their art although they were all purportedly
born blind. Through studying accounts of their lives, however,,
Revesz became convinced that 11011C of the four was congenitally
blind, Speaking of the sculptor Kleinhans, for e R.t.".yOsz

demonstrates, persuasively to me, that the really remarka ble works
tl rib uted to him cannot he the' creations of one tvho ha s been blind

from his early youth" fp. 150). The experiment FUv6z conducted
was to juxtapose KIeinhon's work against the sculpting efforts: of
blindfolded contemporary sculptors and of congenitally blind sub,-
teas, Congenitally :lid subjects never make, it seems, symbolic
transf ormot ions of the clay into poi-sot-illy or universally meaningful
symbols: t he ch y st,-tys a descr tp non more accurately, a transcrip-
tion (Inc thinks here of inn' of Susanne Lrin.er's ( 1°07)
comments on symbolic- tronsforMa non:

A hvim; proccs ht. proicct sun of -11v;hig torn
t W=1-01111.111(0 iIie11.1,ic 11-.11V,h,11L,i tItth 111 OIt t1

Lilt .1CtiVay tc) ertbir 0010 tli, .Sul

t\s;esi (I(150) h irn selt makes the following it violent:

rom wha t sou tk 00.1 a Hind pcison, w1h.) has ni.A ee:"I the
world with all its wealth of firms and iolour, derive th
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seem to include the following: I`s 'eeital, the sensory' mode in which
most prewriting is contitictec- Do we literally examine a sub-
ject or experience visuailvi' If so, what constitutes prewriting For
the blind or partially sighted:. What obviousl'y is needed is direct
observation of such subtects engaged in the writing process, from
perception of stimulus through -tont emplat ion" of product, as well

as detailed interviews with skilled anti (111NkillCki both )hose
congenitally blind and the who became blind it later life. Inter-
views with writers a Ircadv kited, such as tAionder and krernenti,
would be of great interest,

LVrttim: Durin.f.2, (lac' .actual a.vrilirig process, the eve coordinates
-with hand and brain to produce the evolving piece of AVriti lig. It is

through the eye t hat trio t ot us gain the sense of producing an icon,
the product of writing, Hamer (lc:Jog), like Fidget, points out that we
learn through three basic modes.. t I I the moloric or enactivc "Lin the
muscle"; 12) the iconic--"by the image"; and 131 the representationol
or s ymholicspecifically, "restatement n words." R we a re sighted,
we make use of all three niLides at once since the writing hood
trnotoric) produces the piece (iconic) that is a veibal symboltiation
(represen nal).

Research involving blind writuri, nt_ii,lit help provide' insigh t into
the cue's role in the writing stage:

Theoretical
Can an icon iiLe a piece of writing he perceived onl.'
visually, or tan another sense provide the iconic khinension7
Does the physical effort of pressing a metal stylus through
paper- to produce pri mule. a ,%:/e,r ,? of nrakiog
an icon7 Iry One interpretation, the page of 13raille, with its
configuration of raked dots, qualifies As a more obvious
and more sensual artifact thon a .,tnooth page with its
unraised, and consequently more abstract, product, 'Ft, the
blind, does lir,rille qualifv as a graphic nonileslatitni of
verb, .=-:yolboliio tion 7

Applied
In the initial teaching tat writing, should there he greater
sires-, upon writing a the makingof an icon with far more
sensual manifestations )e.g -, collage or self-made book)'
N.,1.C. Rich ark.s, theoe a tali/ in of er;eorif.e, stresses the cen-
trality of the making of An artifact.

, ,i,o1As note(' above, the eve is the major inst rument by which
the rescon and review what we have written. f=or Sartre (Con t,



/Pen

tilt. (int ial 'Iced It i the e.vct Own-, here in the proo..,,, of
It"

I L longvt- corruk I Inv onke, henne I i,alloot read
whit I ha Ve Writ tt.n. rht17,, tyll,a I IV! te 401,11. (S,.1 HI V

I11,1111L, in OW tir.it VI. I-si(111, Sk)11114011e ion read bat, I, tome wh,it I
Iiive sent t e l l 01 ,} thl It wi,irt ono.- an tllanfe.1
lei,v detail,. hut Wilt ivoulil untiring twit) \Alt h the
revouting which I tvoult1 iii rm.-.11. 47. It11

1 the' ifitt`IV OSked Sa!r t t (MLA' IOUS (iLlvstion aliout using

tpe' re( order, rt rt. Jul portan t tie; tint t Ion lie tweet, visual
.hill aural rest-inning:

I think there 1, on eitornions dittorent 1. het tycen srlf. Link, and
Net-gin k reead-, wh.it rut one Lan wild sliovly
tir quickly.. in other you di) Ili it 1,-114. how long you will

vi' Iii t,ih delibC1-.1tIng OVCI" ptissible that whot
not riglit in the sentnco will not he door to you at the tint

ieuding: perhop, there something inherently isrong With 1 t,
rholi- there niq two tween i it anti the nreceding

-to item tir the tollowlw teine or the pa liq;raph a whole
the klu7iliter, etk:
All the, a--,tirt. that wit -your iesu -.hilt what as it it

til.re niagical that von, hange word, here and there one
lit on, ontl y;01 1,11114te and then inotlity
,iirtiething tort her olont. It I h --ton to tope I-oil-di% the
nsterung tit.terionneil 1u' the pcod Lipt.
turn- not by nit. novel need-. herniore I Will altvovs he eithor

1'i- [Moll IT I tanning alie,R1 kit lot

it-1'001er vort_k, permit., iritlivititial rhythms of rovict ()Lie
estahlisheti und t ollot 11 I 1011:11.111, lisIii 111 1),ICe, in contro.A to
1111' iilttUr= .lhll' s[iec(I tit the ret ortlr, loc on essential feu tore kir
the making of huh t,lntive re.Asions ari a.castings (a thstinchoil

111,1de 41 three levels of retormula twig scorns important ill
COntv I.

kit'llITIMW the WI(' 1il -'it ht composing proce:
seartliers intiv neetl to c,Hunie the work of the [ally sigh tyd or
the int'tiit..Ily Hod tvritt.r. Purl-tops o perstin or group (it pursuris
can .,.ort out the role:" t he eve truly plays in ti riting. I'I' IIfl14°

this pilint, I 44' 111 continuo to siNt plate niornont about how we
revi,e, tini nite,t of arc adti 6., we have intornaltictl the
proto son, %%Ant to descributl as Ilk. outcomo,, o t1l .1

did lot:1!.- tic! _ ourselvt., r and oursolves as outhcritY, art
(.+0. li.l titt' 111 It lllih ()Ws reatlor lieconw

d

pararnount.Tio
lilinth tilt' other hand, iiom m ust keep Iit.



(..7, it:monied thcv tnu.t, wol -o-, they iii' pilot-1011v

tap iciolders, kontin or an oil tel 1.1,1111 ,111 ,1( tLIII tither ,Ii
atidtenu. `this cterno hied dIdlog (l ntov Iwo licit f,(Iti rev ot ink fit:m-
ho() about the (otrtmurce in the rust ot u> betwcen out
writer, and a, 111111,11 :11,11-11L'Ilt.C..". f 1111", 1101 ill SlIg4t,1 Ih ITC
11111(1' Al:L11(.11'S Iii 11.11111/.11:1hit' 11110111111111M .11111 Ilg thi

I11.1111g 11'11' \SAKI. 111 -.1).;11tvd .A-Ityr; tit thov iti.ir4, in !wet.
groups when the pcers servc ,is intmeLltate, ocittal uilatice.,; both
lames Mottett E 101_181 Peter Elbow 110731 own Al this
approak h. And rnottv k-10,,,rooms crnplo\.. It tilt' into -WI .11 Ivt.

Writing Program at lliiitllt st ( otrinlututv Ncw
.Ivrsey, for e,...ample, proLved, t rune this prenn,e.)

The 131-,lin

In deo II it 11 the brain. t Li t.i(-1 IL;1, liir th organ
!knit .irt. [Mir(' \ I iTen t ht )(it tho t

't'e'rns n1054 1,c tor ,..ILREten Ann.: t t ht. \-ritiny; [-Pr(
tilt' tivti 111.'1111-11111'11-,, t ill' 111 the rir.,ht,11.1ve though
not wholly unique. I u n i t l o l l s A t i - e t u l , i t rough, Llelinedt ion of thc....,e.
Ion( non, diPiPea III Rol-Pert (II rp-tclo 1::, I (,/,

I ilt. errt,ra I f ut bto in if, divided in to t s o et es,

loined toy .1 lo fift. bundle ut utiffik outlet._ tun; ['her, kalleLi the
Lot t. equit the left %nit ot tile hotly e, 111.11111v 4,11111-L111rd

be the eirju ;Ric it the L teN, ,111d thy right ,ILle tit al, flock. be
Cuff lift ,lilt' of the t '.'f-sen %%A. Teal, .,ft III i,rtliir,ot'
f,tfet.t ,sit' ii hit it tilt' body, ancl its t hy rr. it

litueqflity (ft -.tout ht. -tit!, not. tint tht Ititiklltlit of
thufw tvf,t, hdlt-tliout- Iii -nutty port uodtfthe tl.fod motto, tit
ofie=t telm li -urtultarfeou,le ow\ 1.0 %% 'thin colt) wit. of

Although hi ute,pliettf difirtf. the potentol for ilium
ham ,n-id both Whitt Ill lilt's, in the

per-t,11 tit rr firt111pliert., tynd I. wtitt IdInfr I lit l(flt
twine-Tilt le 'tonne( tyLl its in 11:11 t tht hod,. t tf-=

fiR(flf.od with h ono 11, fa, Ii w(dI ;dile in

ertfol turd filothertut Ito! turf, nig], It, Width= 1,1 ktpol.111011 rs

rruildnl [mufti- 11114 h1.1111,rheri. t;) hntorthotion
:cquynnall )11 tit tl MLitt u tido! lit.
loglt tholIght, And
I III);11.1)!1' ,suit II1.11114.111At blIth ht.1111%1,11t.n. Jin(i
LitIA11d pteatftnitfdtol% (ft) Ituodi time

It Jiff lett Infrul-pt,e1 t. IN 1,11 .111.11V,f- 1/011
-p000lt/efd tor hull =-tit num Lawn

yoloyo. ohilth. I- quit. !muted Ilse; hiftrulibert i. prinhinl
11---Iffftf-f11111. tot flu' ow:111-.11mo e, endy.n. (rot
boa,. ituorof 1y, tf,..fut holt (ft td( e, It putt ittiotroat wri t.



twel fiiri,.

dltu ;le tlion duo, tht. It.It 11un1ut lterr, arid rt.ptirislhilitit.,
it.ivonti tif initt input, -It k.itti. It tile Irtt
lit.tm.spht..n.. ton 11r trunt.J ri.dotturio[tile analht, ond ,titst.1)11,11

it, orwration. Own thc right hcia1ia4rliere l!,-; inure liolistlr and
rclatirrnal1171,1 nrurr ,lynlittailvoris in rte nude of orit.rmloil.

2.111

dose riptirn1 ilertt, I ra he n't IOC(' ,tail modelled in light of
very recent researk 11, partik ulorly studies hy Roger Sperry arki his

, ano.ogy on split -brainedcolleague's at the ( aliternia Institute of I

subim-ts, F ruse arc people iii vhorn the Joplin., :a(10,1111 has been
surgically severed hi prevent epiloic attacks, for front
spreading, to both hemispheres. Some curious, vet findings

orgy in thr-rrr "".41.1dir'S. 1.111 ('.111iirl: it a split-braino-,1 patient
picks tip on unseen (11all..Ct in his or her left hand, the right hemi-
sphere can recognize its share, although the patient cannot speak the

name. If the patent is asked to write the ()keel's name, he or
Write it Only Wit 11 the I-1,111d COW rr-illnr.I 1,1V the 114,-,roiphere that

has perceived the object. T hese (inklings ont-e the spet-iali-
/ituitt and interdependenle tit tkvo hemispheres.

of Iwo split -firained patients, 1)1'. I Ian /oidel, a research
fellow workiin.; with Sporr,, found that the language ability of the
right hemisphere, desk Tilled )rnstein and other,i as quite 'muted,
may be icnt, 1111104:LI lila I-1 tilIC(' tilt-night IN('IlSberger, 1075). Indeed,
using an optical devite he 11)Yr:rill:id, 7,11(InT found till-Oil:4h a series of
language tests iRt,, the itvo ,tibtect," right hemispheres had the
vocabolorA., development tit a I( !unveil yea r old and the svrlt.actic

of a five teat' oid. And ive know' froth the work of Brown,
for iAample, 111,11 the five ei.ar old' syntactic

ability i. ionsiderable,
ht addition, the brain-damaged and, it were, the brain aberrant

area t,l'',(111,1 tInr,4 all(' n144)11,111 t sour( col i ntoi motion about the rules
of the hvo hemispheres in intra= and intercommunication, In 1hr
,11,itterul his review of the literature on the aphasic, Howard

,,1 rdner points out that all aphasic, tiye in the site of the
Aloe y,- suffer impairment 01 their ability Iu write, (;arLliler ascribes
(1-11 impairment to the number ot Lornpetemies he names "percep

t motor, linguistic, t ogiutive--- that the pro', eSS rat writing entails
ili
writing prot ess (.111 begin to he sketched cert. high tl!.11,1'Ill'utiifv(I.hrye

lat I. It e, the then, that on organic

t ror eNarnple, there ore aphasics who can write but not
road wliat thee' have writ ten. a condition even more dramatic
anLI t rouniatit. than ,`77,1rirt,'';, 1,111 they continue in the act of uvliting
evith+nit the ,dilute' to restart ri'VICI,V7 I hire art( other aphasics



Hand, Eye, Brain oc

who only lo ; n tat sho )1--; s writing
require the activation of both? Coo an on r vrite:' As port of
such an inquiry; Dixie Gos.womi of Middlesex Community College, a
doctoral candidate at Rutgers, is currently collecting data for a
dissertation concerning the composing behaviors of a small :sample of
aphasics with lesions in the same` hemisphere,

Writing seems to require the esta alkhmet; S raa figure -ground
relations of what shall be stressed, pert- the deploy-
ment of superorditr tos, -0' though the
literal deplorment of sInordinate douses. Pers,ms with
organic, chemical, or N-ychologi,..-ol do not want to
commit myself to a sine hycfrithisis) often cannot d.stinguish
toqween elements that are locorporating and those that are
CAT. By one hypothesis (Arieti, 07-I), tlw schiloph renic, for exam-
ple, consistently treats genus as .species. What kind of psychic
wholeness is demanded for writing successfully:

The possible implico tic:is for research into the writing process of
this and comparable work with the brain are immense. One is the
logical assumption that there nvoy be biological bases for composing
behaviors. Bfore speculating about What these might be and how we
can learn about them, it is important to cite a caution, well-
formulated recently by George Steiner .(19'75):

Over the next !icon; there Milli he a spectacular progress of
insight into the biochemistry of the central nervous system.
Though it Ts conceptually and practically extremely difficult to
isolate a single type of stimulus Front the fact of stimulation as
such (environment connects every -point), rebnments in
microbiology may kid to correlations between specific classes of
intortnation and specific changes in protein synthesis and neu-
ronal assembly, .At the biochemical level, the idea that we Are
'shaped" by tChat ,Le learn could take on a material corollary_ , On
present evidence, however, it is impossible to go beyond ruin-
!), :nary idealiyations. (11, 2s8)

Let me here suggest one hypothesis logically man,
current work on the brain and share one method for ascertaining its
possible yaWity,17.,Eer since the beginnings of rhetoric study, as early
as the fifth century B, C, in Sicily Greece, there have Men
atteMpts to ,..itegorize the different modes of discourtie
speak and write. Aristotle, of course, supplied the definitive early
category system which rhetoricians through the centuries' have
adapted and tronsforMed. In recent rhetorical study and writing
research, lokobson, Kinneovy, and Britton have attempted relatively-
frCsh category systems. Then- categories, like Aristotle's, share loose
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oucl ,torhy,icol 1;1' thc. diffcrenteI' din_

tuiven such scorningly runcls as argument and poetry. Even
with the most recent kyot k, one ha's impression of being in the
presence of an inquiry that l'homos Kuhn (1070) would characterite

. being in the preparadignmtie stage,
lVliat if it is the case that classii, al and It it or, rh etorical

such at, ats:iiitritt am! /eti,/ or and .i/cur, may re_pre-

(C*11111rienOU int (1111 LIIILIci-,-.1.111,!itly, that the mind deals
enlially tvith different -.peaking and 6.,rting tasks' To put the

rmviter declaratively, if' hrpotEctiv.illy: modesol discourse 111.1V repro
sent ferent 1.4,1D-0111 activity.

Ihe electroencephalogram r at.iturrs ['rain activity through TILT

Lodes attached to relevant portikt the In fact, there is now a
compana program kyliercbv i.;iven enivphalogr,inl, c.in be broken
into' a profile which Lliffer,,,ntiates lift hemisphere from right-
hemisphere activity. Iwo of us at Rutgers have begun to ask small
sample of normal adult subiecr5 to L ornpose'aloild in two seemingly
distirn t modes while undergoing all FR; and note whether or not

11,3V101',. yield kliff LT1211,1,116.1 profiles of brain activity.

it irst thiltigh = =u }'gest'Ih.it argument would be pi-edominantly lefi-
hemisphorc7. !try or narrative, right.)

ltaaplicati or Research Training aaae1 Teaching

hanees in the kiln, education h obviously
require Loncomitant Changes in the training of the researcher in the
doctoral currik-alum. All of us. !minding senior faculty and advisers,
must learn mole about. am; hv,,1);y than v..a. have
previously been a.".1....cd to learn. lose' ties pvith departments of
bikdogical sciences and with the medical schools affiliated with our
Lintycri.itics also scorn to be silf.44,-,t(,L

. \t htitgors 1,%-c have cstablishetl ltvo (t)(ifict lions with our rnedical
hoot that kVill 111-11101" aril 111011.' 111M-C of

our y,11111111!, t Ict t 1.11111( if problem, to investigate. ()ne is attendance
at open h1,11-(..:, 011 ilsVi 1101)11\',101i.Ig sponsored by the faculty of the
mcdikal school; the other is'ak toal partikipatfon in the medical school

-,(.1111111.t., such as NV1'11111,11', OP .111,1t01111 ..1111.1 the brain, A third link

ioerently I city Lon ternplated is participation of our students in the
teachtng round, involving third- and tom th-vear medical students

.and the medikal.,!_hool fat
the learning and te,achirtg of writing are

c .11 [now inidal,lc and Iii le.ii him!, Nelson Cooklman once
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commented that the American cilutatitutaI system is half-brainetl.
The situation may be even more sertus: What if the schools require
students to be split-brained where the learning of writing and other
compleN arts and sciences ale concerneV l'orhaps the only base for
the curriculum should be what resea rill suggests 1, literally organic.
And for the process of tyriting, that is truly organic Let us begin to
find out.



6 The Writin dung Children

1,.`1,1h ! I 1'1_1

St./ti" .") ot fluttolo

i:,20 .1111111.11% tit rc,.t.11t li it.i.11111%; tli s,1 .1n-r111.1 r I lye, and
11,1111', nitlIr. 1:,,1I I \Irian !-,tiy.,..1,-"tc.if tll.it t ,olupo!..u1s;

h ,nn ple. phtlionitTion (hat 11 Jt.bc!,,:m.liv into Lon!,btu-,
ent I It. th.lt to t11.1; J.,1,- mc.i.,,we pupil
proklut tn .111.1 that by no ,loinfr. they are evaluating the

tit the mind b those product!,
,_ : N1,1-1.11,1 111.1,1,1,,,k, ;'1, los.,.1-ion,,, ,111,1

1 ,,li 11.1.1 111 tilt' 10(0 re( this
1,111 -!C!, .111Li If ptil tlLl 111,1t I h the I vino!) t.tatement

db. to the :riu (OM !11,11!11, that ,1)1111.` 1.11.11::-.E1(111!,

-.C1'111 'MR111111.10.11 Iii the L'arhing rinfte, 1,t tvrit ten
Lomponition appai enth. ha% f;,)111: Oilliti!at untt,utlud by cartiuI

(p
ru-cm111 on Ow .=.1t11111 rf1.11 ASO

tilt: '11141-, Ill .1 11111111101- lit other repot tn by ,nearr, liern

our- Hill l,ir k`Vii111/11:, FLTOI by Lutn!-,t.

Ronenblatt loo,;) of the Nei.v I Research Develop-
ment (.--,ernitiar does, nut tilt'%vriting. fitment. tit'' the processe
cit the rontiii !not r-tilt iir . written produt t. hi:Acad, the suggentri.ms
for I enearf tht area ot writing dwelt upon vat-loon Inetliods or
appryak 1,, and upon JO tet trintrut. mat r (intent at. rOSSitile

V.11 L11,11. tiCHWillly, \1)(.1-11111111.11 h. In tat aml thin in
ilitt it tilt to blir-ve, .ittention fuen to the role of
);F-Mni11.11. ICA+ it rniglit alto, t a role that rnost
tnt" her, an,i h.e.e been laid lii rent ma
Yearn helot,

I ortrinatelv ',line tirne then. 11n41 t

cofte,1 tor nee; approaL hen, tor- eon-munfr, research design,- and
dire, hot: tor prenotiting netv rt,ear(1-1 problems. Fur example,
theta, tplention, ,verr it..ked ;I (artir,,,..010,1 4). 53):



m tile at t ot tt.rint .47 1Itit
star tin teri' 1Nhai question, rniii-1 he tor himself 7- 1 he

report s arized by saving that ltllieisltlt itl re- .11,11 not

highly developed arid sugg,ested that if researi, biers tli =h tti g it

strung,tb and depth, they roust r e t t \ a i t i i i i c r i n k . a l l \ the sti t- tort'andi

nispre, tit their studies
Sup t ilia rim(' %V.1, that lean I lagstriun !Qui))

Lai:mom:LI against

doing nlorta tit time kinds tat rtaseat that had been tit without
atternbtaroi to tind out whit 14I-tier, Lit, when they -what

they think ab,-out, g.'hab- steps they tollov, how they net tor
, riling ,ibiont the same tirne iii

pointed to the need tti dim
hildU 111. 1)11 Li111;11,1}:,,(' 11

hen th('V':'4
linena in resttarkh designs that L. tint the e\perinleiltal

mold vvas ,Iiso on the rise. trnrY tn- _ that the
tart =ttid!' proicdr'e should bit. tisetul welting or throwing

stab tologs the rclatiitit,,top tact k ttf
per.iiictality writing behavior, particular-1v on the dynarriies of such
relalion-hips and on the Lliiininant patterns tit personality involved'.

tom. Arid -tiggesting, that pro( edures let the iaszt study are,
lack, Kit tell I stotrii that particular s..!,,,11 such

writing, intlitatt,d in an indivititiabs latthavior, is of
study and tiescriptiore and that there are available different spetial-

ot observing anti descrithng behavior- (p. x).

A arch Fcitu

n st in the tvrnini, prtAttss,gorshat k to the earlv to 0s I
had reviewed tutu, h lit the liter attire about 1,vriting .-_nd tvas nr.,,Iged

111,1 (Petty, I let old, Sz of what tit ftssion knew
shunt the teat hing ut otabulary I his stud,. le, ,

that tv knew lit tic ,tb(itit ut11 tea( lung. `Runic'u. was with

researvh hilt I Oi+ 11,11.1 the tee1111)1 ocabulary
researk biers ,,h,1 not L.noe enongli about e hildren ininking and

aviiit to hove asked the 1-1);11t I eNt'.11-1. ljlie,t1(),.14. I he t that one
,cIrm he! di tut' diltylhr ,11,1,Ca I I'd to he ,Icaling tvith the same olti

questions in studi.ing lung seeined dosely [elated to
ixriting h I Lott', I hgan to discuss the need to

c, annul' riot 11111,11111. tei e \,lnl; lit, their he'h.ivhmr,
and I() tm-Intiidtc tit tv It hyroilic,r , It !-.rincti Ii) noccs-



son; .(tat our I suoir h tlpkill prtlt.s rikl better
questions-a:1mi he pursued iori4elf.. throu0-1 e i.i -st tidy opprook
so that toter reseort.h tit ti.rri.: I roJiikmol e\permie1 ir,iltiesly;r1 might
result itl more definitive tot him.; isstit,s

111r, ob,ervation Alitt the et al.. Nie,
l'Ar6.t.119o0o1), ,ut,.1 other, led to research into the writing
proesses or voting children. first 11v Nloigoiet (10 .,11,1

later [A' Robert tan,,tti 1)onahl (107.3. 19751, 1 )ionv-
107 I )InLi ,Anit progre....,.,), 1 he ideas

anti the invest r.--;,itory ettortl-, of these re,--,eort,hrt, were Aso both
prompted ,ifid zr,upplementeil by the re,earLh of other.", 1,...rbk-ularly
Liner LEniv, : 197i I. hilt 1 1070) ,%nk.i c,11,1r1c.-;

Stall,trLI l It ti. In addition, the oh.,erv,;tion, of Burrows
te:g., 107o:1.111(i 19701:u Ionics ftiritttin , \vets-
in(portant.

Itt' the, ot EritL 1 (Eviro.,ing elf it
Liking ilhat' ,1 t tilt' ShItC of New
pr:rrlitrih.- hange of chrecbon ill
rescort.h (h..: 1,ctrl- ago TI-Ec
interesk komprisim; espetrolly :=4rforio, It But(alu,

only by thy mune, ot some of the resvork hers I hOV
(lied but ,11.-,o In,- the i:killik'n_914 e for Whit II tilt' paper, t, (11112C ted iii this
vellunut tverr originally Written: 1 his interest is further reflected in
the publicatl.(n of paper., delivered at tifiN linttolo`!. lu C

fer,(E( -,111.,m,guage Art.-. 'Petty l Intl, 107.711.iff..! in the nutriber of
our st mteresteLl in i-ornposition at the ,-End college
let'ls, intere.,ted in the t onipoIng of young children.
lVe are ,;lad the intere.,t -.crow: 1 lowever, the voi Eiuffalo
sirnply retl, the i,rowilly interest, 'Iwo.- mole than thitioriv.ikle, in
ri..--worch on try( prmesses of composition.

'11 kiesigning onr.1 ioncluctirie, resoi, h on the r cess,
theire sonic Iht, iLle,b, that should be kept FirLq 'if .111,
t):1,1)0,111); Wilt:Wilt in 1111., !-A.Illell((.1!",1COMpOSI-

th,11 \ SCrIV, of 111.1 t t1-1,1ft .1 CI;111-Y- needs or v.. I.-ref-um( es is

composition, Thus, every rmleet.1, t Indit idu.11, tkies hove
oklity in ctimiHsitron. Not everyone's cornposiny, equol, of
oursenr,1 in.iior obitfit seym 10 oppeor in wry, ten tonto,sr

Nlost ndividtr.11 in some sittiotions least, inov not
Wcii=i10`,.111i1C11 (_01.1Ci iit TIP redskins for His 'Allure may
hi- the enititionol set rir,ir 1 of everience, thinking,
,Ind so on hut frequently the nitres r: IWO! k .1 re

(Wert Milt' repelitivt"stotyrrient's, with the
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writers tend also to be slower, to do more revising
',particularly as they i -i what they have lust written), and to
stop more often to do this reading.
Good writers are more concerned with the pttrpcor- of the
writing th,7r poorer writers.

A study by Craves (1073; see also 107,1) lot tiSed spec it ically on the
composing processes of young children, (craves studied the writing
processes L_4 se-ven-year-old children by detailed observation of
individual children as well os by interviewing, analysis of composi-
tions. and observation of groups of children. In addition, he sought to
relate various aspects of writing behaviors to Lill tercnces in class-
room settings. which he as "formal" and -informal.- I low-
ever, the most significant aspect of his study was the extent to which
he .:'as able to use a case-study design as the principal research
proixdure for stud,'Ing the writing prone -es of cght of the children.

I think the most promising finding of the study :vas that the case=
study method of ..search is a most effective means tor determining
the variables that seem heir upon .1 child's because
GraYes did ease studies ,hildren, he was a)-li to identify
behaviors common to all of these children well as ones unique for
each From this comparative base, was also better able to
l.nterpxt and asse-;`, both the writing proie,ises and the writing
products of the other eighty-six children studied less intensive .'v
Case studies are not new to reseal..h, but -seld-irn have they be-

used in educational resear..h in general or in studying compositiL1.
Also signitv..nt was the finding the informal

classroom environments gave the thildien greater choice in their
[Hug and roduied mote wrung. A related f Ind mg -w-a, that,

the choices of whether to write or not ard of what to write, children
wrote nit-ire tryquently and produced compositions of greater length
than when vecilic writing assignments were given and /or when
ciinsiderable amounts of writing were .t .sitar In tat t, (iravcstelt
that assigned writing inhibited the range; contentird amount of
writing done by the children. f ie also found that boys wrote more
than girls When writing tasks were not assigned, that boys uldom
used the first person in their writing, ind that their tvriting dealt
mc,re with what he termed ''i tended tt tttn rt that is, removed
from home, school, -ind neighborhood than th girl writing,

Graves concluded that there appear to ,..listinct types of
i,vriters iLiennitd these as rot, w-i! and retfrii..c. :<eactive writers
use erratic solving, strategic,- ihcy talk to thm,olves, their writing
reflects in at tit-M-110RM h ;ens audieu(e,
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.e pie the horie of content.
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.vritt: 111 journals. 1 ler fillserva tun, is tIldt l hildren like to tvrite
lottr-nal,-, 111 tat t, If (hiliirer, .1b,ent. the% generally tyro entrit..,
for the day, the,. -.without being told to do
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internal Revision:
A Process of Disovery
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1 .1 riN 1111'. I in. IC'

t ht. Littint -1,11 holy I. it vAt^lt
do%n had CC Iii It I Ili' tr+ 111111 tilit 'A`Lit

110t: tee x.11, FIC W11. tel

Mitt` tit lean ken hi. :cad
it tit' Inc-, rt y.itiniate I t untti,titteil more
rtec,Ilent tlhin t. lihr Anotlitti plitte,,or tort me recently
th,lt mAtt,-, cttnli. tilt ot%.ri

LIcadline I h. e-,plaint..LI, -7\1v ,tuilent, t- ter I Am. I [hive to
rt..v rot.. .11111 rev, or ci ht neithur

tuder,t- nor .111ow. t N. to puf tot the' 'tins;
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task esse''nti,il for then, to -luct:e: puLilieation.
'Most prote:ssors ether are aware eot tf,e process rewriting to

eliseove- meaning are Linton-Om-table thinkinabout it, to soy nothing
01 kli7A-117111y, it in f )r .coy -cr scorns tlic of the votive
it later,- the IA titer deals in p;setry, fictio:l, or elrorna. Such
octivitws ,ire not quite re:sFiectoble in the acaele_rntr- community, where
We tiaLa eaten hove .1 inanua! ottituele: tik.w: to lead "about it as
long, os you don't do it: Ilut I .111 diode:nth; schizophrenic-,

eat le e- writer onel o none ieotive- writer : As the eh:lime--son of o
rather large deportment, I spend o good deal of till` time writiny,
memos to deans "tiled t I llat'n re,tlIy L're,1 tire writing.) I

1110011111J11 k,LL Cif ghostwi I publish
tr.:\ ts, novels, poems, and "paper .- And in all of these roles I find the
prof ess of disk oyei v through language taking, place. I do not agree
with the educational segregation of functional and imaginative
writing, h u h neu.)ereatiye writing. I knO t he process of
discovery Likes phi() eviler, I write fiction and nonfiction, poetn., anel
memos. to produce letters, reports, novels, essays, reviews, poems,
and oeodernie pope:rs Ih,t t sav something, you have to allow language
to lead you to ineo rung.

Iii drol 11111; this LIlialq- I toon,1 myself writing, as to
Lief [Ile the %yr-it:nat. process, Illot the writer, otter the first draft, is
'not dealing with the vision but a tact.- the word vision surprised
me. It appeared on the poge tyitliout premvell to non. In reading it over
I cut tile sentence but deck-led the word was a better term than rotator.;
tia ripe t nt,lge (it the writing process dud, working from
Eliot point, sato' the virtue of using the tern.) riTI-rani tor rewriting and
then tried on the term pict:1-aori for size and found it fit, although I

tint it in Ill' dicti011a VV: not sure that this i o discovery of
emu mous but it was I nil; and I think this aecident of language,
this business of itsitig words I didn't know: I teas going to use, has
helped me understand thi writing proves .1 little hit better.

I suspect most of us hove perienced many similar discoveries, but
eve: brl it a failure: it we had a hit Illtale wovould have' known the
right Loglish teachers ,11-c cum tortoble with t he

onk cr ulotd dist, overv. f hey simply do not believe the
testimony of wia ter:, tvlien they so.: they write vvhot they don't
knout', mel this lily ndeed be on uncomfortable) concept if you spend
yoeri elassroom hours analyzing literature and telling your students
(-Noe t laylly the writer did what he or tile dill, as if literature resulted
Irons the ollowing of a detailed blueprint. lVriting, lot-unlatch; For
writers" is much mow eNt_ inns; than that. I ht. writer does plan but



kcer, apt in ihoh,ii rl in to l }Mt d l'Ll on the pilge
ht. itt'r, how, in ff1l) t 0111111t1Ill -111t1

to41 1110-,t tit ti. JO 1, !LII I II=111LitAl t)-1 lx !,,,CI1-1 tit ti,

Brit -.t.'f't; tth A .1 VI'. tit fit t'l ,It 111-t) he Ltt I11

fill' ( Ii ft - fa,. ite poem-, we, the

).111er. he t LIP...-et 11111y, Lonh....,ion in .1 depot t ment

of I It 1, Hid tit inhin it that oti don't know w hot vou
kx hi' I I 1 . , I I 1%1 I I t I t -rt`111, ,1 Lilt Midi:4111f WO. 1t/11,1[1,-, \ t'Il k.111.,c f, ti-

tilt' tt)111.111`. \ nip' go\ ci no! ould think titryli t

kno,i w hilt 1 m donly, 4 % hen I t r 1 to 1% 1-1 tc I M II f, I k)I ) ,

Ittr ;t +tttlrit' =5 5.,1t anti t I Lloyet And 1 11,-. ci will.
I hi; oth I '.- dOtIt-flIt.1; 1, It-II

1,1t11IJIM:e hgt hiir the lei_ (tin: t of itrrtint,
it tl1 rt.,rt to Il_ipryn on nyk I Fon, ',at in tilt'
fut. r HA, I k.0111LI ,tt- t-di it,' dot II ..I141 41...11L Illtf.1 th.it

ot ).i,ct tip .ind -hut thy Jo, 111.11,2J t CAI oldinai
,.t. tot no tin sttur,ti ink wi Flung Hit- on the

I I ).1,1 .11 .1 11111. 01,-.11V, .111 111,41 .1 t' VItilt)11t

V:111,1k0.% Or .111 I lit' ,111,1 Joy,n the Lori-idol- 1011Li

;%))1,1-- 1;1)1:1 0), r, 1.().111t),f thy ,I.J.:J)

"I\ tt,Ilt.1,,,,wd door. 0 tIttkicittdnitt-t .11-ott.t0nt unninblc I

t)(1)..1 Pt) It) Si'l'l (ii)riit'l it) II,. I%) 1.111kir 1,.;,)11J, I It)

tlik),() iiIreildv in 111v (1.V17

t),-./101.11; '-t't Hitt/,' rt)ii)Jr'. rl,t 1)/111 thint; .11101.11

pt,=.1110111A',1, 111,11 Alt,t I*rt,tRi .WLi)

uhl Oil, k..1)ctu tlic".: \-01.1..111 td!it.",k).J n),)1)7 1)

t it, lorl t Lill
It I }1,) d't t I m .01 (IR Ht. Ll tlilltl 1).)t ,t)()/iit)L1 :rah).

I lint follInVtrif tt-w !Thttrt ;tory tor only 0 tottpin tit in the

p, tg, tl.t, I am .1-11,ifile,1 to t111; ill,hve I (1(111.i 1%11(1

it tilt It'd if triC ,1 ,torg hut 1hi vi lig, tun and third% I SlIt1tIld

the eNriAl foe it revcitlin;.;tit the writing protAh,,, I did
not in trial to l 1 It f (11-. I 0111...vorking on-it novvk a hook tit

fioern,, Arid Jun( It 4 lit it 7,1w/A fit t utu I , not tin tin, mull

I did not in tend to with iin aLlenm I tltt not like the
re. I ih not poi hi. lila: Iv like 11-te chariK tt..1- who is orpeilring Lin my

poyit, but I inn hemp, ttithin liir hind I hiv not t'i't

nun, inv knotvIntit.to, ,hill I 1-10vc [men tnoLlittig

tillItttntit 1 hattt knov, 1110f1V,

I wrIt tit n:nt)01 til0t 4%,p,,11.-4111n()IV nn intent iii what I NA,A)..

d( )111g: I Ile LI( I ilLit lit 1,1101.1k 110,0 k114)(0 0 ntfl,iin COM(' ,1)_ total

h It ,ym, h nicIndrimiltie_inLI I L1011 Ilk t) thi
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con tk 11 V R. I LiO IA flit tt i -tit', 141 I hd troubli
die toting these words from notebook wife, because theN
keep chamting and leading torward. I Jo not know if the killing

.:11.:Ch.Ivntal or premeditated- i don't know the VR.tiin. I don't knot',
the method: I don't know if it Wdt- imaginary. I do know tht." ohrask
Lilletl _1 mon :tppeored on the' page. It may have :Tome there beCalrfit.

01- what the. hallo- said: or, t-inke m the ue.t paragraph I discovknek
that tht2 voun man !eels the, one act gives lum a certain distarRl
from life, a sort of scenic overlook front which to view life, perhaps
that idea came from the word -position-in the first paragraph, In my
lower middle-class background, even a teaching assistant had a

sition, not a lob. A little' more of this kind of thing, however, and
the story will never be written.

Vriters must [Trim in, to some degree, not only ignorant of what
are going, to do but what they .ire domg. Niary Peterson just

i Me about her novel, ''I need to write it before I an think about
it, rite it too fast for thiati,iht," l-Vnter hove to protect their
Ignorance, and it is not easy to remain ignorant, particularly in an
English department. that may be one reason we have deempha sited
the eNporience of discovery in Writing.

Dist.oVCI'V, however, can he a frightening pi_ ess. The terror of
the empty page is real, because you simply do not know what you are

,, before you nay it or if indeed vow ty iii ha c anything to
say. I observe this process most dramatically at those times when I
dictate early drafts of nonfiction to my wife, who types it on the
typewriter. tVe have done this tor veil's, and vet rather regularly she

rni., to repeat what I have sold or tell her what I am going to say
so that ...-he can purwtoate. I don't think, after many books and many
tel that she rea Ilv believes nIC when I claim I can't remember what
Vve lust sold or that I don't know what I'm going to .say nest.

1111 process is even more !Tightening when vou engage in the
forms of 0:1'1 t ng that take you inside x,ourst-11.- There's not any more
dangerous c-...-cupa non in the world," it lames Dickey of poetry.

Hie mortality rate it, very, very high. Paul Vali:ry once said, 'one
should never go into the sell \cept armed to the teeth. I hat's t rue.
I he kind of poet,.., we're talking about-- lierryirtan, rant, Dylan
i hoots.- have k rooted something against which they have no int-

untty and whikh they con not control.''
Finally, many e \pert readers tvho teach Fright:1'i, and titre

writing, are ignorant of the' process of khsc because it is not,
anti nof he. orrnrenf in a it work. .1ftt'r° building, is



A-1;cii.,,heid insv ord tokn ,leval. Our prott,:--;sion's
uorutil obset,:-.1on with product e.,Uher than process leads, us Lt,o1...ards
dartwrous rrioronvernons; .abotot the wnting proces. I beli.eve

crcasingh: ftiot proces, cbscoery, Liir13; loniguar,o2 to tin,"

h'ot Ors rtr, fi going bo v r .9! *tvlt'.rr;1it the llrt ting, p rove In !tau
tho I vould like to reor,norne the re,. ision process.

Principal { orrii Revision

1 Ito 1.-norc I i the 'sum proiess t more

I c..pt.. tem It writer-, thts. more I n nt t iktlery ore two

rrInt. trol ,potto seporo to ulnkorto orb, involve,' In ren.Isorr.
r, . thrw term, M CI yt 1. lite',

whot .ho ve to ',Iv, Irc';12, inning. wit ii the
3:1-311Arliql'd\ drat t. 1 hey reocl to dis,;(ver where

their con go, tom. Lo.rcno.4e, and voice have liod them. Thy tiny'
to,zuoe, ..itormotiron to find out kviut they Itave

hope Ito soy. 1 he is one peron: the writer.
n.,01 r, -',n_. (JO 6.1 01111111CittC W11,1 t t hey

round ikhyv hove yerrait"n tklo mother amigo-Ice. It i editing and
ond rink-h. more. titers now poi' Arterttioni to the.

orl 'UntIorit, 1.11.-1gwxv, Arid siviv. liev c'a't'

thyir L11.1)t,t42 In it Thi'v rcod as an
,outsidvr, and it t; ,st,c,nint. ant that rstrrlt terms os poll-4: are us-Qd by
iproress7onok: direr' drama tn-/t. the fok t that the wrnter of this stop,.
in the pent rnoy, be concerned with e\-.teror
Jppe,,1

MciSt tt'rlters more time, mote time, trrl

on thou vOcrnal rev tsi.on Yet most Ws,: eniphosur. the least
par the prows, th e imchonicol manlyed in the etiquette

vstituye the site,. t5 tit preparing o nlautrtieript ti,-) be

E drial,3,,, over the internal revision. It's worth noting
it is tirdIkelV niCII Ily::11 Jtoioe, in time viliting can he

mode unless vracrs thoronghlv torwlyrstand whit they hove said

throuy,f-t Mternai I-eve:ton.
Alt\ iloirgh I bckevc c\lcrnhll rea itiitr.n has nirt been l' piltn'ts'ILI

dlitit""lY t". +%, it ims been evloruci. Ishall concentrate
errr nt tempting to ciescribe ronstem, sm_igetuir, opportunities
tor rescon I irkhko Ling otions Ion the teochine, of
wri

100
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At ter the writer has completed the first klnItl, th writer 1110,1;
toward the ien1eriF the writing process. L. NI'. Forster says,"Thea(t
of writing itire..: me,- and ValC,ry talks of he inspiration of the
wilting desk, writer may be closer to the scientist than to the
nh. at the-. point I in h piece ot wri hog is an ,..,...perunent. Robert

Penn l's,'arren say._,-, All writing that is 'mV tin,d eperimental: ihat
W:n: I !..a.,eing what is

Stnnf,' come cAisilv,I.vithout 1 ii. it deal of iimernar
revision. I hr e\p,rtenke s 11-n 1-01' most %enters, however, and it
usually comes after a lifetime nil discipline, 4.11- sometimes otter a 'long
niglq of INOrk, as it did when Robert ',:rost wrote-Stopping bvi-Voo,d5,

I he important thing to understand is that the
work that read s the rite ea sib' is often the product of what appears
to he diudgery. Theodore koethke wisely points out that -you wilr
come to knOW lions;, by vorking slowly, to be spontaneous." .

I have a relative!): short 7-part poem of which there are 185 or
more versions written over the past 2 years. I ani no Roethke, but I.
have found it imroriant to share with no; students in my seminaron
the teaching of writing a bi.t of the wk-u.k. which will never appear in
public. I think they are impressed with hi ow badly I write, with how
many tare start., ond illiterate accidents it took for rue to move
forward towards -some understanding ,..)1 the climate in a tenement in
which I lived as an only child, surrounded by a paralyfed grand-
mofller and twee rather chddlike parents. The important thing for my
students to see 'is that each word ch.! 'wed, each crossed out, each
space left on the page,r., an of tempt to n nderstond, to remember whit

did not know I remembered.
, 1)m-111g the proe,-ess of internal revision, nnriters are not concei-ned

with correctness in ,nit tenor sense. they read what they have
written that Ilvek" cm n -deal with the questions of subwct, of
adequate information, of structure, ot form, of Linguage. They move
trom a revision of thc entire piece down to Iho page, the paragraph,
the senteme, the line, the phrase,. the we rd ..And then, because each
word may give oft an e\plosion of .ineanilly they move out I root the
word to the phrase, the line, the sen.tence, the pora,gralph, the page,
the pk,ve. VVriters move in close and then move out to visualize the
entire 00(1'. again and ,tgoio and .\s ponAld son, "The
attitudo.4 to Lultiv.de from the start is that revision is n way of life::

111,, orcn, ir,1 !t, Pucr,i,,

I c o n c e p tCe reviinmti is lie to me. 1 his essay has given

itJi
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nu.. the iri14f7e.tt.ts kc t «plore this area of the, ing pr cess,. The.
further I e\plore the more tentotive my conclusions. -TI'lls-chopte
itrilued, as I beileVe it N _ 1 rlle,lrtt to be, a call for research, not o repo

f reseal'clo. [litre are many things I do not ;inder_staifv1 I

expericnLe ond airline the process of tntrnal revision. f4it, ill
addition nommil researches, 1 .im part of laCtlitV

llYt_ hides "li'e'n NV(11 111,111N`

.0174 and critu,. kVe _share our ivork ii1 process,uid I have the
advantage of seeing them discover %vita t they have to sov. I diSO see
tile V611'1,:. of ,1_7,r41431,13t(' St in our writing program, many of
1,yhorn ore already publishing. And I watLh the Writing of
1,VilV are undergraduates at the university, In high school, in middle

a.nd in elementary school. And think I can perceive tour
important aspects of discovery in the proces of internal reva_zion,

!he fir.,t.liwolves f think we forget that writers in all t orrns,
even poetry, especiolly poetry, wrote with information. As English
rrolessoi s and linguistik I escort her we may concentrate on stylistic
dd. termites, forgetting, that the Writer engaged in the r,..oces of
internal rcvl,:iou is 1001.111g through the word--or beyond the word.
or behind the wordtor the informo non the woyd twill symboli7e.
Sit ting t-t desk, pousing, itorltV out WI rldOts:h.1,1141Vfl does
not See great thOS,11,11"tIS in the 14."; the NVI'ller z:eeS .1 character
walking or hears a character spooking, sees a pattern of st'htistics
tvhich may lead toward a conclusion. 1,\Iriters can't write nothing;
they must have cm abundance of information. During the' process of
internal revision, they gather IWIX tion or return to their
inventory of. information and draw on it. Ihey discover what they
hoe to soy by rela ting pieces of specific in h.)rmotion to other bits of
information and also NVOI`LIS to 0,I-1110111e anti connect that int (It-Illa-
tion.
,4.111is naturally leafs to the' discoveries related to ,t110/: arid sO1I hirr,

tA'iri 1.1101.: 13-11lbalj Mak l_cl5h said that a poemlAi?` not 11-roan
but he, but what we clto not always understand is that the being n
be the meaning. Form is meaning, or o kind ot meaning. he story
that has a beginning, a middle, and an end implies thot life has a
'neginn mg, o middleInd on end: e poilion that things can be
cPlaincd; orgumcnt implies the possibility of rational persuasion. As
writers bring order to chaos, the order brings the writers toward
Incoming.

Third, louyiiiir itself leads %yriters tm incoming, During the process
of internal revision (what some writers might call eternal revision),
they reject words, choose new words, bring words together, _switch

older around kte disLover what tliy are sa ing. work with
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anguage, sot's ' and NIalannad, inwe the got rs 4 after

.1-7 it-1.11i 6, I believe, there is a fourth area, quite separate iron
con tent, form, or languae, which is harder to define but rin,lv be a!
in-1[1011,10 as the other sources of discovery. 1 Hot is what we cal

think voice, the tvoy in which writers hear who,: they have ti
soy, hear their point of VICW 10tVARIS the subject, their outhont
their distance from the 1.!- d 11 ex tlymely signif !cant form o
internal revision.

should realiie-that there may he fewerdiscoveries in f am
voice as a writer repeats a subject or continues work in a genri
whieh he or she has explored col-her-and Llecome.p:oticient with, Thit
Lick of discoverythis excessive rrni-e,sionoikm ter slickness, flit

t.

absence of discovery =is the greatest f ear of mature, sureof_isfu,
~rifer,. I IleV 111A1 kllMV teiti nttrilh tour ctrl}` in tike tt.'ritirht pnicess.

uestion

Speculations about the: writing process are fun to rouse and
en tert3i ni iv; t , etrnsider, but we will not understand the writing,
process unless t, employ all of the methods and tools of modern
research. Hypotheses suggested, such AS the existence of an identi-
fiable process of internal revision, lutist be subjected to tough,
skeptical investigation. t'Ve must Tisk uncomfortable, demanding
questions of the writing process. LVe will certainly not get the
answers expect- -many' of our pet theories will be t royed bet t
the anstvers will bring new and better questions. Research into the
writing process will eventually produce an understanding of how

le write, which will have a profound effect on ethICAtit1,1[
procedure. We now attempt to teach a writing process we do not
understand; research may allow us to teach what we understand.

1 he tkillotving are eirae. of the t.luestions researchers must ask:

I. I low can the prercess of intern tl revision be described; The
actual process 41 Intel-viol revision should be described in
pre( ise term s' so we eon understand the steps token by a broad
range of professional And student writers as they use language
to ehscewer and clarify the meaning of what they are writing.

he process should be broken down and ono Hved, defined and
documented, so ,we can begin to understand what happens
during internal revision.
Vhot at tinkles do et tech writers bring to the task of
Intel i1.rl reyrsioii I 1 1111e Irreeetles And predelerm ines



attempt to teach _.kills .111LI hill because
not tdught the attitudes vhie-1-1 t-n,lke the skill logical and
ob-ious. It 15 IMpOrt.illt lit knim- the attitude ttt ef teCIR`c

rtV19Or5 (Or 1., it I'LVI,IL)011-4,-.: they come to their own
pee,: 01 writing. 1)0 they accept the process of revision as d
noruidl part it the wr,:ing prii(c.,,s, or do they see it as
punishinent7 I 1( 1 IN I" I-7, expect their understanding ot what
they dre sat-ing ng as they xvritt
1 low. do %%Tilers read their owls oiriv7 l'x'rityrs perform

rod ,igniticant kind oi redelini; when they redid their own
writing itt croe_es.s. l \ titers must ,tellieve a det.tehtnent trOrn
their ex-ork lha t dllows them to see. xyhot is on the page, not
what they hopod will he on the pagc.1 hey also must read with
Jul c}`(' iti content, form; .,:truct tire, twice, and
larwia,w,,c.i [Lily eio thc le-ad (licit oven pa;e' and visualise the
potential choice-, which max- lead lel a clarilicel nicaoing:. I low
j they listen to Ihe pat.;e In he tyll is [7(.111.4; Sdk! ,111(.1 1.1.11k11

.f111,i;11 t be said:.

V11,11 skill, doe:, thr %ATI I In:: during the process ot
internal revision here seem to be tour distinct areas, tlr

Tv!, tit 111h:111.11 ItVIr;1(111. i he first VOIVVt, the
cont.( t kill .111L1 Li;`Velt)rIncrit ot the ray material, the intorma-
Hon with which the writer writes. The next is the toren or
strut tun. (o the writing itselt. I he 1,=;,t two .:r the voit.-t and
the langidage cin.r!ov.;1 the cknitiedtion tt1 medning

thot there are oyerldppizw, but identifiable skills em-
ployed bx- the writer in eiael, ut these areds, he skills need to

rveel .end dem. ribed. One unexplored skill which might
cur undet_Adneling ot reIsion is the %%Titer's use

niernory. I here seem to he two signitivant fur rns ot
ineniory crop!, wed he the vriter: one is the teas in which
writing unloeks intormation stored in the brain; the other is
the memory of whdt the wi iier has previously writ ten within

p t ie. tvhiih int Itienke, eat h rhuiie during the proe-ess of
Another ..--4,111 might come from the tact some

writer, say they write with -erhs, espeeiallv during the
Brett revision. It might be !ruffled to examine how

use verbs rule rum of medium);

l\h,tl eleveloprnental stages are signitiedni to an understd I

of the process of internal revisiOn Applying our knwl-
edc of Meet' people -react to. their own world dt dilterent ages
Flux- 1-wlr, us understand the proee,,,, of internal revision.
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deal tee tell Lis about the writing process and The teaching of
that prk-ess. I The must motivate and employ techniques of
communication which will mike criticism core,ttructive, which
gill stimulate, not discourage, improvement in writing- Their
knowledge, attitudes, 1nd skills might be a significant contri-
bution to the understanding of the writing process and the
means by which it can be taught,

lei. 1\'hot curricula teaching environments, nd methods encour-
ge 'the improvement of writing through the process of

internal ri.iwisior.7 There are increasing, numbers of teachers at
every level, from preschool through graduate school, who ore
helping the i= students learn to write bv taking them through
the experience of the writing process. 1 \'e need to observe
these tew-h..rs at work and see exactly -,hot their students do,
while they eny,oged in the process of internal revision.

Those are just a few of the questions which should be asked of the
process of internal revision. Each question will of course, lead to
additional clues Lions, Each answer will produce even more questions,
and researchers bringing their own special knowledge to" the task will
develop quesfions. This is on exciting prospect, for f-he best on
most obvious, questions about the writing process have', amazingly,
not been -asked or investigated. We fhwe o frontier readN., for
exploration.

lie tVe n !ie..; t )1,-;

I can suggest a number of wivs to intestitgate the essential goes
of internal revision:

Bring researchers in the writing process closer together with
linguists, riaetoricians, and brain or neuroreseorchers in teams
and seminars to focus their divergent disciplines on on under-
standing of the writing process,
Examine i.yriters' manuscripts to discover from the evidence on
the page' how writers read and revise to clo'rify their meaning

,for themselves.

Make use of .accoun ts of the writing process writers' inter-
views, dia ries, Journals, letters autobiographies to see what
writers say they are doing,
sponsor accounts of writers at cork. Eric( el-oiler-writer ten keep
jour nok of A n evolving piece ther with nt li.tetscript
pages, so t hat they might become n1 icv.tre and make others

I
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aware ot t he nature of their conk, rn during the process of
internal revision. iNlonv writcrs would refuse, ot I ourse, but
some would not.)
observe prettessiotttl wi 'tel., and edittu s at work, and interview
them to see what they hove done. Not Monv writers will stolid
still for this, but there mov be some who would consent-to be
observed in a manner _similar to the observation of students
done by researchers such as Emig (Ion ) and 17onold Craves

Collect and examine drafts of a number ot versions of pie_ ces or
lung in molly tields, not lust examples ot "creative writing'

but example s ot journalism, technical writing, scholarly writing.
iNhen i %vas on editor at I whiny copies ot every single draft
there typed, distribtited, and I believe retained. research
project might collect and examine such drafts and pfrhops inter=

writers editors tvho t.cre produtlug
Observe :students writing and follow dro ts )Iving thn.
the process ot internal revision. Perhaps me students, for
example, might be willing to read for IV VI ti to or even revise
using a scanner which shows how their eye follow the
where they stop and start.
lest the effectiveness of what find bout the process ttf
internal revision by having, our students follow the examples
(ti the writers who read and rewrite to discover what they hove
to soy, and then see it the students' drafts define and reline o
meaning mole eitectivelv than the early drafts.

I hose are lust a few of the possible methods ot researching internal
revision. It seeilis clear, however, that I he most productive method of
exploring the wi itine, process is the case study. We do not need.
extensive statistical surveys as much as we need close observation of
a few writers and students doing the entire writing proce.f.t, by well-
trained ohserv,ers who lolloty their observations with intelligent,
probing interviews. 1 his method of investigotion seems the one
which will yield the basic data and concepts which will be tested and
developed be other Means of investigation.

InTrIt,,M,w.

II writers don't write what they know, but to learn whit they may
knot, there !tat' be signified:1 for teaching, especiolly in
the orea of interim! revision. _Some of them ore:
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Stupid kids may not be stupid. Students classified as slow. may
simply have the illusion writers know what they are gding to
say before they say it. Since they do not know what they are
going to write, they may be paralyzed and not write. $4.ch
students, once they understand how writers write, may be
released from this paralysis. Some slow students may then

_ appearless-slow-when-their-writing evolves through towards a
subject.
Many articulate, verbal, glib students who are overrewarded fo
first-draft writing may be released frorKk the prison of praise an
high grades and encouraged to write much better than they
ever have before.
Unmotivated students ma'y be motivated to write when they
find writing an adventure. In my teaching of "remedial" stu-
dents, the exploration of a subject through wily drafts is the

4

single most significant motivating factor. Teachers constantly
make the judgment that their least motivated students will not
write many drafts, when in fact they are often the students who
most quickly write many drafts once they experience the
excitement of exploring a subject with language.
An understanding of the process of prevision, vision, and
revision may result in the redesign of writing units hat
students spend more time on prevision, far less time bn
and much more time on- revision, Students will have a
opportunity in such units to discover an area they
explore and more time to explore it.
Research into the writing process may reveal the process o
writing to teachers so they will allow their students to ex-
perience it.
Finally, an understanding of the writing process may give
literature teachers a new appreciation and understanding of the
product we call Ifterature. They may be able to read in a way
-which will help them discover the full implications of what the
writer has done and is doing on the page.

Most of these implications could and should be evaluated by
qduca tional researchers. The teaching of writing certainfyoneeds far
more professional inquiry than the subjective accounts, anecdotes
from the trenches, which io many of us, mygelf included, have
produced in the past.

The new interest in the process of writing, rather than the product
cat writing, opens the door for important and interesting research
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which can employ all of the tools of intelligent invcstig,ation It is a
job which n.ied.s to be done. The process of writingof using
language to discover meaning and communicate itis a significant
human act. The better we-ktickrstand how people writehow people
thinkthe better we may be able to write and to teach writing..

Appendix: Writers on Prevision, Vision, and Revision

Lateimi Al!::; Writing has got to be an act erf discover write to find
what I'm thinking about.

W, II. Aisles: Language is the :.'either, licit the handmaiden, of thought;
words will tell you things you never thought or felt before.

Ilona'; IIiihttotii: You go lntoa book and you're in the dark, really You go in with
a certain tear and tremblio. You know one thing. You know you will not

. the some person when this voyage is over. But you don't know what's
going to happen to you between getting on the hoot and stopping off.

Robot Holt: Writing a play is thinking, not thinking about thinking.
rttmati Capon.. If there is no !--nystery, for the artist, to solve inside of his art,

then there's no point in it.... for me, every act of art is the act of solving a
mystery.

honk Most often I cairn' to on understanding of what I am writing
about as I write it (like the lady who doesn't know what she thinks until

he -,-,ays

pi, l i (hirlotity urges you onthe driving force.
.11.:,: Priiiti: When I'm successful, I find the poem will come out saving some

thing that I didn't previously know, beliCiVe, or had intellectually agreed
with.

Robot niotioti: If I ~~'rite' ~shat you know, I bore you; if I write what I know I
bore myself; thm'efore I write what I don't know.

lt'ill acct 1,rrrltn °r: It begins with a character, usually, and once he stands upon
his feet Anil begins to move, all I do is trot along behind him with a paper
and pencil trying to keep up long enough to put down what he says and
dot's.

t ril rr, i I icItlitrc Writing to me is a voyage, an odyssey, a discovery, because I'm
never certain of precisely what I will find.

L. Al. ,loweri Flown` do I know what I think until I see what I say'
Robert fr t= For me the initial delight is in the surprise ofnonemboring some-

thing I didn't know Iknew.,.. I have never started a poem yet whose end
I knew. Writing 0 poem is discovering.

CittiqopitiT tit My trouble is I'm the sort of writer who only finds out what
he's getting at by the time he's got to the end of it.

1,:zimer (Iilderi: Of course one never knows in draft if it's going to turn out,
even with my age and eperience.

joainte tiirorbeisi Your writing is t rving to tell von something. lust lend ,in ear.
Grobiou The novel is an unknown tram and I have to find him ....
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Minn? Hulce Mane an act tour will speak of writing. in his best work, more than
he actually knows.

Robot thitittut: As you iontintie writing and rewriting, you begin to see possi-
bilities you hadn't seen before. Writing a poem is always a process of
discovery.

Shirley Hazzard: i think that one is constantly startled by the things that appear
before you on the page when you're writing.

i,,-orse 116.;,,;O:.4. I have no idea what I'll say when I start a novel. I work fast
so I can see how it will come out.

Co ch., Holland: One of the reasons o writer writes, I think, is that his stories
reveal so much he never thought he knew.

Ive: I don't start novel or a play saying, write about sudl anti
_such.- 1 start with an idea and then find out what Fro writing about.

(;a/u'u _Klima!: I start off but I don't know where Fru going; I try this avenue
and that Avenue. that t urns out to he .1 dead end, this isa dead end, and so
on. 1 "he scorch takes a long time and I have to bock-trick often.

titrrndrit ft unit- For me t he poem is always something to be discovered.
.11rsoci hoornic: Each novel is a kind of voyage of discovery.

leivrio;;: Writing poetry is a process of discovery you von smell the
poem before you see it... , Like some animal.
Tsui, Lewl.. hrst, I do not sit down at my desk to put into ,erse something
that is alreodvelvar in flue mind. If it were clear in my mind, I should have
no incentive or need to write . we do not write in order to be
understood; we write i order to understand.

Roliahl Al./lam-id: A writer has to surprise himself to be worth reading.
Williont fattheNN: I he easiest way for me to lose interest is to know too much

of what I wont to soy before I begin,
Alc(...irt/o/: Every short story, at least for me, is 0 little act of discovery.

A cluster of details presents itself to my scrutiny, like a mystery that I will
understood in the course of writing or sometimes not fully until after-
word.... ,1 story that you do not learn something from while you are
writing-it, that does not illuminate something for you, is dead, finished
before you started it.

Arthur .1111c1; I'm discovering it, making tip my own story. I think at the type
writer.

A tillor kVriting like fife itself, is o of discovery.
Alberto .\10rilZ'i,f: One writes novel in order to know why one writes it.,
Wrishf A lorils: The langtim ge leads, and we continue to follow where it leads.
f /annoy trt Casiiii. The on'IN 'way, I think, to learn to write short stories is tty

write them, and then try to discover what vou have done.
I r? e (J.,S0011: tVriting is like exploring ...as on es.plorer makes maps of the

count ry he has plored, so a writer's works are mops of the country he
has explored.

Thu impulse of the pen. Left alone, thought goes as it will As it
follows the pen, it loses its freedom. if wants to go one way, the pen
another. It is like a blind man led .mstray by his cane, and what I came to
write is no longer what I wished to write.

h
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iikv dreams; you put into them w&lyoudmlkn ow
'yo LI know

Ch,/01,' Som.; You never know when u&knam*m yhat it hos nape br
you.

t ;tiittrd: I don't see writing as o cornm unicotion of something olready
discovered; as "truths- already known, kother,-1 iwe Writing; -MI -o-tob-of
eperiment. It's like onv discovery lob; you don't know what'! going to
Q ppen until you try it

latk --;tratlif: What I wont do in arioci is; disc-over what is tho_ hove to_say,-
l+ :I%Rm Writing a nd retyriting ore .1 a Q m ea&h for ha

saying
t nozut: Vs like watching: @Rya mamnein newspoper office to

comes MA.
rme,tenni try is o seri if bewildering discoveries, a

no ich for something that remains largely unknown even when you find

RGm >e m,mrApe m is; an e \pGratin not a working out of a thenic
lwm- t1'illiaHt-: A writer keens surprising himself he doesn't knot., what

he is saying until he sees it on the page.

112



8 Research Strategies for the
Study of Revision Processes
in Writing Poetry

Gabriel M. fella-riana
University of Utah

--aven a piece of paper and o pencil or charcoal, n a very few
minutes it becomes obvious even to the most ardent beginner that 1w
or she knows nothing about drawing. The novice artist readily admits
there is much to be learned about the medium. On the other hand,
the beginning writer of poetry does not so readily adopt such
humility. And vet one suspects that among the most expert and

significant writers of poetry there is a en tica I set towards one's own
work, an attitude of -there is much to ',-e learned" in each piece of
writing. One SLIspects that a distinguifihing feature of those poets
who become misters or innovators in their craft is the drive that
sustains critical judgment and revision of a piece of work until it
approaches whatever the work is intended to he or is in the process of

becoming.
Jut why study the revision process? Jan es Dickey suggests that

the poetic process is not known or knowable (at least the more
delicate parts of it) and maybe shouldn't be, but his own analytic
writing illuminates parts of the process. Among educators, there is

some speculation that skills and interest in imaginative writing
decline through the school years for large numbers of students, but

very little data is available concerning the nature of writing processes
or their course of development over the school year:, It is no doubt
generally believed that one cannot assess the comple skills involved
in imaginative writing. But student writers and heir work are
regularly assessed for various purposes, arid student .kills and school

programs are routinely evoluated in order to make program deci-
sions:-

My own view is that it is impossible to assess, elicit, or opera-
tionalize ce,),/pletch, any port of the complex process of writing a poem.
All one can do is arbitrarily isolate parts of the process and examine
them. The pursuit of a description of revision processes, however

105
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idiosyncratic or unfathomable they may be, might uncover new
knowledge or confirm conventional wisdom. h either case, the very
complexity of the task may. , itself cause us to understand more about
the learning, performance, and assessment of this critical part of the
writing process. To help researchers explore this complexity, I shall
propose a set of research strategies that have promise both for
obtaining descriptions of revision processes and for generating some
data-based hypotheses concerning (1) the nature of revision pro
cesses; (2) the developmental stages in revision abilities; and (,3) the
ways writers move from one developmental stage to another.

What Is the Revision Process?

Revision in the writing of poetry is not soldy editing and polishing
after a work is largely finished. It occurs prior to and throughout the
writing of a poem until completion or abandonment of the work.
Revision is both the discriminaHon or sensing of something in a work
that does not ma tch what the poet intends or what the poem itself
suggests and the synthesis that brings the writing closer to what is
intended or suggests the way that this might be done. Revision is not
"making a poem better," it is making the poem more consonant or,,
congruent with ones itrage of what the piece of writing is intended
to accomplish. A poem is finished when that congruency is accom
plished, though perhaps more often the poem is abandoned before
that goal is reached. One formulation of the process of achieving
congruency is represented it Figure 1. There is, of course, much still
to be done in specifying model elements, processes, and relation-
ships, Yet such a formulation can guide the development and valida-
Hon of assessment procedures and intervention strategies for the
study of writing-as-revision. A writer is s'een as one for whom
precanceptions (concerning style or what the writer intends for a work
to accomplish) guide preliminary work (written, spoken, sensed, or
thought) and then provide thte= criteria against which one makes
discriminations as to what the work does or wha t i t-s uggests, Dissonancy

lock of congruence between what the work does and'what the
writer feels it should do may then follow with'or without associated
tension. The tension may be a concern by the writer that the work
does do what he or she intended, but that one isnow dissatisfied With
the intention and wants to change the preconceptions. Or the
tension may be a concern that the work does not do 'ha t the writer
intended, and one now wants to change the work. The writer may
resolve this tension by trcouceptions or re-seeing. The re-seeing or

Ii
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Preconception and Set

Initial vision of what the
work will be

Stylistic preference

Intended effect of the
work on others

Beginnings of the work,
e.g., a word, phrase, idea,
character, or feeling

Reconception

= Resolution of the
dissonance and tension
by:

Revision or change in
preconceptions

* Revision to get the
work to do what is
intended

Revision to remove
obstacles to a
satisfactory resolution

107

Discrimination

Seeing what the work
does or does not do

Seeing what the work
itself suggests as to what
it is about

Ditsonance

Seeing matches or
mismatches between
what the work does,
what one intends, and
what the work itself
suggests

Tension

Concern with getting
the work to do what
one intends or what
the work itself suggests

Fig: 1. A model of he process of writing-as-revision.

1
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revisions may have do with changing preconceptions concerning
style for other matters), seeing how ane might change the,work to
make it congruent with one's inner vision, or seeing how one may
remove obstacles to attempting a resolution. There is no implicatien
here that this is all a conscious process; that the elernen's described
flow in A fixed sequence; or that one will see dissonance, feel tension,_
or -fry hi-resolve the tension by matching one's intention with one's
perception of :what the work does. Indeed, "obstacles to 'revision" are
possible at any point: preconceptions may he sustained that limit as
well as help; discrimination as to what a work does may be limited;
dissonance may not be sensed; tension may nor be felt; and reconcep-
lion may he avoided.

This view of the revision process measures of perform-
ance such as the writer's range of preconceptions, sets, or stylistic
biases; the intensity of tension, its frequency, or_ its duration; the
range of elements that may produce "dissonance"; and the persis-
tence and variety c4 was in which one attempts to resolve the
dissonance. It also suggests obstacles to be removed such as no
perception of dissonance, no tension from dissonance because of
audience approval, avoidance of perception of dissonance and ten-
sion, a narrow range of stylistic prefereiaccs or discriminations
against which one ma&)udge one's own work, or limited strategies
for re-seeing the N'ork when dissonance is perceived and tension is
felt. Such obstades suggest that the development of a writer must
take place over manv,years and that the understanding of writing as
revision is not easily captured in a one-time brief assessment.

This conceptualization of the revision process does not imply that
there is only one process or set of processes shared. by all writers. A
description of the process would no doubt demonstrate the nature
and extent of diversity in revision processes both within a writer and
between writers, vet idiosyncratic descriptions may well lead to the
discovery of commonalities. The elements of the revision process,
outlined will, of course, focus the investigation on certain questiOns.
It is important, however, that the methods of investigation leave
open the possibility of discovering diversity in revision'' processes
both within a poet and between poets.

Theoretical Pluralism

The probability of representing diverse revision processes increases
with the diversity of theoretical views beought to bear on the subject
and with the conflicting or overlapping findings they generate. The
multiple viewpoints of researchers from different disciplineS produce

1 1 j
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a happy diversity of variables in the creative process . Starting with a
psychodvnamic OriClIta t i011, one researcher (Rothenberg, I97(i)
looked for commonalities in the nature Of inspiration and insight in
the creative process of writing poetry. His hypothesis was that the
poet starts by unearthing problems which are aesthetic metaphors
for personal conflicts (a mood, visual image, word, or phrase). The
problem is some times difficult, tension-arousing, and a nx iety-
provoking, as evidenced by the poet's interrupting other activities to
jot down words or do other work an the poem, During the writing of
the poem, there are occasions of feverish activity and sudden insights
as to what the poem is really saying, coupled with some relief of
tension. If anxiety leads to a piece of work that allows later recogni-
tion of its source, this may produce pleasurable anticipation and
gratification that lead poets to court the process of attaining these
states again and again.

Another investigator (Emig, 1071), influenced by educational
considerations i.e., what and how to teach), derived a comprehensive
Outline of ten dimensions of the composing process from analysis of
case studies of sixteen and seventeen year olds. The major categories
of the composing process identified were nature of stimulus, prewrit-
ing, planning, starting, compoSing aloud, reformulation, stopping,
contemplation of product, and seeming teacher influence on the
piece. It is clear that revision (or reformulation), though only one
dimension in Einig's outline, occurs throughout the entire composi-
tion process. The influence of an educational frame of reference is..
appal-Om in both the methodology of the study (students were asked
to recall prewriting and planning, evaluate teaching of writing
experienced, recall writing 'done in and out of school) and in the
findings (though categories were evolved inductively, they reflect
educational concerns).

Sonic researchers focusing on the poet's audience have come of
with typical reade: responses and sources of difficulty that have
implications for poetic revision (Richards, I 020; Squire, l0o4; Terry,
I° 71). Thus, in judging a piece of literature, the reader is influenced
by technical presuppositions concerning meter or metaphor)
and sentimentality (e.g., 1 piece of writing should have a happy
ending), Since the writer rereads a piece of work in the process of
revision, these investigations of reader response may be useful in
suggesting categories for revision. This literature is also useful for
suggesting audience response variables that might influence the
writer or that might he taken into account by the writer trying to
reach a ,pet.-ific audience.

'the poet writing about his or her own process brings special

11
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insights missed by other viewpoints. Thus, Henry Taylor (1974,
pp. 59-68) refers to the poem, rather than his own intentions, as
determining the changes he makes in rewriting. Chad Walsh (1970,
chap. 11), in a chapter titled "Poets at Work," describes a process in
which -gradually in the very lac tl of setting words down . 'the
poet] discovers what it is that:he (or the poem) wishes to express. At
this point he is ready to begin rewriting the poem on the basis of
his-clearer understanding of it" (p. 147).

The linguistic analysis of poetry, or "stylistics Sedelow,
1970; Sedelow, Sedelow, & Ruggles, -1964; Russell, 1969; Bailey &
Burton, 1968; Thompson & Weiner, 1972), leads to quite different
categories of poetic elements than the more comprehensive work by
Hildiek (1965) which takes into account "intentions" of the writer.
Russell identifies "distension" as the poetic pressure of stretching a
linguistic relationship so that it confers a linguistic effect upon
speech. The inttroductory lines of "A Refusal to Mourn the Death, by
Fire, of a Child in London" provide a good example:

Never until the mankind making
bird boost and flower
Pothering and all humbling darkness

The intrusion of an I ,,tire adverbial construction between "th_
darkness" puts the construction under heavy pressure to perform its
English language function. Work on computer stylistics (the use of
computers for quantitatively rigorous studies of style in natural
language) suffers currently from a deficiency in the discovery and
rigoroirs definition of analytical categories. However, this kind of
work has potential for the specification of categories of poetic:
language that would be useful in the study of reviyon processes.

And if one were to approach the study of revision ergo the frame
of reference of the technology of behavior analysis and training, one
would look for instances of how the poet is influenced by or makes
use of feedback (its immediacy, specificity, relevance, sources, ways of
initiating); what consequences of writing reinforce bad habits or
terminate good ones; and who: other habits or problems of resources
interfere with writing. What I ana illustrating is simply that in the

arch for the idiosyncratic processes of revision, a more complete
account is likely when one welcomes diversity in theoretical notions
ter frames of reference. ,

Criteria for Selecting Research Strategies

The conception of revision processes outlined earlier and th
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elements stand out that appeared to account fur the problem. First, in
the natural environment whenever foreign inanimate ma tier fell into
the nest, it was pushed out by the parent birds. Second, in.the naftwal
environment food was so widely scattered that the parent birds were
gone dicing time picking up food for the young; thus, whenever the
parent birds returned, the young were chirping. In the zoo replica-
tion, food was easily accessible and the parent birds found the young
asleep, like inanimate objects. Thus, even a careful description of a
complex environment might miss some important element.

strong hypotheses. It is not uncommon for researchers in instructional
psychology and education to formulate and test hypotheses that are
quite believable and contribute little to the account of what produces
observed variability in human behavior. What is needed is "the4ar-
out idea that seems to contradict existing knowledge" (Hebb, 1974, p.

7,3) If no experiment could refute one hypothesis, one is not likely
to add any new knowledge through one's investigation (Platt, 1964).
Or put differently, what is needed are strong research hypotheses,
strong in the sense of being far-out hunches that ?night account for
variance in writing ability_ . They must abbe strong in the sense that
the hypothesis is tested by proposing counterhypotheses which are
consecutively tested until Many are excluded and those remaining are
substantive. This suggests the need for long-term immersion in a
field of study And careful analysis of a wide range of data t find the
inconsistencies or regularities that may generate such hypotheses. I
don't know what those hypotheses will turn out to be, but that is
why the research methodologies I recommend emphasize pluralism
of approach (to generate more variables, hypotheses, inconsistencies,
and regularities) and emphasize description over hypothesis testing
(to generate new hypotheses and more significant variables).,

. The Critrrion Pniblem

One of the problems facOd by the researcher dealing with poetry
writing is the lack of an ,agreed, upon criterion as to what "good

,poetry" is or indeed what poetry is. In the discussion of elements of
the revision process, I spoke of a .poem being finished when the work
was seen by- the writer as congruent with the intended goal. Obvi-
ously, for some writers the work is always experimental, always coin-.
pletely unsatisfactory, and thus, never finished. For that work that
is "finished" or abandoned, there are so many notions as to what a
poem should do that no single criterion of excellence may easily be
agreed uponfThe researcher studying process may largely ignore the
criterion question and simply study the process of revising whatever
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it is that one calls poetry in the study; or the criterion may be decided
separately for each study.

In my own research the poem is considered to be tar an audience.
That audience; may be the poet or inay include the poet. Shapiro
(14-153) writes, ''A poem must do what it says If the poem says I love
pou, the words must act out this conviction and feeling in such a way
as to convince a reader that the act of love is beyond question real"
(pp, 43, 04-05). Or from Dickey (1904, pp. 0-10): 'One thing is'
certain, if the reader does not, through the writing, gain a new,
intimate, and vital perspective on his own life as a hunian being,
there is no poem at all, or only a poem written by

1

.1 collective entity
called 'Modern Poetry, Period 1045 .. Wh;rt matters isthat
there be some real response to poems; ..."And, of course, there is
Dylan Thomas (loot ): "Poetry is what in a poem makes me laugh o'r
cry or yawn, what makes any toenails twinkle, what makes me' want
to do this or that or nothing; that matters about poetry is the
enjoyment of it :.owev.er tragic it may be" (p 53).

Procedurally, pinning down the criterion may involve a simple
Q-sort or ranking (see Stephenson, 11753, for the procedure and
Della-Piana, 10;1, for an application to poetry ratings). But ulti-
mately one nmst get thoroughly immersed in complex performances
in order to come up with a measure that is Significant (Della-Piana,
10741.

Suggested

If I were to gues., at V'hot might he a highly significant direction for
research on revision processes, it would be the pursuit of one
question: 1 Vital are Ihe carzetle. ,V1(i/N rirrrl r On rie:i Wh h the
pliet reiniI'e: the 4,4,11 le., h' riV WU:. I would of course study thk_ obstacles
to revision throughout the writing of the poem, Initial o6siacles are
preconceptions which ca ii be hindrances to seeing differently and to
seeing what a poem does; following them are the Obstacles of the
appreciative-audienCe (including the. poet) which limit One's vision of
what a poem can do and one's objectivity in lookingat what a given
poem does, Flow do poets remove such obstacle's? What are the
courses of development over time of the ability to remove the
obstacles? Getting specific about these questions is not a simple
matter, Try your hand Trit. Remember, 'Always the more beautiful
answer who asks a more beautiful question,-

In' the remainder of this chapter, I will propose some research
strategies for the study of revision processes in writing poems. My
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focus' is on some of the key manifestations of obstacles to revision
and on the ways intwhich poets remove these obstacles. I will discuss
two data sources for getting at revision processes: available docu-
ments and structured observations. Specific questions or hypotheses
and illustra Lions of the kinds of research procedures that might prove
fruitful are presented in connection with each data source.

DEW s Data ':)i)urcts

Certain kinds of available documents Will provide data op obstacles to
revision and on how poets remove obstacles. They include auto-
1iiography and biography,, poetic criticism,,poets or teachers on the
craft," accounts by poets of their process in writing or revis'ng a
poem, revision manuscripts, and research reports. There are, of
course, other categories oaf available documents, but these serve to
illustrate the broad range of available data and the kinds of studies
that may be carried out with this data. Examination Of data in a wide
range of available documents can generate definitions of po5sibly
significant obstacles to revision and hunches as to how the writers
remove obstacles or fixate upon them. Inconsistencies in data within
a source or between sources can stimulate the generation of strong
hypotheses. Sdtne of the detailed descriptive data, though gathered
or recorded for other reasons, can easily be used in the study-of
revision. The summaries that follow are intended simply to illustrate
the richness and variety of these data sources.

Autobiography and Biography

Sartre (19o4), in an autobiographical account of his early years, tells
how he-first wrote for audiences of family and friends in the home;
lasing them,. his writing became clandestine, less audience bound,
more for his own pleasure. He began experimenting; once more,
however, he was drawn to an audience and by listening lost his
fabulous illusions. Finally he decided one writes for one's neighbors
or God, and he chose God. He thus did not write to please and
became clandestine and more experimental again.

Dickey (1.970) tells of changes in taste over time. He liked Stephen'
Spender but later found him stylistically unimportant. But Spender
led him to Rilke, who influenced his outlook. George Barker and
Dylan Thomas gave him "a sense of style." Williart Hunter (a
university teacher) encouraged him but also once said, "Dickey, that
play went right by me." Monroe Spears helped hirri. to be ,less
apocalyptic. When writing for Coca-Cola, "I was in it for the
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7. I he in teg r came at night. Ashman in New oek,ons
s the first , comment rr rimt about Dickey writing a long (ant

)1cl...cc' says Loniused") poem in Piietn., ma,go/r_ine: -He wrote that
there was new breed of poets emerging: and some of them were
simplemd some of them were complicated, but no one had the right
tut be 'as cOmpli(a fed as lames Dickey!" That had on et tect: 1Vell,

worked away from the extremely allusive kind of poetry I had
bet'7"n trviny; to write, doubtless very much under the influence, at

'era! removes, of round arid Eliot, as well as VVilliamEmpson, I

wanted to find a way to be simple without being thin. This' Idea
evolved over- quite a long period of time... to on extremely. inch-
\ ;dual Lind of simplicity something for every evil of the mind

. accessible to .t child and also Igwingl college professors ... londl
-critics something they haven't had much of recently, or indeed
ever, also Wonted to `see it I could work with narrotive elements
in new and maybe pc.( ulior ways. I liked narro nye.- Dickey refers also
to the conflict between teaching and writing (energies for one
diminish when doing the ether), He spea`ks of one of Doc 1..Vatson's
be-t and ta,icsi rh-ces called -Nothing to as
(Am-11111c of whAt strives for an poetry: -the ability to do a thing
thiiughtle,sly and do it right." He speaks of the steady involvement
with the ma terials of his art and the ossicmption that at the beginning
of the writing of a- -poem, the first fifty vvays I try it are all going to
be tyaten,;" ire also ,peAs of writing so that the passion in a poem is
brnit up ill =tech a wAy that it is "conserved and ahvoyt; available."

attention is given to specific discriminations As to what needs
vet tv a. 1 hu,-, in the poem !he Firebombing, originally he had a
section out of ,n le t hnic,il montiol on radar :Ind on speed!, at which

am] flops let down: ....and then it occurred to me that, to
anybody who liodi't flown, it wotald be very boring. So I made it a
more impre-sionistic version of a combat flight and thought that-it I
clld it this cvoii..it would ,hove greater impart.... On the subject of
the ob,14,1eot outside pressure, he says that "public pressin'e or the
pre ssme \of literarv,groups on poets to write about certain subjects
rather than other subjects is the very death of the poetic im
poke. let he is very much concerned with communLca tion:
wonted immedia, y, the effect of spontaneity, and rudder involvement
more than anything else,"

or accounts of revision process( of poets including
I loiHmon, f lopkins, Eliot, Bloke, Dickinson, Poe, tVordsworth, Keats,
Iennv-nta. tipender, ,and others, see Bartlett (P51). ihc ,lhOve
lice Its :inn duo's not, t'd tnurse, c\h!IISI the kind its data available in

1 L.



-autobiography or biography. But it is clear that from such data one

may generate hypotheses concerning obstacles to revision and the

developmental stages in ways of coping With obstacles.

Poets on Their Own Process

Though autobiography often includes accounts of revisions, there is

a special literature in which poets describe in detail how particular
poems were revised. Chiselin (1052) and Taylor (1074) give quite
detailed personal accounts. Taylor notes that another poet, after
hearing the first draft reading of one of his poems, advised him to
"keep the poem tight ... landl it should be a Petrarchan sonnet." This
influenced his revisions, but eventually the sonnet form was found
wanting because the background information necessary to the poem

required more than fourteen lines. Taylor describes a variety of

changes in the poem and exactly what appeared to make the earlier

versions discriminative for revision, including such things as relieve
the monotony of the meter; discomfort with the word upon when it is
simply -an'iambic substitute for oil; obtrusiveness of internal rhyme in
this particular cake because it emphasized the melodramatic quality
of the poem; get rid of the:archaic "behold"; get closer to the meaning
intended (e.g., who made it too specific when he intended anyone, and

the story did not seem far enough in the past).

Revision Manuscripts of Poets

There.ore many available manuscripts of po. ts, such as those in the

impressive poetry collection of the Lockwood Memorial Library at
the State University of New York at Buffalo. The Lockwood curator -.

and staff are genuinely helpful to researcher,- 'hese manuscripts
include successive revisions of poems as well . ersions of critical

_says' and letters, published and unpublished. 'bVorks of William
Carlos Williams, lames Joyce, Carl Sandburg, Karl Shapiro, David
Ignatow, Stephen Spender, and many others are available for
examination by serious researchers. The manuscripts are not easy

reading Some are clearly written, even typed with successive versions

of a poem retyped with notes by the poet. Others are collected as
they were written with revision written over revision. Illustrations
of this kind of data source are presented in a later section together
with suggested procedures for analysis. For an example of the kind of
analysis some poets and critics have made of materials in
Lockwood collection. see Arnheim, Auden, Shapiro, and Stauffer
948) and Walsh (1 )70, pp. 134-15
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l'oeti; and Teachers on Poetry

The literature of poetic riticisn and he crate eat writing and
teaching provides a not her body of ni.aterial olreadv available for
analysis. A few illustrations will give the flavor of this data source.
Shapiro (1053i comments, It is difficult to imagine how the ne\ t
true' poet gill escape all the, masters lying in Am. indoc-
trination with take mvthos of culture hero !sin land! destroy the
religion of speciolitation....] he new- poet is always the one Who
outwits the guardians of the prevalent systems--and mostly because
he is not even aware of their es: istence- (pp. 71-72). Spender (P.-Y:Q)
writes- -Every serious writer is really concerned with reputation and
not with success every writer is secretly writing for someone,
probably for a parent or teacher who did not believe him in
childhood . gradually one realizes that there is always this sorneo:ie
who wifl not like one`s woik- 125), Yiticv l P-104 I charges that
111051 of our contemporary poets are writing out into ,1 climate of

poetic offleioldorn, or pre tested approval, based largely on the
principles which the New Criticism has espoused, and on the
opinion< of those who count in model n letters" (p. fi(.

ith the support of the Teacher-,-; and Writers C ollabelr.itive, a
voltimc(13rown, Hoffman, Kushner, Lopate, & Murphy, 1072) of
teaching suggestions corning largely from poets teaching in the
schools has been published, And the books by Peter Elbow (1073) and
Walsh (1070) are also rich in teaching suggestions that include much
material relevant to revision processes and removing obstacles to
revision. C lord' (100'3) treats "what every writer must learn- in a way
directly bearing on removing obstacles to revision. He speaks of
developing 'an outside eye" in which one becomes reader of one's
own writing as it coming on it fresh. Fie argues that it writing is
ariproached with the conceptual buzz that started it louLl in
head, it becomes possible to believe that anything one writes down n
that buzz. So the writer's task is to read .ind revise his or her own
work to mik readers bur/ (not every reader; he assures us) and to
make readers eveticiNc the buzz in their own being with nothing but
the written matter to do it. This way of using audiences to test
functionally the criterion of whether the poem works requires, of
course, knowing one's audience, but it certainly (-an help remove
sonic obstacles to revision.

Res and The ory,

The body of literature' on empirical studies of he poetic process is
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naturally broad. Reviews such as those of Gardner (1973) and
Kreitler and Kreitler (1972) give some notion as to the wide range of
disciplines bearing upon the analysis of poetic process. An entire
volume (f3. H. Smith, 1966) has been devoted to the analysis of how
poems end the relationship of structure to how poems end, the
reader's prefer, nce for closure or anticlosural endings, and even
speculations "beyond closure." Some writers, for instance, will have
response sets or preconceptions that give preference to closure
related to thematic and formal structures in the poem. Such sets
certainly direct in a positive way the initial conception and develop-
ment of a poem and set up dissonance which the writer must resolve
it the closure does not create the intended effect or creates an
unintended effect consistent with the writer's preference. Rut such a
set can also be an obst,t,:- io revision if it keeps the writer from
seeing other possibilities in what the poem can accomplish and what
one reate by planned or random mutations.

Richards t 1020) and Squire (1004), in studies of reader judgments
or response to literature, have demonstrated that preconceptions
have powerful influences on one's response to poems. Their method
was to obtain, through observation and interview, student (ages
fourteen to sixteen) descriptions of their feelings, ideas, and opinions
or reactions which occurred at the end of reading certain segments
of stories. Most frequent responses were interpretational (discussing
meaning), narrational (reporting story details or facts), literary
judgment, and self-involvement. Those who had difficulty com-
prehending.gaye more frequent narrational responses. Sources of
difficulty in interpretation included the following response sets or
preconceptions: happiness bound (demanding fairy tale solutions and
avoiding unpleasant interpretations), literary judgment preconcep-
tions (e.g., is it "true to lite" or "good description"?), irrelevant
associations, premature judgment, and belief systems (e.g., belief
that "popular girls don't like music" distorts a reader's interpretation
of a character or situation). The work of Richards and Squire is
obviously relevant to an understanding of audience response to the
writer's work, but it also gives clues to variables affecting the writer
(as reader of one's own work in process) during revision. For recent
extensions of the work of Richards and Squire, see Odell (1977) and
Odell and Cooper (107o). For a novel approach to assessing reader
response, see Millet (1072).

The longitudinal study by Loban (10(3) and cross- sectional devel-
opmental studies by O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (10o7), Hunt
( oo.5), Gardner and Gardner (10711, I'. C. Smith (10101, and Terry
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(107-:.! provide useful methodological exemplars for the tracking of
the pi wt's development over time in ability to remove obstacles to
revision. These studies may also be read to identify possible -obstacle-
to-revision- variables or to generate hunches as to why certain
language performance trends related to revision proCeSses are exhib-
ited within or across age groups. For example, the Loban study,
(grade's three to six) and the O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris study
(grades K to seven) revealed considerable restriction in the variety of
sentence patterns and constructions at all grade levels. Hunt's study
(grades four, eight, and twelve) also revealed a trend toward uni-
formity in style. And Gardner and Gardner, in a study of a smolt
sample of children in grades one, three, six, and nine, found that
sixth graders had the greatest all around literary development as
evidenced by understanding stories, selecting appropriate endings,
control of syntax and ideas, matching of story style to a model,
increasing cognitive orientation (i.e., characters think, doubt, bar-
gain balance good and evil), ond combining daring invention with
direction and control. However, grade nine children appea red hin=
dered in literary productivity by self-consciousness and self-criticism
or perhaps by the advent of more formal thinking. Tire' also found
that some verbally gifted children can be identified at an early age
and that some children at each age level are like he most talented
children across all four age levels.

P. G. Smith (1040) examined several thousand poems written by a
group of children ages eight to nineteen and found a drop in quality
as children grow older. Best boys' poetry was in the nine to twelve
age range; host girls' poetry was in the fourteen to fifteen age range.
The study cilimbined observa tion, introspectionind correlational
approaches.

Terry I I074) studied poetry preferences of children in grades 4, 5,
and o in a random sample of IS classes at each grade level (I ,27o

childreni from 4 duterent states. The preference instrument was a
five-pow t scale with Snoopy drawings and the legends "It's great, "''I
like it,'' Its okay,- "I don't like it,- and "1 hate it." The question was
'Flow much do vou like this poem followed by -Would you like to
hear the poem again?' and "Could this be one of your favorite
poems?" Reasons were asked for liking and disliking. The most
preferred poems were limericks (four out of five were in the top
two,.ntv-five best-liked poems); reasons: like limerick, funny, rhym-
ing words. Next highest were narrative poems (of all poems, the
first- and second-ranked were narrative the first was -Mummy
Slept Late and I --)adely Fixed Nreaktosr); reason: humorous, tells a
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stor The c .nsistentIV- mo. dlsliked were haiku they -mere
to short, difficult to understand, and didn't rhyme. Thus, the most
popular poems used the vernacular (neat words that kids use), rhyme
(end of line mostly, one internal), rhythm (listening to "Railroad
Reverie,'" children could hear the tram coming), sound (tongue
twisters), humor (even when adults don't see it, such as in "We Real

on, familiar experiences, and animal. Reasons for lack ofpopu-
- larity were not undfn.standing imagery, absence of experience in
common .with the poem, shortness, and no rhyme Students tended
t-) lose interest in poetry over the years (after a peak in grade four,
interest steadily declined). Most children did. not write poetry, but
when they did, they liked zeritiv haiku even though they strongly
disliked reading textbook haiku.

Maloney and Hopkins (1073), in ant xperimental analysis of some
aspects of creative writing, have demonstrated that one can, through
use of reinforcement, increase the variety of student grammatical
responses and that certain responses (e.g., -iction verbs) were more
highly represented among sentences ranked highest in subjective
judgtuents-ot creativity, Thus positive (reinforcing) consequencescan
influence writing style. Ballard and Glynn (1975) took off from the
Maloney and Hopkins study and confirmed some of their findings,
while demonstrating that self-management in story writing can
relieve the teacher of some chores, it still yield effective results
within the teaching system used. This type of intervention study is
clear and powerful in methodology but could probably benefit from
descriptive studies which uncover significant variables or hypotheses
and from Skinner's (1959, p. 3o3) first unformalized principle of
scientific practice, "When you run onto something interesting, drop
everything else and study it." In the Maloney-Hopkins study the
interesting- finding is that action verbs made writing appear more

interesting and creative to children in grades four to six, In the
Ballard-Glynn study the interesting finding is that in the last
experimental phase, children rushed through the task quickly (to get
their reinforcers) and then "tended to read parts of their stories to.
those sitting near them, and appeared to enjoy writing elaborate
descriptions that were often amusing to others" (p. 397),

The review by Kreitler and Kreitler (1972) is rich in studies of
characteristics of language associated with -specific reader-listener.
response. For example, tense vowels, voiced consonants, and anterior
vowels are experienced as more potent than lax vowels, unvoiced
consonants, and posterior vowels. Frontal consonants are experi7
enced as 'more pleasant than back consonants. The sounds /al (as in
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u- ,=L-ind are more appro, tor
designating large etbiects fis in 1,61) smaller obiects; and ias iii
1,01 smallest objects. Action verbs reduce the seriousness of writing
style and add to its concreteness, vividness, ond personal tone. 1Vords
like r= ra and are seen as spatially higher than words like

and even when they are all presented at eve levelA
filed111111 degree of unpredictability Of words in context fs most
appealing to readers, avoiding the boredom of complete predictability
and the confusion or lock of comprehension of high unpredictability,

The volume by (;ardner 11(17.70 is likewise rich in reviews of
provocative studies, including Chukoysky's observations of the lin-
guistic genius of the child ages two to five; Buhler's progression of
literary taste in children and (tardner's elaboration of the stages of
literary creativity; and Gardner",s speculations as to why, when most
children drop their creative language usage, some few go on or
continue to be literary geniuses.

And finally, a volume by Bloom 11 I outlines o theory of poetic
influence that provides useful hunches for the study of the Id-cc-yule
01 the poet-as-poet, with emphasis vi the relations among poets. l he
book discusses parables, delinition_smd revision patterns as me-
chanisms of defense, all directed toward Bloom's thesis that the
Lreai " mind has upon (.4

1 his is iiht,uned if necessary by misleading, the intent or accomplish-
ments of ones pre( ursol

tees Studies of flvailable Document

The use of available documents as sources of data for investigation
has both limitations and unim advantages spelled out clearly by
Allport (10,12), Selltii and others ( I 050, pp, 333-320), 13erelson
(1052), and Vs.'ebb and others ( l000, pp. I 1).1 he major advan-
tage of available documents for the study of revision pro-
cesses is that they provide information on rare and extraordinary
events in the inner and outer life of the poet. I he ,U1V,Iithige of
available cIrtplt Lai studies is that the difficulty of obtaining data on
poetic processes warrants making use of whatever data is already
available. If the (.1.:,ta ore used .is -partial evidence," they can be of
considerable value for cross-checking other data sources, generating

for testing in more controlled ways, and identifying and
defining variables worthy of further investigation. Outlined below
are three possible studies in tylikh available do( oments might use-
fully be employed.
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For generating hypotheses concerning developmental stages in
"finding one's own voice,- there are three phases one might go
through. The first phase: read widely to generate some theory of
development in "finding one's voice," One might fix upon a rather
well developed theory such as that of Bloom (-1973): Or one might
formulate a theory, For example: there is a fixed sequence through
which one must go in finding one's own voicefinding a master
model to emulate (a style or _personls1 with a style), pttempting to
imitate the master model, mastering the master, showing the master
wrong or different in some vay(s), innovating, and mastering the
innovation. Or one might formulate a more detailed theory outlining
the obstacles to moving from one stage into another, such as using
audiences for "approval" rather than the way Dickey or Ciardi would
use them: For example, an analysis by Bartlett (1q51) revealed the
following functions provided by poet-poet interaction where a poet

another _poet audience: appreciation, availability, criticism
from a believable source, complementariness, correction, distraction,
emendation, :1-iendly discussion, harboring, lifting out of melancholy,
loss of confidence, money, persistent objections, praise, precise
criticism, publishing, recording, rescue from drink or drugs, 'secre-
tarial help, shaping ideas, stimulation, suggestions of ideas fur
poems, and sympathy. The second phase: test the theory against
other material in available documents for consistency or elaboration.
The third phase: formulate some hypotheses and procedures which
may be empirically tested in a cross-sectional or longitudinal study.

A second kind of study would aim at generating hypotheses con-
cerninjl developmental stages in what the poet finds discriminative
for revision. This kind of study also involves three phases. The first
phase: examine the corpus of available data to identify what poets
find discriminative for revision in a work, how this appears to change
over time, the role of others in influencing the change, characteristics
of the poet associated with changes, and techniques used by the poet
to create dissonance and to remove other obstacles when needed to
direct and motivate change. The second phase: develop a coding or
classification system for analyzing these discriminations, and check it
fear reliability. The third phase: formulate hypotheses which can be
validated in observational studies of the poet writing in structured
(contrived) or naturalistic situations. (For procedural suggestions in
analysis of behavior, see the later section on empirical studies.)

third kind of study would generate tasks or assessment proce-
dures that could he useful in the study of poetic process. The need for
new measures of aspects of the creative process in writing is obvious.
School learning measures (grades and tests) correlate poorly with
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out-kit-school or e\trocurricular tvgting skills (McClelland, 1073).
The sessment ot writing skills in the National Assessment of
Educationol Progress studies has yielded provocative results; but
vhile Liter reports promise to get at rewriting,- the early reports

(Miroiyell, 1073; Slotnick, 1073; NALP, 1075) LL) not discu_ss revision.
The richMtn?, f e\pletiVe Ii go4e in some special populotions
urban Blacks, American Indions) which has been amply documented
(Lobov, P-170; Kochman, 107.2) has not been tapped by current tc,ts.
Early identification of the verbollY lifted is not informed by any large
body of knowledge os to how these skills develop or are nurtured.
Thus, the generation of a large number of tasks for observing or
ont,tet1 lig poet ic pro( et1-", porn,. Lila rlv the revision process, would
provide a ii,eful hose for generating 1110re information on the poetic
pri.ce-. ill empiricol studies and for conducting the selection ond
classification decision research needed to improve current proctice_s_
The development of such tasks k itself a crea tive enterprise. One
ni.w be informed by the literature on test development procedures
represented in a comprehensive treatment such ati
riteNt nornalkt.', 1071 I; the prehminory monuscript by 1)ellatiano
(107-11 combining materiols from the Pra Corpor.ition with tradi-
tional it development; or lockson, Derra-Piono, and Sloane fo75)
on developing observation systems.

11,1,:e not retcrred to ,11,1111:1111e te-as of criativu rocesses"' which
include writing. 1 he reader is referred to reports of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress ( I 075f, CEMIZEL, Inc_ gohison,
10701, ond Huros (1072)111 of which are updated periodically. Still,
some newer tests (y.g., Torrance, Khatena, & Cunnington, 1073)
may not have found their way into these sources, and thus a look at
current i.,;sues of relevant iournals would be desirable.

The-u 1,roposals hardly c\halMit the one nil List dig up
other tasks from the rich hteroture described above by immersion in
the mil torial, sniffing around until something ":01nificant is picked up
by its regula rities, inconsistencies, power, or obvious relevance. A
productive storting point would be the decloplin nt of conceptti11-
/awns of io;riting processes through an examination of available
documents mentioned above, then a su f=1.'('.' of available tests of
writing skills to determine where there are gaps in the processes
assessed or in the validation of processes assessed.

Structured Observations as Data Sources

MOt-it of the t...f tidies LISIng available cli ti sources should be condo( ted

13i
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before or concurrent with those suggested here. The emphasis in this
section is on directions one might take in empirical studies.

Pre,ti

1 he Nyays in which poets might select audienc s or the ways in
which poets are influenced by or actually do select audienceshave
'reen described in this chapter as central to the self-creation of
u ssonance and the removal of other obstacles to revision. The use of
data on sinularme,; among judges. in the attributes they use in
judging a poem is important to theories of revision processes in two
ways: as a means of studying cognitive structure and as a starting
point for predicting (explaining) preferences using the structure
obtained. The work of Klahr (too)) builds upon considerable wore
other measurement theorists to present p'rocedurol models for using
similarity judgments for both of these purposes. In Klohr's study
"judgments' of the relative similoritv of pairs of alternatives ore used
to construct a model of the decision space of a group of college
odmksions officers. This model is then used to predict the prefer-
ences of the officers. 1 he accuracy of the predictions supports the
hypothesis that preference judgments are made on the basis of the
similarity of given alternatives to an -ideal" alternotive. A study of
poetic revision using Klohr's approach might produce the following
IC I -ithetical findings:

1. The average scaled values of attributes used in judging a poem
among judges of such and-such characteristics on a scale of 0
to 1.0 are communication clarity (1.0) and craftsmanship in
use of poetic devices (.7), with other at tributes all far below (.3
or lower).
In judging the or,erall similarity among a set of poems, judges
respond to (take into account) the attributes of communica-
tion clarity, poetic devices, and triteness to a successively
decreasing extent.
All judges agree on tile most pr d poem, and it has
maximum value on all attributes.

1. 1 he greatest part of the variance in the duality of a poem is
predictable from the distances in perceived similarity of a

em from the most preferred poem, Thus, for other judges
within this group, one could predict preferences from data on

ceeiEed similarity.pe

This kind of data on judges cyould be ail excellent take off for



studio's t:-; 1,11,c1-, of or 0.-0 I I 1,InCe reaction in
the revision k-.t poems. Other references relevant to this approach are
rie,...f.iel.... I 1050i, Kur,7kal (.1004.1. I 00.4b)and Torgerson If 958).

Empirical Tirol of the et teaching may be conducted to identify
what the poet finds rimmative for revision- in he work of
student- poets.

There has been an incr as in resent in the number of poets-
in-residence or poets in the schools. their work are
appearing in books and in the publications of the Teachers and
IVriters Collaborative and Poets and 1\-riters, inc. I have observed
poets teaching and informally noted the possibilities of a rich source
of data in the informal comments by poet-teaehers about students'
work. Some of this literature is cited in the _section on studies of
avadaHe documents. Hut a compendium of specific examples of what
poet. see as discriminative for revision would provide much material

eloping measures of -revision-process" skills. These would be
useful in longitudinal developmental studies, treatment intervention
studies, or inowel design _studies.

fliklick`s work (1005) ho an amannglv ectntprehensive -

tkin of revisions with numerous example's which could be (pit('
useful for empirical studies. Physically, there are only three kinds of

substitutions, deletions, and insertion s. laLing into at--
tat intentions, however, the list is much longer. Here is my
man; of the basic' categories outlined by Hildick:

1, Tidying-up changes; punctuation, gra mm,11-Iwkword con-
structions, redundancies, cliches, suppressing jingles, unin-
tentional peens, double en tendres that disrupt mood of passage,
improvement of rhymes or readjustment of meter, loosening
where writing is too Fluent for a character, removal or
insertion of punctuation as intentional violation of usage to
creme special effects (comic, emphasis on rhythm, mixture of
thought and action et,,,), in k repetition to give
incantation effect, and removal of a too graceful
Power changes: greater accuracy of expression, greater clarity,
or a balance between the two; better force of argument;
deeper impression on reader; the right word (see the small
pillars of deletions and substitutions rising above words); suc-
cessful adjustment of sound to sense (described in Pope's
preface to his translation of the 11;,,,1 obtained by }c.v.), e.g.,
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the sharpening of a visual image, lush arnav 0:141,,,

not as important as the tact that the pull and swerve are
transmitted to the reader by the catch of breath brought about
by a break, the l'Aret 111101 ITHIOPIS and the smoother

amous; sharpening an image (making it more powerful in
transmitting sense or emotion)this can transform the
merely competent into the exceptional by blurring a meaning,
but not dulling an image, in a way that increases its power;
changing dialogue, e.g., to better record a speaker's reaction to
circumstances or to reveal inner stress;- readjustment of
timing (not chronological timing but the unfolding of ideas or
images, the withholding of a fact here and there, and pauses
without which the "message" comes r011ing Out too briskly);
readjustment of point of view, e.g., switching away from the
general omniscience of a character so that a new fact may be
disclosed and another suppressed or so that the reader some-
times sees or knows two characters better than they know
each other and, at other i uws, is restricted io experienLjng
each of them thr;ough the eyes of the other.
Structural alterations: major stylistic changes that net:,
essary many minor changes. These are changes that are a
matter of insight and good sense:. the insight, for instance,
warns a writer that a certain character would not, with his
backgrounj or habits, behove in a way that so perfectly
illustrates the author's views on the welfare state, and the
good. sense insists that the author make_ the alterations
necessary to fit the character to the views'.

1. Ideologically determined changes: changes made by an author
living, for instance, under a political or religious dictatorship
where the author is concerned about the Social or personal
consequences of his or her writing or where the author
actually has a change of views (say, ifter several years).
I he ragbag oI types: changes dictated by fashion (tightening
or loosening of punctuation); changes to avoid what looks like
tcaca loud or frequent an echo or imitation of another writer;
changes to avoid libel action; changes for purely mechanical
reasons (e.g., to fit a certain space); changes to adjust to the
taste of the writer's reading public: or changes to curb one's
own idiosyncrasies, to diminish the risk if self-parody, or to
avoid the old and familiar.

flildick sees three v,thics in the mit' of r isions: to plod the
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myth of the writer pouring out verses as a fountain pours out water
(and thus justify one's own lack of good output or patience); to
heighten appreciabon of a particular writer ;' and to give a deeper
understanding of the possibilities of language (to judge whether a
change was an improvement, to see a variety of changes, and thus
eventually to he able to choose one's own changes or directions or
strive for one's own voice), My major concern is with the use of such
categories to better understand revision processes, to direct research
on these processes, and to lead to better assessment procedures and
teaching practices,

Hddick also presents conventions for the representation of re-
visions. In the first instance, a deletion in the-text under study is
followed by a running substitution made directly after the deleted

Itd:

1 ypc: Deletion /substitution

Conve Draw a line through the word or phrase
1:;cjiies;i: ',thou: For ex-ample- instance

In
above the deletion; thus it is treated as an insertion:

tne next case, the substitution in the tex written,

lype: Insertion/substitution
Ciii,:rittiot: Underline the appropriate ,o.rd or words

1<crre,:cutotion: For 4:-\70,111-rie, in$tonce

The final convention is more complicated. The text 1

( might look like this:

any
without -t- hem -ti" t hesitation,

and thenA he would go.

The phrase "and then he would go" was written first: the phrase
"without the _slightest hesitation- tiva then added. Finally,
substituted for slightest." The representation of this is as
follows:

ltrlrr^ inset into an insertion
Lonveutiort: Double underline

Repti:rinu!toti: and then, withou
he would go.

A research strata using behav or-
rnight be as follows:

bservati

135

;Inv hesitation,

of poet - teachers

,
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Selection -of poets: prepare a list of forty-eight poets using a

sampling procedure that identifies, say, younger, recently
published poets rdpresenting .1 diversity of styles and cultural
backgrounds.

Final selection limitations; set a limit, say, of six poets on the
basis of interest in the project, rate of writing, willingness to
engage in activities outlined, and representativeness from
among the styles specified.

First solicitation of poets: ask all poets 'on the list'to,send
c=opies of their "best five" poems (published or not) and
answers to questions concerning the willingness to pai tici-
pate in the project by mail or in person. A further commit-
ment might be asked: to make available their notes on

ions, read (tape or live) some of their works, and revise a

poem, keeping a record of the process: An honorarium might
be given to all poets responding fully.
Second solicitation: let us say that sixteen poets respond in a
way that makes them available for the next phase. Each
might then be asked to send One poem with revision sheets
and comments on what they discriminated as cues for their
revisions. Also, they might indicate availability for coning to
the project site for five days. An honorarium might be sent to
poets responding with materials as requested,
On-site study_ : six poets might now be brought on site for
five days of work. During this period, they could do the
following: (a) read some of their poetry to a group of five
students each and then give the students qarters to experi-
ment with one or more of their own experimental 41p-
p:roaches to writing poetry; (b) provide feedback to the
students on their work in the form: "This l'i.yould revise," "1
call it such and such" (e.g., trite, unnecessary words, etc.),
and -1 would go about it in this way" (suggesting direction
but not actually revising poems for students).

cumentation: a record of the poet's contributions (written
taped) might be kept along .'ith their own summary of

what was of value that could be passed on to others about,
revision of poems from the viewpoint of writers, teachers,
and researchers.

Transcription: ma terial could be transcribed and- prepared in
form for analysis.

1_
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Analysis; material could then be analyzed by students in lin-

guistics, literary criticism, and behavior analysis to generate
descriptions of idiosyncratic revision processes (i.e., What was
discriminative for revision in the poet's feedback to students?)

and examples fur each category. The intent would not be to
get a list of accepted rules for revision but to document the
variety of idiosyncratic styles for a given poet, for poets of
the same "type," and for poets of different "types."

Classification: summaries might be made of those character-
istics of poems that appeared to be discriminative for revision
together with examples andwhere availablerevised mate.
rial. In form, though certainly not in complexity, the analysis
might appear as follows. (Brackets in the original indicate
words that were for revision.)

1 rite l'h

()tiginol
inti,t hove tern

t he moon I

t't t'l

Revision
we must have
scorched fur the
moon forever

I 1/1t1n/4,171/ word,, ,'r rilrom:4

tV the nt,rou, we kiA,Lekl the
tlllt lup with our toes nervous dirt
,o,1 iltVtr! WOIChkki Catil

I1 1 it kit her'S PVC!,

10,(10

A 1a1 in ti tnehlphdt -hlipren
1,111W tip the trues they Horne up

the halter; LIVIng 1)11 t RTS

olU kened colors the in the (light
to! the night i L-onling

:011

/1/1.,tr. Ion or senerobtir
thling t()

11,0. 1h. !WC,-

10. Sources: suggestions for classifications be found in such
works as !Wick (1005) and in the work of special'ez:ts'in lin-

guistics (e.g., Russell, 1000; Bickerton, 1060; Kiparsky, 1073),
contputahunal Stylistics (Sedelow, Sedclow, t Ruggles,
and poetic closure (13. H. Smith, 10o6). See also The "Pari:;

brit rvirie (Cowley, 1058; Plimpton, 100.3; Plimpton,
1007) and others cited earlier.

1 r)
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O(sserra tit id Sttkin$ of the Poet ,fie r'i +itt

Some of the procedures described above for studies of the poet
teaching might also be used for the poet revising. My earlier sug-
gestions for selecting a sample and coding responset, would certainly
be applicable. For an interesting model of development task test-
interview methodology in the field of mathematics, see the report of
Soviet studies in Kilpatrick and Wirszup 000). A strategy I recom-
mend based on some preliminary work of my own is as follows:

1. Have poets bring in their own selection of drafts of poems
they feel are worth revising.
Ask poets to tell why they selected a poem to revise and what
there is that they felt uncomfortable about (discriminative
for revision) and comfortable about (no revision needed).

3. In the initial contact with poets, the approach might be as
follows: "We are interested in studying how poets revise
poems. Very little is known about this, and we realize that
the processes may be so highly individual that there is little
commonality. Nevertheless; we wish to see flow a variety of
poets go about revising poems. Would you be interested in
participating in a study with us? What we want of you (and
other poets) is simply to sit down in our work space and
revise poems you select. We will make as complete a record as
we can of your work and then write up a descriptive account
of it. We can pay you a modest honorarium but, of course, for
this kind of work, ndone could pay you what it's worthi
tough work. Would you like to participate? What 'is your
schedule like so we can call on you and set up appointments?"
Design the work space and try rout, refining the procedure
with a 'pilot" poet before use with experimental poets.
Design the observational conditions to allow for a variety of
working styles, e.g., Will poets compose in longhand or use a
typewriter? Will they revise during prewriting or writing?
Will they be composing short- or longterm poems? Are they
disruption prone (can't talk or be interrupted or have noise
while working)? Be sure to consider other environmental
details, e.g., coffee, interaction among poets. Also, design
conditions to overcome as much as possible the limitations of
similar data in available documents, e.g., deception (inten-.
tional or unintentional), legibility, omissions, clarity of con-
ventions used by writer, specification of what was discrim-
inative for revision.
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The initial design might be? as follows. Set up a tape
recorder in an observation room with voice-activated mike.
Give poets several numbered copies of a triple-spaced poem
of their own to be revised and a thesaurus, a dictionary (an
encyclopedia?), paper (numbered), pencils, and pens. Then
say, "We are studying the revision process in poetry writing.
We just want detailed records of what poets do when they
revise a poem Here is one of your poems to be revised and
some materials. Read the poem and make as many revisions
as you desire to make it a more polished, better poem in your
judgment. If you need anything, pick up the phone and ask
for it. Work aloud as much as possible when you are looking
up words, reading the poem, considering revisions, and so on.
We would like a record of as much of your activity as possible.
When you write, do not erase. Have poets use a pen ?l Use
this paper in sequence if you can. Take as much time as you
need. Finally, the only real consideration you need make is
with respect to process. Leave a record of your every move if
possible, but work in the style with which you are most
comfortable. If you like talking out loud or can do so easily_ , do
it. If not, keep written records as much as possible. When you
are through, we will go over your work and call' you back
once more to get your reactions to questions we may have.
Do you have any questions now? [If so, try to answer by
reference back to the above statement. if anything is added,
make a note of it.1 You may take as much time as you desire
and return for another session if you wish. We realize many
poems must sit for days or years before you finish or
abandon them, but that of course will not be part of this
procedure."

Get typescript of all oral responses; using it and notes of the
poets, try to make a detailed consecutive record of what the
poets did in the process of revision. Get this record typed.

o. Make a set of "prompts" where there is some question as to
what the poets did, the sequence in which they did it, the
occasion or cause fur doing it, and the consequences for
making certain responses.
Call a poet back; employing your prompt sheet in an inter-
view situation (theyoet should have a copy), use a stimulated

it

recall procedure to get the information noted in the prompts.
Develop a scoring or categorization system for "revision

1
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process categories" and have another person n score to deter-
mine

9, Revise task, setting, scoring, etc., if necessary, and repeat he
process with another poet.

10. When task, scoring, etc., seem appropriate, recall the study
group of poets one at a time and conduct the study.

Obserpational Studies cal Poet Development

Perhaps the most significant kind of empirical study of the poet
revising and removing obstacles to revision is the tracking of these
processes as they develop over time. We have all heard preschoolers
say things like "she has curtain eyes" or "he has ketchup eyes," only
to see such 'children later fail a test of metaphor in grade six.
Similarly, it is common to find children who cannot write a "poem"
but who write and speak poetry. We know little about the processes
that result in these outcomes, nor do we know very much -about what
goes on between the manifestation of early poetic talent in a child
and its later perfection, whether as imitator, master, or innovator.

Longitudinal studies are expensive and some say impractical. But
the combination of a cross-sectional and a longitudinal study is a real.
possibility. For methodological suggestions on developmental studies,
see Nunnally (1973), Goulet (196$, 1973), and Hooper (1973). For
combining descriptive studies in natural and controlled environments
with experimental studies, see Willems (1973). For introducing
treatment interventions during a longitudinal development study,
see Riley and Wolf (1973) and Baer (1973). For provocative hunches
on treatment variables for a longitudinal intervention study, see
Skinner (1972, pp. 333-344). Other than these general suggestions, I
have little else to recommend on the kinds of developmental studies
one might engage in because this is an enormous task and because I
believe much preliminary work must be carried out before the
developmental work can be undertaken wisely.

The first preliminary work must be the development of opera-
tional descriptions of the processes one would investigate (see the
section "Suggested Studies of Available Documents "). Then a cross-
sectional study across age groups prior to a longitudinal study might
be appropriate. In the cross-sectional study, one might proceed
generally as follows:

1. Select age groups (ages eleven, fifteen, nineteen, and twenty-
five to thirty).

2. Within each group, sample high verbal and low verbal
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persons as determined by a variety of measures, including
oral language (e.g., retelling a story, peer conversation, oral
vocabulary tests), reading (vocabulary, comprehension), and
writing.

3. Design a wide range of assessment procedures (see the final
paragraphs of the section headed 'Suggested Studies of
Available Documents" for references on assessment). The
tasks might include verbal abilities and skills (associations,
vocabulary, metaphor, etc.); narrational skill (retelling a story
or making up a new ending or a new story in same genre);
writing long and short poems with and without revision and
with and without specific checklists for revision; choosing a
"master" and indicating verbally and behaviorally one's ten-
dency to imitiate, master the master, or surpass the master;
keeping a source notebook for poem starters or ideas;
describing the ways in which:an audience helps or hinders;
identifying. obstacles one is aware of in one's work (no new
ideas or vision, lack of dissonance or discomfort with own
work, etc.) and giving examples of their existence and of how
one copes, has coped, or intends to cope with them.
Administer tasks to the selected sample. Analyze data de-
scriptively and for intercorrelation and trends with the aim
of refining the tasks and generating :hunches concerning
developmental trends. Try to answer such questions as:
When does revision take place with different poets? Are
there developmental changes in the variety of behaviors
observed? How do poets break away from premature closure
on a poem? How do revision stimuli vary over age groups and
experience? How do poets generate their own dissonance for
revision when it does not occur naturally? What sustains
revision when other things interfere (e -g., time acceptance)?
What are the different revision processes for different types
of poets (e.g., inventors, troubadours, versifiers, objectivists,
masters of imitation, etc.), and how do they change over

Closure

B. H. Smith 0;068, p. says that "closure occurs when the
concluding portion of a poem creates in the reader a sense of
appropriate cessation...." In the field of research on composing, I
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feel the needed "closure" is temporary abandonment of talk about it
so that we may get on with the work. There are two writers I will
draw upon for this anticlosure: Skinner, for his philosophy of
science, and Joe Kirk, a poet, for his "all-humbling" poetic light.

Skinner (1959, pp. 359-379), who should be emulated as much for
his philosophy of science as for his findings, has given us an account
of his own research behavior as a case history in scientific method:
He chose the case history approach in part because "we do not know
enough about human behavior to know how the scientist does what
he does" (p. 361). Thus, before we can conduct a functional analysis
of this, or any, complex behavior, we must have many examples of it.
Two of the "unformalized principles of scientific practice" which he
makes use of in his own work are: Principle No. 1, "When you run
onto something interesting, drop everything else and study it" (p.
363) and Principle No. 5, "Serendipitythe art of finding one thing
while looking for something else" (p. 369). I recommend them to the
reader as useful response sets to add to whatever else is found useful
in this paper.

The process of revision in the writing of poetry is no more
amenable to a functional analysis than is the behavior of the scientist:
We shall have to get many examples of "poet revising" and "poet
removing obstacles to revision" before we can generate the func-
tional analysis that is required, thus my emphasis on descriptive
studies. But lest the reader think that anyone going about the
research proposed here will easily come up with answers, I abandon
this paper with a humbling bit of a long poem by Joe Kirk (1974):

Aha! someone says with a snap of

and never use the same finger twice



9 Helping Young, Children
Start to Write

Phillip Lopate
Teachers and Writers Collaborative

There used to be a debate when teachers of writing got together:
How long should the discussion go on before handing out the paper?

Some felt it was very necessary to stimulate the adrenaline first, to
start he juices flowing, the memories rolling, the words bouncing
around in the students' heads. Others favored a more poker-faced,
neutral style: a brief exposition of the assignment at hand, no more
than five minutes, then get down to writing.' The latter group
maintained that a long, excited discussion might drain the students of
their urge to express themselves or carry their energy to a disruptive
level inimical to quiet .writing. The first group, the animators,
countered that it was worth the risk to generate excitement about
literature and ideas. Behind this rather narrow trade question was a
much more serious one: What is the actual causal relationship be-
tween speech and writing'

Part I: The Transition from Speech to Writing

It has always been surmised that talking is a good prelude to writing,
though the terms of this conversion, the precise means of setting the
scene and controlling it effectively, have been left rather vague. Let
us say that a teacher wants the students to try their hand at a poetic
form, like a sestina, haiku, or list poem, or else at something more,
thematic, like writing spooky stories for Halloween. The normal way
to go about itthe instinctive, unquestioning way we usually do go
about itis to have a discussion about 1...e characteristics of the form
or genre, to give a few examples so that everyone understands, and
then to ask the students to try writing one on their own.

I am assuming for purposes of this article that some writing will be
taking place in the classroom. Of course, the teacher could assign the
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writing for homework and spend class time on critiques, like a college
Writing workshop. But at the earlier grade levels it is often impossible
to set up such a seminar atmosphere. The only way many children
will ever write is if they are asked to write o t school. And getting
them to try it directly after discussion is as good a time as any, since
the ideas are still fresh.

During the discussion the teacher will probably want to draw out
as many students as possible: for instance, with Halloween stories,
encouraging different children to tell actual scary things that have
happened to them to anchor the subject matter in personal experi-
ence. It is generally assumed that the more interesting the discus-
sion, the better the writing which will follow.

This is not necessarily true. If it were always so, life would be
much easier. What I have found is that there is no way of predicting
the calibre of writing which will ensue from a particular presenta-
tion. Neither a juicy discussion nor a lazy, neutral, or perfunctory
presentation guarantees the creative output of---the students' works.
The discussion has its own dynamics and its own needs which I
usually try to satisfy; the writing is an entirely different activity.

In fact, I have tried an experiment of acknowledging this separate-
ness and refusing to tie them together_ by conducting a
discussion on any area of life and literature, then by giving; the
students the option to write on whatever they- felt likethat is,
purposely not stipulating a writing assignment. This holding back of
the assignment struck the children (and me) as perverse; it perplexed
them. Some children tried to second-guess me by writing stories on
the day's discussion topic anyway, supposing that that must be what I
really wanted. Others struck off in an independent direction. Still
others chose to play around, while a select minority kept whining,
"What are we supposed to do ?" I refused to-tell them what to write
about; I wanted them to answer that question for themselves. In
short, much more fragmentation and varied individual response,
which isn't necessarily bad, resulted from this tactic- than from
providing a single topic.

Collaborative Class Poe

Collaborative composition is midway between group discussion and
solitary writing; therefore, it is in a perfect position to tell us
something about both processes.

Let us say the discussion has gone well. Still, something is
missingI can tell by their eyes; they do not look quite ready to
write. In order to illustrate the technique of writing poetry, I may
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decide to do a collaborative poem with the whole class. A collabora-
tive class poem is one in which the students call out ideas, and the
teacher writes them on the board or on paper. The teacher acts as
coordinator or scribe: depending on his or her personality or sense of
the class's needs, the teacher can either include every suggestion
uncritically or else select some ideas and ask the group to edit or
improve lines. At the outset, the teacher might establish certain
rules, like repeating a verbal formula in every line (using "In the
middle of Halloween night "as a recurring refrain, for instance, to
stay with our Halloween example). Or the teacher might have the
class improvise one continuous; open-ended poem. But however open
the form is, it will tend to suggest a closure somewhere along the
way: either the class will run out of ideas, or a triumphant twist will
be hit upon which naturally ends the poemto cheers, if the piece is
any good because there is nothing so miraculous as the spon-
taneous composition of an actual poem by a group of students who
didn't know they had it in them.

Then the teacher ask the students to try one "on their own. 'Here
is where the teacher often runs into trouble, just when everything
seemed to be going so well. The handing out of paper is greeted by
the students with expressions of resistance, as if they were getting a
spelling test. "But it's a poem, after all," one may think with hurt,
"and they were just enjoying poetry so -much." What one fails to take
into account is the wide gulf that separates the social euphoria of the .

collective poem from the lonely individual effort.
One of the most important side effects of the collaborative class

poem is that it validates the social group. The pride ch. idren feel at
seeing their classmates and themselves pull off a successful collabora-
tive poem is the exultation of being, part of a winning'team and is of
an entirely different order from the inward satisfaction gained by
lone authorship. it may be as important for the student to experience
that sense of group prideindeed, in clique-fragmented classrooms,
it may be more importantbut the two satisfactions should never be
confused,

Even aesthetically, the olloboiotive c lass-written poem is not
just a tooling-up for individual work; it is a sort of invisible genre
in its own right. The method of production, w,,h its peculiar
demands of blending multiple voices into one stream of verse,
enforces certain decisions, compromises, and markings which amount
to an identifiable style. Wit, fast tempo, rapid changes in point of
view are the basis of that style, which gives some children's collabo-
rative poems a very avant-garde surface (I include wit for the simple
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reason that children would be more apt to expose their humorous
side publicly than their somber side). I often wonder what will be
the lasting effect of collaborative poems on the writing of individual
students. I secretly hope that the collaborative poem, on the board
for all to see, will provide a visual model for the appearance of
modern versethe look of a poetic line, the uses of end-stop and
enjambment. And some children do pick up these things; but most
return to their usual style, rhymed or whatever. Certainly the
reckless tempo, linguistic freedom, and subject leaps which charac-
terize the collaborative class poem rarely carry over to the individual
student's work: This is probably because the liberties of discon-
tinuity which a thirty headed intelligence can take, abetted by a
sophisticated adult Coordinator, are usually greater than a single
mind working alone. The factor of author's responsibility. is eased in a
group composition setting, so that a student may feel free to call out
"crazy" ideas which he or she would not want to put down in his or
her own handwriting.

What is lost in one area is gained in another: very often the
individually written works are much more concentrated, satisfying,
and personally felt than collaborative poems. But without entering
into comparisons of quality, one thing is certain: compositions
written by a large group are recognizably different in style from
those written alone. And children make this distinction in their own
minds.

The children see the collaborative poem as one kind of activity, a

form of fun, and the individual writing as another activity entirely,
more related to their daily schoolwork. We teachers may think of the
two as one continuous flow, but they don't. No more than does a boy
when his father takes him swimming and supports him as he floats
and then casually removes his hand for a second to let the kid try it by
himself. No matter how casually you may make that moment of
abandoning support, the child is not apt to miss it.

Going Linda

Often after I have done a odlaborative poem with a class and begun
introducing stage two, several children will wheedle and ,beg, "Let's
do another one. Come on, that was fun, let's do one more together!"
And on those occasions when I have insisted that it was time to write
individually, the coyness and wheedles have sometimes turned to
ugly scowls.

Thk has happened often enough over the years that I uncon-
sciously flinch whenever I come to that transition point. I may try to
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introduce the individual writing as mobtrusively as possibleslip it
over on them, you might saybut already I am bracing for a fight.
It's one of the most disagreeable parts of being a writing teacher, this

power struggle. For an indecisive moment the tide can turn either
way. The antiwriting students know that if they push it strongly
enough, they can manipulate the situation into a free period. Mean-
while, the children who want to write watch silently, and the
neutralists are ready to go either way. 1 step into the indecisive
moment and impose-an austere, silent mooda tyrant. Even when I
tell them that "you don't have to write if ,..'ou don't want to," some

are still annoyed that the group entertainment is over, annoyed at
the quiet drying up of social interaction.

I have only to think of the kid who had so many good lines to
contribute to the class poem but who fidgets in boredom and dismay
once paper has been handed out. He stares around him, looks up at
the board's instructions as if unable to believe that this is happening

to him, tries to engage the eye of another kid with -.the hope of
promoting some merriment, and, finding himself, shushed by the
teacher, begins to understand that he is absolutely cut of from the
consolations of human company_ . He is drowning without even being
able to scream for help.

To write is to have to %:o under, to dive into the deepest part of

\pneself. It was one thing to call out a few clever lines when everyone
else was talking, quite another to face the prospect pf committing

\ ,one\s soul to paper. The panic on the face of someone`being made to
write when :le or she doesn't feel like it suggests a loathing against an

invasion of privacy: in short, a rape, against which only those
students most in touch with their muscles' desires are cacOale of
defending themselves. Usually those students are k-alled hyper netic

or, in simpler cLinviage, troublemakers.
I approach the boy.
"Tony, hOW is it that you, who had so many good ideas to give to

the discui,sion awhile ago, can tell me you have nothing to write
about!' .

He shrugs: that's just the way it is, boss.
"Why don't you try writing down the thing about the burglar

alarmmake it into a story.-
He looks at me as if I'm an idiot. He has already delivered that

story to the public. Why tell it again? And in a vvav he's right; I am
being dishonestly ingenuous. Why is it necesl,ary to have a written,

copy of everyth4,-ig for posterity?
In some cases, students may lack reading and writing skills and be
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ashamed of having their ignorance exposed. Finethen their reluc-
tance is understandable, and you can work with them on acquiring
the skills. But with other children there is no lack of technical skills;
they simply don't see the necessity of translating spoken words into
written form.

I keep circling around that chancy, awkward, difficult moment of
the progression from.speaking to writing, because in a sense I feet
that the ease of transition has been exaggerated. The pedagogy of
creative writing in the last ten years has continually stressed the
closeness of oral to written expression. This comparison is valid,
especially if it can reduce the fearful attitude of people toward
writing as a mandarin practice and connect students to something
they know very well how to dotalk. But there is the possibility that
we may be overstressing the similarities and underestimating the
differences between the two modes of expression .is a false gesture
toward making everyone who has anxieties about writing weak-
nesses feel better.

"Don't worry, speech and writingit amounts to the same thing.
Op the contrary. One can easily appreciate many people's preference
for speech. Speech is sociable. Speech has the euphoric tendency to
rekindle faith in a social order. With every exchange it knits and
reknits the relationship between people. Speech is improvisational,
relatively. unpremeditated, impulsive: you open your mouth not
knowing exactly what is going to come out or when you are going to
stop, but you trust to your adrenaline to pull you through. The whole
body speaks through speech, not only the tongue. Speech rushes on,
it doesn't look back, it burns its bridges underneath. It is an
under-edited tape of messages that erases itself in its headlong flight.
Speech longs to go on forever, for an infinity. The last thing it wants
to do is stand still. Nor can it stand still.

Writing, however, is more intentional. It is secreted from a more
underground, ambitious part of the will than that nervous urge that
generates speech. People are right to be intimidated by writing.
Writing is intimidating and knows it. To pick up a pen is to seek to
force another's thoughts in an extremely controlled, channeled
direction. Unlike the speaker, vho more charitably allows for a pe-
ripheral view of the surroundings, the author cuts off all exits and
forces the reader to- focus exclusively on the page.

Nowhere is the difference in volition between writing-and speech
more evident than in a comparison of material by those writers who
have purposely striven for a talky style with the reading of a

verbatim transcription. Stylists like Celine, Ring Lardner and James
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M. Cain have all testified to pains it takes to give written
language the natural, -colloquial quality of everyday speech. By
contrast, transcripts of tape-recorded conversation (see the Water-
gate transcripts) often have an otlierwor4Jy abstrai:tness and lack of
voice that makes them maddeningly thin.

Finally, good writing, especially poetry, is able to stand stilland
not merely because the words are pinioned typographically to the
page. It is the peculiar charm of good poetry that its words can have
an iconic, static power, in addition to, or sometimes even opposed to,
their utilitarian meaning, which arrests readers in their flight. A
good line of verse, to use Valery's simile, sends the reader back like a
pendulum to the beginning of the line.
it has always beenfelt that words have a certain power, when

placed alongside specifically chosen other ones, to produce -reso-
nances between themselves like adjoining tuning forks, And even if
most of the writing which our students do never attains that art of
vibrating particles, it seems to me that once they embark on the act of
writing they are already inheritors of the whole necromancy of
literature. They are practitioners, like it or not; they are already lost
to the world. They have begun on an uphill climb which could easily.
stretch to infinity. Don't you think they suspect this? Some of them
seem to be loving it. Others are groaning Maybe those who resist
have good reason to balk ..at setting out on an activity which is so
monstrous in its potential demands.

Part II: The Moment to Write

It always amazes me, after ! have taught a creative writing lesson and
handed out paper, that- the children write any poekns at all- I could
never write a poem in such'a vulnerable, exposed situation. Yet they
do write often fine poems, at gunpoint as it were. Maybe there is
nothing so mysterious about this: they are reconciled to the rule of
authority, which continually expects production on the spot, in ways
that an adult would never dream of demanding-of him- or herself.

When I write seriously I need to go off by myself. Writing i a

solitary and private act. Yet the teaching of creative writing, includ-
ing in most cases the actual writing, takes place in classrooms with
groups as large as forty students. There is an embarrassing contra-
diction between the public character of the classroom and the need
that writing, imposes for quiet introverted space, which poses prob-
lems for our teacher that won't go away.

Perhaps it Would be useful to draw a distinction between two kinds
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of writing: writing on assignment (such as daily newspaper columns,
copywriting; bureau reports which must be done by a certain
deadline) and another, kind, of writing (novels, poetry, philosophy),
where the demanding agent is less externaj than internal. I mean
absolutely no slight when I say that it is easier to do the first kinds
and it often isin noisy, crowded workplaces. The second seems to
require more isolation. The same person can write excellent adver-

,tisir copy in an office but must go home to work on a novel. When
we ask children to pour their hearts out, to write truthfully and
authentically in a vivid individual voice, and at the same time require
that the work be produced on the spot in classrooms, we are
essentially asking that the second kind of writing be produced under
circumstances devised more for the first kind.

Unpopular as this fact may be, seilous -creative writing requires
withdrawal.'50 muc h =is this the case that the only really useful advice
I could give to someone Who wants to be a writer is learn to be alone.
People with all the verbal and imaginative facility in the world who
cannot stay alone with themselves will never be writers-. Writing is a
Ions seclusion. Out of the walking, out of the brooding, out of the
boTedom of childhood, out of the residue of pleasures and the
memory of people who left a confusing last impression, out of all that
sifting comes congealed thoughtand literature.

When to Write?

Let us put away for a moment the question of helping children to
write and look at the process in older people, amateur and profes-
sional writers, to see what can be learned from these more developed
models,

Assuming one has agreed to be alone, how does one know when to
start writing? This question is not as moronic as it sounds; in fact, it
may be the key consideration. How does one tell when the best

i moment has come to start writing? What are the emotional clues, the
weather signals? Perhaps the clues are different in each person, but
merely because they are so particularized does not mean they aren't
important or that we shouldn't give consideration to the question of
teaching people. to recognize their own patterns. The motivations
which spur a person on to Write may change, but intimate knowledge
of one's own working habits allows one to keep writing by adjusting
to the changes. Frank O'Hara once said that when he was youngpr he
could only write poetry whq.-r he felt gloomy or depressed, but laqer he
needed to feel good in order to write. This revealing statement hums
up, in a sense, the progreSsion from adolescence to Tturity. When
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adolescent write poetry; more often than not they choose a moment
when they are miserable: their writirz, is part of a vendetta against
the world which has cut them off from happiness. Many people who
shoi,ved promise as adolescent poets fail to pursue the activity simply
because they have made an unconscious mental equation ..letween
poetry and glom. The emotional crisis of their adolescence has
passed, and with it the urge to write poems.

They would not think of squandering their happy times on writing
poems Most of us during .those brief, charmed moments would
rather ride the escalator in Bloomingdale's or go for a walk and
stare at the lake. A fear persists that any looking inward or concen-
trated mental effort of the sort required for writing might spoil the
happiness. Yet is it necessarily so that introspection destroys happi-
ness; I doubt it ... And poetry would be a much more enjoyable
business for everyone if the people who wrote it chose to share their
thoughts a t.the peak of their vitality and love of life, rather than at
the nadir.

A third stole, the one in which most good writing gets done, is
neither depression nor joy, but even-temperedness, clarity, calm. The
space around you appears considerable. You feel yourself able to
etend outward in all directions and to entertain any threatening
speculation with equanimity, as though the issue of your life were
somehow already decided. From this vantage point, it is as if you
were able to keep thinking beyond the grave with utter calm: "The
terrible fatality has happened; I have already died; and now I am able
to say a few things cogently." I find this clear-headed state particu

larly useful for the writing of long prose, where what I want is the
feeling of a large= block of time in front of me.

With poetry, however, it doesn't hurt for me to feel a little rushed,
upset, physically galvanized. I know something is up when I start
hearing the echo, which makes even ordinary thoughts like -I have to
pick up the laundry" take on a melancholy bearing, a rhythmic
certitude .1141}igtftlicance that would be laughable at any other time
when I am reeling more skeptical. This sudden conviction that I know,
that I am walking in the fields of knowledge and everything is very
simple, this imprif2ssion of..iiiidowis and depth behind every thought
and observation, is partly a function of the echo. Sound-consciousness
alone can be a kind of fool's gold, a tridk of phonics, unless it is
accompanied by feelings in the body. I 'can tell a poem is coming on
from my stomach. A churning in the stomach is the inftdlible guide;
it alone assures me that the emotion which Precipitated the poem will
last at least as long as it takes, me to set down the first ten lines. I
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always worry that the feeling vvill desert me before I come to the end
of the poem. If I start with the musical echo alone, it may turn into
drivel. So I look for that peculiar synchronization of ear and gut.

Much modern verse, from Whitman on, is held together by the
poem's ability to generate waves of charged longing, each line
beginning a new oceanic surge and drifting back again to face the
next beginning_ . For me, the center and generator of these waves is
the stomach. It may be another organ for a different poet. I am
offering my own responses only because I am most familiar with
them: The crucial thing is that these physiological signals do exist,
telling the writer when he or she is ready to get down to business.

There may be long periods of waiting when nothing is happening:
mental states filled with radio static or subvocal complaints whining
and quarreling with each other. When I get like that, I don't see any
point in writing. The work will only come out fractured and sour: I
need to feel whole to write. Which means' that I have to be patient
with myself when I am feeling dispersed and wait for a better time.

:s halt tly disopfmr rt writnis,
I am not saving that writers should sit on their hands and do

nothing while waiting for those somewhat rnyStical signals. On the
con trary, they can take notes, edit other materialor they can go
ahead and fight the mood and hope to bully it around to their way.
They can try to stumble on their wholeness in the act of writing;
with a bit of luck, they will. Most professional writers get into
situations where they have io Ignore their feelings, like Flaubert,
who boasted that he had written sic scenes when he was bored to
tears or ready to hang himself. But even the stalwarts, the Stakhano-
vites, who allot themselves a fixed quota of hours and pages per day_ ,

occasionally have to take a day's vacation before approachng
difficult scene and daily over minor material until they feel their
energies have been marshalled for the climax.

I am convinced there is 'such a thing as inner ripeness 'n writing. One
can ignore these signals or follow them, but the ripening process goes
on nonetheless. If I choose to obey the voice of resistance and refrain
from writing when I know I do not really feel like itI'm too tired or
would rather putter or read a.book or walk the streetsthen I find I
will be that much more able to pick up the cues of inner readiness.
Often, giving in to resistance sQems to be a way of tricking the urge
to write into appearing: after reading a few pages of a thought=
provoking book, I will suddenly put it down and go over to my desk.
have indulged myself, I am ready to work now. The feeling is one of
an immense willingness to begin.
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Looking at the implications of this for our teaching, ,oesn't it seem
neglectful that the poets in the schools teach children the latest
forms and techniques of composition without letting them in on a
factor which counts so heavily in their own writing lives? We writers
have wracked our brains searching for new lesson assignments, new
materials, games, whole word catalogs to stimulate the imaginations
of our students, Writers who have no particular sympathy with
concrete poetry will teach a lesson on concrete poetry because they
don't want to deprive their students of contact with this stylistic
option. But their own practices, their own acts of preparation, their
own xvodoo as it wee`, they keep to themselves.

Is it because it is impossible to teach other people an awareness of
individual timing in the area of creativity? Is it something one must
learn for oneself? Are these metabolic regulations so exclusive, so
personal that they have no meaning for anyone else? Qr is it rather
that inner ripeness is a hard-won secret that the professional is
reluctant to sharer

As I sec it, nothing could he more valuable tea teach v_ -o
than this one quality. Be it sports, art, research, lovemaking, 'engi-
neering, business, for people to know when they are at the peak
moment to make an ocertion is one of the most crucial advantages
they can have. Think of the alternative: without that knowledge,
these same students will be doomed to following someone else's
timetablepassively waiting for authorities to lead, resenting the
order xvhen it conies, bridling, sabotaging, but not knowing how to
listen to their own energy's voice.

I wish I could propose a curriculum to transmit this quality, which
would make a triumphant finish to nix, article; but at this point in my
thinking I am only able to state the problem. Maybe others will now
come forward with approaches and clarifications for teaching the
moment to write. In the meantime:, it would help to consider some of
the recent trends in education which touch on this problem.

Let us look again at the paradox we started with: How do we
reconcile the teaching of creative writing or literature, which is
rr ostly done en masse through lessons, and the necessarily solitary
act ot writ, :ig? I see now that another tray of putting this is, How can
we bring the privacy of the child's own room closer to the classroom
and make the child able to feel self-absorbed and alone in a good
sense., alone with his or her thoughts?

The architecture of the open classroom is certainly an .attempt
build more of a transition between home and school. Couches,
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creativity nooks, reading lofts, sanctioned hideouts are all part of a

healthy tendency to provide the individual child with more latitude in
choosing the right place to retreat and work. Some teachers allow the
children to stretch out on the floor and to choose their own writing
implements from a variety of felt-tipped markers, pens, different
shapes of papers, thus encouraging a freedom in the mechanics or
media of writing to compensa to for the coercion to write. All of these
adjustments have a considerateness about them in not expecting
everyone to be able to write spontaneously at their school desks.
Since professional writers compose in every possible sitting, reclin-
ing, and standing position, I think there is good reason to extend that
freedom of posture to the classroom writer.

Unfortunately, many open classrooms arc so noisy, with lusty
hammering, rabbit cries, and small group meetings, that they have
the ambience of a bomb shelter. Also, many of the children are sc.
preoccupied with what the other children are doing that they 17ave'a
hard time getting into themselves. The noise and opportunities for
incessant vague wandering and visiting make open classrooms in
certain respects less congenial to the private act of writing than
traditional classrooms.

Another approach seems to be to recreate the thoughtful, contem-
plative tone of the home den in the lesson itself. One teacher who
was successful with children's writing told me she instituted a
"poetry hour" during which all the children gathered around the
couch and talked quietly and then wrote. It was understood by the
children that this one hour a week was a sanctuary, a time to speak
about subjective impressions, mysteries, things which made them
feel uncertain or indefinitely aroused, or simply things that made
them feel. This sort of quiet truce in the dlool week would be
valuable even if it had nothing to do with poetry.

There is also something of the old ghost-story hour about his
practice. The voice and character that the teacher transmits can be
instrumental in setting the scene, lust as the storyteller held listeners
spellbound and made their skin crawl, so a good poetry teacher can
exert a spell through the timbre of voice, the choice of words, the
quality of concentration and bring the students down and down into
it, I here we enter the area of performance, The teacher performs in
such a %Vay as to create a mood of inner stillness, like a strong
preacher in' a flamenco singer. Sludenki respond as if portly in a
trance, leaking words on paper. The transition I-rotu speech to
writing is very gentle, sometimes barely noticeable. I have been
present at such hushed states of -stibility which led to very

uo
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good, intimate writing by the students. They make me uneasy,
perhaps because even though I have sometimes been the instrument
to bring them about, I would not myself like the idea of writing so
internally on someone else's deep suggestion.

And yet there are some students who seem to be able to write only
in public. Even in college, they prefer to let go to the scratching sound
of other pens. So there is really no way of generalizing about a" best"
set of wriiinA conditions for everyone,.

Another writer asked his students to lie down on the floor, all
together, and begin breathing deeply. After awhile,. the children were
asked if they could visualize something happening in their chests.
They were told to think of an image which illustrated the bodily
sensation they were going through arid keep taking in deep breaths,
then see if the internal sensations suggested another image. At the
end of the exercise, they were asked to write down these images or
write a poem or story connecting the images. This exercise derived
from Jungian psychotherapy. The writer repor ted that the s tones the
children wrote that day were very serious and deep. Nevertheless, he
was unable to think of a way of taking this one-time experience
further.

There can he no question of the connection between physiology
and writing (or .1;1 creative processes). But I confess that I myself
would be reluctant to see yoga or sensitivity-awakening exercises
taught nationwide to young child ren as a prelude to creative wri ting.
First, i have apprehensions that the techniques may be misunder-
stood and misapplied; second, I have doubts that such exercises
performed in a group will actually carry over to help a child become
the master of his or her potential creative energy when he or she is
alone. 5mnebow, these exercises evert, never needed during con
tunes 'of great Western literature, art, and artistry. I have a feeling
that what made that tradition flourish 1.-vas something else; the culti-
vdtion of the capacity for assigning oneself tasks, For zvill/u/ ibor,

tVe hand out the paper" ind they write. There is nothing evil in
this, except if we fail to supplement it with more understanding of
students' inability, sometimes, to write when we tell them to. The
bust single incentive to creative writing is a classroomatmosphere in
which everyone knows he or she has permission tow off and write at
any given time in the day. Ma \'Llt. we need to dispense wit h the whole
Idea of poetry hours or at least to recognize once and for all tha t the
urge to create may strike different people at any time. Why should one
hour be more "poetic" than the next We should talk with our
student,; about the time!=i and circurt15,W1CeS in lvInch they feel most
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comfortable writing to learn more about the range of individual
response in this area.

Most important, I think, is the realist ion that writing is not just
an act of techniques or skills, it is an act of To tell another
person your thoughts on paper, you have to feel generot±=_ slou have
to feel in the mood to communicate. And when you feel in that mood,
how much better it comes out! Who doesn't like to give when in a
benevolent stood` Then generosity becomes the heal! exercise of
muscles that cry out to be used But, on the other hand, nothing can
make people stingier and more tight-lipped than the feeling an
admission is being forced out of them before they are ready to make
it. And writing is an admission. The same person, resentful when
pushed into hasty self-e\posure, would turn around and he happy to
tell the very same thing if only he or she had been allowed to select
his or her own moment. T he best we can ask of oiirsch.Y:s as teachers
is to learn how to sense that ripening process in each student: to
know when an individual is closed off and would be better left alone
and when that individual is ready to like another step As Shakes-
peare once said: -Ripeness is all."



10 Story Workshop:
Writing from Star:JD Finish

John Schultz
Columbia College

You can identify the Story Workshop methbd of teaching writing by
its structured, flexible time-period format; by its theory of seeing,
voice, movement, and Basic Forms and Sense of Address; by its
repertoire of oral word, oral telling, oral reading, writing, and recall
exercises; by its semicircle format, which heightens and facilitates the
group process and the sense of audience; and by its teaching
approaches, techniques, stra tegies, and tactics made possible by the
exercises and their many variations, used in class sessions aid in
one-to-one tutorial sessions, the Story Workshop method ass -irises
that all forms of writing derive from image and sit ry, from rnage
and movement of voice (combined with the inbuilt sense of address in
Basic oral forms) organizing the expression of perceptions through
time.

Before there was writing, there was oral telling.
Two essential Story Workshop terms are :wing and infer. Seeing is

visualization, conceptualization, abstraction, but it is also, and begins
with, seeing in the mind as clearly and with as much impact as one
sees in a vivid dream. Because of seeing-in-the-mind, human beings
are able to conceive and anticipate the space and time and other
relationships that they need and desire so urgently to communicate
to other human beings. Strong, vivid seeing produces a precision in
speech and gesture, which connects dynamically to writing.

Speech is a way to voice, speech is a part of voice, but voice is more
than speech. Voice is gestarc, voice is culture (including the personal
background of the teller), voice contains the powers of the uncon-
scious and the conscious and the possibility of style. Voice is also the
movement of a telling-writing through time, the economy of which is
to use only what it needs. Voice is the articulation of all perceptions

tv...1,.:yr 1, .1 1,vo,terc I ,rrcitt rn.rrk Ifni,! 1)v iolin
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in verbal expression, written and oral (including the so-called non-
verbal which we want to get into writing too). ,

The Story Workshop Basic Forms and Sense of Address approach
(not specifically discussed here) uses strongly defined oral and other
Basic Forms to lead into many kinds of writing. The most clearly,
identifiable structural elements of a Basic Form are those that make it
most useful in eliciting and organizing oral and written expression.
All Basic Forms contain an inbuilt sense of address, an inbuilt sense
of telling it to someone. Each Basic Form step provides technical,
scientific, factual, journalistic, rhetorical, poetic, and fictional choices.
Each choice shows elements of the I. 'hers, and each may combine
with the others.. When incorporated in a sequential Story Workshop
structure and format, in which learning process development is
coordinated with the evolutionary development of verbal forms, the
Basic Forms and Sense of Address approach provides direct steps into
technical, scientific, factual, journalistic, rhetorical, poetic, and fic-
tional writing. With seeing, voice, and movement, Basic Forms and
Sense of address constitutes the third major dimension of Story
Workshop theory.

Story Workshop activity and its success suggest many questions
_ ,.rch into tile proLes, of composing. These may be derived

most clearly from concr:te examples of Story irkshop activity,

l'hyieal Forma Simi Workshop Cla.4,

In a Story Workshop class, the students, up to eighteeu of them, sit in
a well- defimed semicircle facing a director who u sits against a
wall or other backdrop. Versions of the Story Workshop class can be
carried out in other seating arrangements, but the semicircle accom-
plishes an immediate sense of audience, a situation in which you can
be physically aware of everyone else at least on the periphery of your
vision, It enables each participant to see e,-ery nuance of facial and
bodily expression while hearing the voices of the other participants.
For the director and the students, it is the most efficient arrange-
ment for listening to and conducting the Story Workshop exercises,

The Story Workshop method provides many ways, by relating, oral
word to telling, reading, and writing exercises, for people to solve
linguistic and perceptual matters on basic and on sophisticated levels.
Indeed, the students in the semicircle foce a director who has had
considerable Story Workshop experience and, for best results, should
be an active writer.

Ideally, the class meets in i serif of three- to four =hour sessions,
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perhaps weekly, over a period of time, However, intensive york-
,hops meeting four or five times a week for three weeks have been
conducted successfully. The basic sequence of effort in each class
proceeds from beginning recall, through oral word exercises, oral
telling exercises, oral reading, and writing, to ending recall. Students
accustomed to shorter class periods and lectures, and teachers
accustomed to doing most of the talking, may consider this a long
time. But in fact the kind of effort pursued in a Story Workshop class
usually engages attention throughout the time period. The Story
I,Vorkshop method can be used within shorter time periods, and with
larger groups, but to develop its full power it needs the longer
session. The format is quite flexible Ind any form of teaching may he
used within it. Story VVorkshop methods can be directed toward
poetry, reporting, exposition, argumentation, and technical writing
by specifically focusing telling, reading, and writing (-Nen:Ise:ion the
development of those abilities.

At the second meeting of the semicircle', the Story Workshop director
first directs the recall of the imagery, events, tell ings, words, sights,
readings aloud train the RecaIl of assigned readings
may be conducted, and r all may be used in other ways toward
several goals at differentaimes. In on early session thedirect or usually
concentrate's on the prima r,, form of recall, generally termed -exact-
recallalthough it is seldom -exact.-

In recall the participant sees and retells, for instance, an image, an
event, a moment so that it is experienced and LI iscovered ogain. It is a
creative exercise that aims at both "exact- recall and imaginative
recall in the participant's own words and seeing.

You Loach the sennort, le before' you: -What do you remember that
is particularly clear7 See it again, tell it again, as if it's happening right
now!'" If students say they remember nothing, you may ask for
"anything at all- or you may start the recall yourself,

A student responds: "Somebody rode down the street on his
bucket,'" vhich k not clear recall nor imaginative recall; we do not see
it specifically and do not learn much about telling and vriting. But
perhaps it stirs the me rnor,P of others.

Another student uses both hands to tell how Kalka's bucket rider
from a story read the week before) gripped the handle and sat on the

bucket. The student, a young woman, gives a dipping and rising
btidily motion along with her words to tell how "the bucket rider rode
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on his bucket, and rises as high as third- or fonrth-floor window and
never sinks lower than second-floor windows." Frequently, com-
pelled, precise gesture accompanies clear recall. The more clearly
participants see the recalled images, the more they tend to move into
the present tense. 77i e aril-coo,- should usually roach tar present tense recall.
Most oral tellings are best accomplished in the present tense, while
the past tense remains the "natural" narrative tense in writing. The
two translate easily when the director is aware of the connection and
therefore makes the student aware of the "bridge" between present
tense oral telling and past tense written telling.

Another student recalls; "There was a man all shot up against -3
tree," and again it's not specific, not imaginative, and not illustrative
of telling and writing principles.

The director coaches the semicircle: "See it! See it happening now!
Tell it as if happening again right now!"

A student on the other side of the semicircle tries: "The man
Against the tree lifted up his coat

"Give the gesture! See it and give it in the present tense! He is "
The student gestures, lifting a coat with both hands from his lap,

and shows his entrails spilled out over his knees, and the
pulsebeats are visible, pulsebeats in the guts, I guess . The
_student flutters the fingers of both hands to indicate the pulsebeats
through the spread of the man's entrails over his knees, in Isaac
Babel's story. People in the semicircle always react sharply-and visibly
to such a strong image, and the tellers are enriched by this natural
response and reinforcement of their effort,

If you allow discussion before and during recall, you usually do not
get the strong recall that reinforces the imaginative learning experi
ence and its discovery possibilities.

In recalling an oral telling from a previous session, a young man
says: There was a spaghetti monster who soaked up garlic." That

to start the recall of hi, monster image event, and everyone
smiles, but the students see and tell it more clearly when the director
coaches them to see it and give the gestures. "It was a monster
disguised as a meatball aud it soaked up the garlic in the sauce .

The student gives a gesture of the monster disguised as a meatball
inside the pot of sauce on the stove with spaghetti drooping over its
head, taking hold of the lip of the pot to peer sover it and ducking
down to hide when Mama Minelli comes into the'ki,tchen. Now in the
immediacy of seeing, the teller of the recall shifts to the present
tense: so that when Mama Minelli tastes the sauce 'gestures of
Mania Minelli reaching up to a shelf for a wooden ladle and dipping

ICi



and List the sauce' and there enough \l ma
It laelli r.,:oclic!, up :3)4,1111 o ti e,tur ,achingt for a clove of garlic
And twists it over the pot ... Other students join the recall. With a
gesture of Marna Minelli ttcisting a clove of garlic, the young man
continues: and stirs, but again the garlic monster, dif,guised as a
meatball, soaks up the garlic so that when Papa Minelli come: into
the kitchen and tastes the sauce there is not enough garlic, and he
twists a clove of garlic Into the pot too, and so on with each member
of the family, until the big dinner,

The evercise continues with recall of dream t short images,
readings, anything done in the previous doss

The director moves the class into the oral w ises. licit
back to the first time that the group attempted wore (cert.
Word, so that a basic principle ofncip.e 0. .... !Workshop actni
clear, the prine plc cif reaching immt post suv
associations a response from cleepeT levels of association. The
participants do not deny their direct associations or then- ust but
reach past them.

Th Onc-lVord L.-cc

he first words given in 1- .rn la pat ticipants in attempting th
cruse .11-c, almost without fail, dirt tly and superficially

associative by sound, meaning, conjuration, opposition, sight,- etc.:
love ... hate ... ambiguity ... cloud . clutter ... climb .., sky
airplane

if the (lir
the a ssocia t
duttor (again).

Now the director coaches- ''Listen to each word given! See and
continue Jo, soy whatever is su ,p,esteti ke, eau by tvords given
previous to your turn! IVecan do two things at once! VVe can skip
rope and chew gum. t'Ve can do more than two things at once! Push
aside the words given to you by direct association and go for the
surprise word, the unplanned word, the word not prepared or ready
before vow' turn, the felt word, the word welling up,- Both a sought
response and a spontaneous one, the surprise word, like the fabled
right word, mot' flash at once, or it ruav take some finding or letting
happen.

Now the (liar ieter and quality ttf the word °esptttrses t hange anti

ro
titipertrci.11

-t! .a certain seeing occurs but
ggle ... tail ... deer ... cage .

2
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_so does chew impact upon the listeners: pillow personality ...
hornet ... ear

"Push aside all direct associations! Let the surprise word happen!"
the director coaches. t-icrubbrush fiery ... tomb
preen ..

"See what each word gives you to see! Now listen to your voice!"
The latter is a most powerful coaching instruction.)

The participants' attention turns strongly inward as they listen to
their voices, and at the same time their voices become certain in
giving the word. The word and what it suggests are felt and seen
more richly by the listeners. Mumblety-peg ... solar system ,

enclose ... peek . Now the participants experience the One-Word
exercise with imaginative perceptual and linguistic responses evoked
on many levels.

The imaginative state of mind that grows for particinants during
the Lourse of a Story Workshop meeting may come about quickly or
slowly or erratically. It requires development. The Story Workshop
director, from his or her point of view in front of the semicircle,
notices it becoming present by changes in the quality of the words
given. The giving becomes Hear, the listening, intent, the words more
evocative. An intentness comes upon the participants, sometimes
quickness, sometimes a slow, deep involvement in response. From -

the participant s point of v.ew, a sense of spaciousness and privacy
within the semicircle deepens and widens, inwardly and outwardly.

If you are the participant, you begin to see many sights, memories,
dreams, ,conceptions. Some of these stay with you and grow into
images or movements of imagery. Participants respond to the direc-
tor's instructions and suggestions of sources, forms, kinds, and
principles of content. The perceptual-intuitive and the analytic work
immediately together. For instance, the analytic is immediately
present to perceive and abstract the essential relationships in primary
seeing and gestural-voice telling, or else human beings would never
hx,e been able to give the instant, dear conmumication that they
needed, (The reflective-analytic reflects upon nothing unless the
content and presence of the perceptual-intuitive live immediately
before it. The splitting of these and the inculcation of this division-are
the least rewardiny, examples of behavioral prevention in our general
educational experience. In fact, much of what is called analytic in our
ediv:itional Ia rgon is udg,mental, frequently exercised without any
prior process of the perceptual-intuitive and the reflective-analytic.)

Events of imaginative seeing and voice become probable, Some-
times 'an imaginative event may boil up with such power that, as ,a



participant, you can hardly hold it, and you hear someone else's
telling ear. Yet VOU really do he with this one Oar.

From the imaginative state, you tell an image. The director
instruct., you to focus upon the sight of your telling. If you become
fully absorbed in the sight, voice, and moven.,_-nt of your telling and
in the director's coachings, Your concentratio., usually causes you to
lose sight of the semicircle, of the room, of any physical world about
you, or you see it in a blinkety-blink way. The director may even
coach, "Keep your eye on 'it,' rather than on the director or the
semicircle, Your e\clusive concentration upon your telling usualiy
attracts the clear listening of the others in the semicircle, which
SkiggCS LS the presence of an Internalized Listener to which
director relates with coaching, an important point in researching the
composing process.

Oral telling in a Story 1.-Voik,ihop class eh iers from ordinary
speech. it draws upon -speech, and certainly it draws directly upon
physical yoke, but \mil cannot ordinarily achieve the imaginative
went. or the imaginative state of mind of telling by discussing or
talking or speaking conversationally about something in fact, udg-
mental discar,,sion and -sharing- discussion too) not properly timed
undercuts the imagina tiye-analytic state of mind, though at the right
time it nay point toward it, Ihe Story Workshop director instructs
parta,ipa, 1, to save discussion for an appl Ua Hy 1 he

procest; that would not have continued if the discussion had dccurred
answers the par-tit:wants' questions.

VVriting differs from speech and from oral telling, but writing at its
clearest and most effective proceeds from physical Voice, from the
immediacy, e\traordmary precision, and variety of physical voice
(including gesture). lYriting iS an etension of _,icing; and voice into
another medium with important differences c',1 possibility and de-
velopment that nevertheless appear to gain content and quality front
the t-iiiiirces. Oral telling, as practiced in a Workshop class,

physical voice into another medium where it can be oppre-
. fed by a reader.

H.,, Workshop director cannot he simplistic about what he or
she does, because the Story Workshop method draws upon all the
sources of creamitY and intelligence. Flue director should grmk/ Ti3

awareness of the ways that the my'riad nklin. and risings of
perception and voice repeat themselves from one person to the next
and vet come as a surprise and as an vent with unique ,character
'sta.'s for each person. `lhe authority, guidance, and acceptance of the
director, joined with emerging leadership in the semicircle, generally
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assure the achievement of the imaginative learning process. Usually a
"leader- emerges in a group of twelve to eighteen people, or a
combination of persons evolves that acts as leader.

In a Story Workshop class, everything that happens is potentially
of use to the director, the individual participant, and the group. Thus,
the principles 9r "rules" are valid when the exceptions to them may
also be valid, at some time, in some place, with some person, and
potentially with every person in every time and place. At the same
time, the contradiction is valid in relation to the basic principle. As
director, you become more aware of a complex process as you
incorporate the principles, make them your own, and use them in
your own way.

The director's phrasing and timing of instructions obviously
suggest principles and directions for writing-telling effort. You devote
a variable amount of time to each part of the Story Workshop format.
to oral word exercises, oral telling, oral reading, and in-class writing
exercises. At any moment, when seeing, when the imaginative state is
present in the group, the director can choose to move the class into
telling or writing or reading. The director may ask for a few shor
images evoked by the words given inOne-Word. But almost certain
the director and the class move on to explore other word exerci
Each exercise radiates with multiple purposes. A Story Works op
director never does anything for only one reason.

The `ink e-a-Phice or Place-Object-Verb E.tereise

The workshop usually plays Take-a-Place after One-Word. Th use
of at least One-Word and Take-a-Place is an essential foundation _or
the session. Take-a-Place requires three or four points of concen-
tration and accomplishes many things at once. Usually the director
instructs an. individual, or all of Civa individuals in the semicircle,
'Take a place. See a place, a place you know, a place you imagine, a
place you remember, but in any'case a place you Right now! See
it! See an object in the place and give it! Look right at it and listen to
your voice as you give it!"

Lamp post wind chimes .. doll ...
The director chooses one student, because of the quality of seeing

and awareness of the student's object, to give objects from his or her
place one at a time: "The unqualified, unmodified object! Bridge!
Rather than broken-down Roman bridge! Because bridge allows each
person to see his or her unique imaginative sight of bridge." There
are useful exceptions to this rule, but the modified object usually
limits the participant's unique imaginative sights. It is usually

1C3
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stronger to proceed from the general, bridge, to the individual's
specific bridge.

The student chosen gives an object, say, "rni rror," and the persons

in the semicircle see their individual sight of mirror, and each in turn

gives a verb, response to it. "Mirror" is an object that attracts
iminediate cliché responses; but if coached well, it secures deeply
imaginative responses. In the semicircle listen to each verb response
from other participants before your turn, and see any sight sug-

gested by each response. You /keep your concentration on your own
sight of 'mirror '. at the same time. Then when your turn comes, con-
centrate on your "mirror," push away verbs given by direct association
with the object and with previous student responses, and respond

with a surprise verb from a deeper source. So that instead of
superficial responses to "mirror" such as reflect,.see, shine, distort,

waver, we get: float ...douse ...struggle ... tempt . .. envelop.
Such responses strongly suggest many imaginative and lingt;;istic

possibilities, which may be directed into tellings and writings or may
come to a writing result simply because the participants' seeing dur-
ing the exercise compels them. Take-a-Place helps many students
identify verbs and their functions, which leads to increased ability in

writing a sentence. It also increases the individual' - ,participant's
awareness of other people in the group, bringing the gi-oup into a
more unified effort. A more sophisticated version, Three-Instance
Take-an-Activity, may be used to develop Basic Forms patterns. \

The Three-Words Exercise

Now the director may move to oral telling or oral reading or writing;
but he or she may also move to other word exercises, perhaps to
Three-Words. The first time you, the director, introduce .the exer-
cise, you may begin simply by saying, "Give three surprise responses
in succession, pushing away direct associations each time, and let's

see what happens_" In subsequent attempts, mu coach the exercise
more closely and toward greater, more subtic results:.i"Give three
surprise responses, but seek, feel for, a connection, a Movement, of
underlying voice between the words if sense of underlying meaning.
There's something unique about the way the words.

I

of Melville,
Virginia Woolf, Faulkner, or any good wu trr follow each. ocher. Seek

the underlying voice that makes sense of everything else."
Many poetic and linguistic opportunities can be heightened in.

Three-Words: te-Jures, juxtapositions, alliterations, abd so on.
Three-Words emphasizes certain important principlesof rewriting-
other word exercises can be directed toward this goal tooso that

1
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the teller discovers that rewriting is retelling, responding with
living, seeing, perceptive feel for the telling-wri ting,

-May it over!" the director suggests, making a musical analogs
"Try for a different third response. Give the first two words full:
again, pushing away all direct associations, and respond from tha
underlying, deep sense of voice, following a movement from the firs
two words.'-,

So that: bugle ... silk . magic

becomes: bugle... silk tange Ine
Taiiscriite has more magic!

The sensory =Verb Exercise

In another word exercise called "Sensory-Verb," you, the director,
take suggestions from the semicircle of certain words specifically and
strongly suggestive of sensations. Or simply offer one yourself, such
as rrer °, sh/L,, shiver, bierrt, g lare, shimmer, whine, iicrid,

You p;i:k Yoi,t .roach a student to look down, concentrate on
llwee sensation suggested, on the abstract sense of the sensation, if

si hie, th a distance rceived between i t nd the perceiver in the
wer's mind. You tell the participant that you will coach him or
apply each sense to the sensation and respond each time with a

verb. (The participant performs the exercise on a level of responding
to the direct sensation too.)

-When you have a strong sense of sour, nod your head."
After a moment., the student nods.
Then the director coaches the student to "See it," "Hear it,"

"Touch it," "Taste it," "Smell it" in whatever order perceived to he
usefully s urpr: si ng, eliciting a verb response out of each sense before
moving to the next one. The directdr instructs the rest of the
workshop to do the exercise silently and later asks for some of their
silent responses to be given aloud.

A sequence for one participant concentrating on 'sour" en t:
wander ... pulse ...sparkle ...harden . tempt.

Objects may be user' instead of sensations; and other application's
of the exercise are apparent. The exercise strips clichd phrasing
from perceptions. If you can't get the right word or phrase in one
sense, go to another sense: "Hear the sunset," "Smell the sound."
Perhaps the sense of smell gives the seeing, perhaps touch gives the
sound.

The repertoire of word exercises (and their many variations)
includes pother important basic exercise called Individual/Verb-
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Action-Verb, but only a few word exercises can be carried out in any
one workshop session.

The )7-al reggae,,,

When you move the workshop into oral tellings, you may ask the
part icipants to give sights or images suggested by any words pre-
viously given in the word exercisesfrom memories evoked, from
dreams, from imaginative combinations, from anythingbut in any
case from the t gi twe moment of :;eez rig right now. In a beginning
workshop it a good idea to athieve quickly an understanding of
principles of the short image, of the rela tionship between some thing
and something else, of the man rocking in a rocking chair and the rain
roaring on the tin roof above him, and the man's lips twitching with a
-smile to himself." You, the director, use gestures to suggest the
spatial and other relationships in an image.

Viany simple directorial coachings alert the teller to basic princi-
ples of image and communication. Examples: "See it!""Listen to your
voice!" "Look a t it!" 13e. au-i it fire student looks at the director or at
anyone else in the sernicit or approval while telling, it diminishes
the sigh t and its sense of space. The vividness of seeing itself may

pull the student's eyes away from looking to the director for
approval.

Image Tell ings

Here a woman tells from the suggestion of the word pholosniph
wood!, sits on .1 sofa with an album in her lap, looking

at a snapshot. I Gest ore of holding the snapshot between thumb
and first finger rather delicately.!

much is happening. The diret -hes: -What do fast
sal IP

Through the open indcaays of the living room beside her comes
the of fcrtilfer lust spread on a neighbor's lawn.

The sense of seeing and space and life in the growing image plea-
santly startles the rest of the workshop because now they k'e it too.
The director coaches the teller: 'Give a sound far away and a sound
close in:-

A mixer is going; in the kitchen wherce t he girl's mot her is mixing
a cake indt 1st) through the open window,i. .,)mes the sound of
a bus stopping at the corner of the street 1e, Its warm. The
girl takes a breath, blows it out carefully }gesture of small a with
lipsl, and t urns the page of the album.

%
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The q alto simple telling reache, a moment of suggestive mystery any
emotional tension. The director may ask, "What's in the photo
graph?" Perhaps the student continues it in writing, perhaps i

suggests something else in principle and in content to others in th,
semicircle. A man responds:

A cemetery and, at the end of it, a Budweiser sign flashing on
and off IThe teller gives two important gestures, one to
indicate the end of the cemetery from his point of view and the
other, an opening and closing of his hand, to indicate the flashing
of the sign on and off.I

In order to evoke different kinds of short or long images, th(
director. may ask for images or objects from a dream, objects from
childhood, objects you can hold in your hand, and so on.

Here ore a few examples of different kinds of coaching that help
accompli_., perceptual discovery and the words that tell it:

A young woman, very emaciated, very thin, lies underneath
sheets in a hospital bed. A man, sitting in o choir beside the bed,
holds her hand in both his hands. She's dying

The teller, an older man, begins to take a vague, summarizing
approach. The director coaches, "What do you touch, smell, hear?"

Her hand feels cool, not right to him. She's talking constantly,
aral her voice is weakening. The smell of ether is strung, every-
where, in the corridor, in the room. The man feels desperation . .

The director. coaches: "Where does he feel it physically?"
He Peers numb, pain in his stomach, he can't think of any right
responses to her. He's most conscious of her voice getting
weaker and weaker.

The director may ask for short sights suggested by a sound (or by A
smell, or a touch, etc.). A short "sound image" such as that of "blood
dripping into a face howl" may become a longer image.

"Stand back away from it. Let it expand. Sec it. What happens
next ?

Longer Tellings What Happens Next?

A longer telling that was eventually written:

Lyndon Johnson goes into his bathroom in the Whin? House with
a towel wrapped around his waist, carrying the hoc le phone,
which is at welled to a long wire. It goes with him everywhere he
goes. He puts the hot -line phone down

The gesture of carrying the phone gets the teller into Lyndon's point



of view, with a strong suggestion of earnestness and the sligh tly
helpless bumbling that goes with it. In the telling the audience seas
Lyndon from the outside and also identifies with his point of view,
and the laughter is that of recognition.

-See it! The hot-line phone! Where does he put it?'

He puts it on a small platform clamped to the tub. He unwraps
the towel and steps into his big bubble bath, sinking down with a
sigh I the teller gives a gesture or suggestion of bodily expression
with each sightl. And the phone rings. The hot-line phone
rings ...

The teller looks at once surprised and cot ma !iced. The direaor
recognizes the look and knows that the teller hears and sees the
phone ringing. The director coaches: Keep going, Let it happen. See
it and let it happen."

Lyndon gc.das it and the receiver slips out of his bubbly fingers
and falls- into the bath I the workshop laughs'. Ile scramblesoni,

is knees in the tub and saws the line up and down, pulling the
receiver up.

The teller stops, with a wild look, and again the director coaches: "See
it. Let it happen. Keep going.-

Fie cradles it to put it to his e.: 'the teller crouches slightly in his
chair to suggest LI31 on his in the tub and looks down at the
receiver. seeing it from outside LAI' and also taking; I.I3Ts point
of viewl and bubbles start coining out of the earpiece. He
can't hear what the message is. It must be important. It's the hot-
line. Fle stares at a bubble puffing up and when the bubble breaks
a couple 01 words come out: it, Another bubble
breaks. .\ vie of more words: -... you, tv1r. President!" nut
now then. are many bubbles piling out of the earpiece, and the
message is fragmented. 1 starts poking with his finger to break
the bubbles and get the message taster and inure coherently ...

(The complete telling can he read in Play I in FA: Airy IVorkAop Kea(
IColumbia College Press, 197ol, in which some participants _writing
from Story Workshop classes are collet ei.1.)

In fact this telling was a retelling, or a reformulation and a
retelling of piece of writing about LBI in a room made of peanut
brittle. The student had come in late from staying in the college's
typing room to finish the piece about LK Sharp with him for being
late, the Story Workshop director pointed at him for a telling just as
he bent to sit down in his chair, gaining the impact of the unbalanced
moment. Radically different from the original writing, and wonder-
fully more imaginative, this telling illustrates the use of going to the
imaginative sources for reformulating aped rewriting and of the use
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of the oral Story Workshop exercises in exploring retelling oppor-
tunities.

The director usually instructs students to tell orally in the third
person and in the present tense. In conversational tellings in every-
day life, people frequently use the pt-v.,,ent timi,e unconsciously to
communicate with immediacy. For instance, a well - known linguist
said to me on the phone recently. Uhere I ant, riding along 55th
Street on my bicycle and a man opens his car dour in front of me and
sends me ass over tea cup .. .

A Vietnam telling: a patrol, crossing :f river, receiv,es fire; and then
ten minutes later, walking through elephaii t grass ("when seven men
have walked single file through elephant grass, there's a path "), the
sergeant sees a couple of quick movements around a hooch. The
teller kept slipping into the first person and past tense and losing the
distance, which made the seeing possible in the third-person present
terv4,.j When the soldiers reached the hooch, they found an opening,
with steps cut in the dirt, of a bunker dug beneath it, probably
containing the people who had fired on them. 'The director coached
the teller frequently and vigorously to make the effort to stay in the
third-person present tense.' When the medic squatted by the opening
with a Vietnamese-English card in his hand and shouted down into
the bunker for the people to come out, there was no answer. He
tosses a CS grenade into the bunker, and smoke drifts up through
the opening and through holes in the side of the hooch, revealing
firing holes for weapons that the soldiers had not seen until this
moment. Now sounds come from down there, coughing, sniffling, a
baby crying ... Two participants in the semicircle reacted strongly
(and almost immediahly at this point) against the telling, trying to
stop it because they realized the soldiers would "frig" the bunker,
and there would be -just meat down there." Strong "breakthrough"'
material in almost every workshop will be experienced ambivalently
in some way by some participants even though its reverberation_
eventually aids their writing progress.

The teller depended upon the director's use of authority, and upon
the supportive listening of others, to make it possible for the telling
to continue, For the imaginative state of mind to be present. Most of
the workshop participants listened raptly and were moved by the
profound ambiguity of their feelings of recognition in hearing it.
Many such Story INorkshop experiences suggest research into writ-
ings where the group decides the content and quality and into
writings where the teacher-director exercises permission and au-
thority that extends the range of the content_ and ouality.
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Dream TellingsWhat Happens Next?

In dream tellings Story Workshop coachings also emphasize third-
aer5on present tense in order to achieve immediacy and the distance

If seeingof being able to seeand the permission to let the dream

aoppen fully and perhapS trigger a longer imaginative movement.
The teller may write it in first, third, second person and probably

write in the common -narrative" tense, the past tense, even if the
aral telling was in third-person present tense.

A mon is looking earnestly, with a sense of danger, for the
"unreal" object in a cluster of objects on a desk in front of him.
Feller gives eve movement of mon checking out the objects.'

Pencils. Blotter. Ink bottles: Clock. Paperweight. A rock of
pencils I le's got to find the object that looks like a real object but
is in fact the guise and hiding place of some other kind of being.

That ,was as far as the dream went, and the teller appeared to be

finished, The director sensed the potential dynamic of a story.

"Concentrate on this sight now, and let a new sight develop.'" This

instruct ion can introduce the "What happens next?" principle clearly,

lie reaches out suddenly and picks out a yellow pencil 'the
gesture is precise: the man holds the yellow pencil in his left hand
while he gets out his knife with his right handl and with the
point of his knife slits the pencil down the side, down to where
the lead would he, but instead out owes the guts of the hidden

being...,

The director asks out of his Lawns otiosity (an important princip
well - trained coach MO "How does he know that an object is unreal:

I le knows, he knows-----ah, he finds them by smell, they have lost
a taint smell of burnt hair. You would flunk, to look at it on the
shelf of the cupboard, that this is just an ordinary can of paint

thinner

Abstract Telling Li \ ercises

Manv oral telling and writing ex "s(,:s move not from the specific

impression but from the general and the abstract, from concept and
form and principle, to t he imaginative event, These include such

generals as monsters, Person- Action-Verson, Person-and-Object,
imaginary t,ocieties, parody or retellings of strongly defined basic
forms which incorporate a clear sense of address, I-you or small

g p-vou (folk talc), What's-r he-story - about' and so on. Specific and

general approaches are not mutually' exclusive. They work very well
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together. It broadens and heightens the potential of a class t-) use
both.

When introducing an "abstract exercise, the director usually
devotes some time to talking about the principles of the exercise and
giving a few concrete examples. The "abstract" word exercisesand
the other abstract exercisescan be directed into highly imaginative,
profoundly felt oral telling or writing. The abstract exercises "bridge"
from the general to the specific, just as the Story Workshop exposi-
tory steps usually "bridge" from reading to oral telling to writing.
(The latter transition requires a separate, full discussion.)

"See the monster at work!" the director coaches, "See him getting
somebody!" In monster and other imaginative tellings that proceed
from "abstract" or "general" suggestion, perceptions of common
naturalistic and realistic relationships of all kinds become vivid and
precise. "See what the monster sees! See it from his point of view!
What happens next?"

The director's coachings enable the teller to get into the point of
view and to see it so that the audience can see and respond to it, Vivid
monster tellings occur: the toilet monster, the fishing lure monster,
the sidewalk monster, the garbage monster. Most students also write
strongly during a "monster" session.

Sortinws in the writing the teller goes back in time to explain
how the image occurred, instead of letting the central, catalytic image
genera te the movement of the imaginative event. In the writing of
the telling, the piece comes alive whey, it reaches the material of the
original telling bit then does not go 11,?yond it. A common error is to
spend the writing effort in trying to explain how the image came
about, its prior history, rather than to go with the energy and
movement, although there are occasional exceptions to this nearly
general rule. (See "The Stalk of the .vVisconsin Squonk" in The Shrill
1Vrk.41101, for a story where the ending image was the catalytic
one told orally in a Story Workshop class.)

Pre n-Class IV -ititt,:

Directly after the general oral telling period, the director may lead
the group into an in -class writing exercise, but perhaps the director.
readsand has a few participants reada strong passage or story
first, particularly in a beginning class, to accomplish the connection
of oral telling to reading and writing. This reading gives an imme-
diate experience of an imaginative event where all principles of
seeing and telling come together. The in-class writing also be
done toward the end of the class after the longer reading period. ff
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lone directly after the general oral telling period in the middle of the

:lass, more time may be devoted to reading some of the writings
aloud. The reading aloud of the in-class writing to the immediate
audience frequently carries the students dynamically into the full
writing process.

A specific telling exercise may be used for or may lead into the in-
:lass writing, or a specific reading may be explored for writing
possibilities. Dreams, events, or memories may be specifically as-

signed. Or the director may suggest that the students take some-
thing from the word exercises or the oral tellings or perhaps
something the students didn't get a chance, to tell that still feels
strong to them. The director can put a short time limit on it ("Five
minutes!") or let the writing go for a longer period, Over the period
of a school term, the director may begin extending the in-class
writing and "readeback" period, because in this exercise everything
discovered in the class moves readily into writing.

The director usually coaches the in-class writing in ways similar to

the coaching of oral telling: "See it and tell it to the paper." "Get the
sense of telling it to someone right at the beginning," "Let your pencil
be an extension of your voice, an extension of your seeing." "Listen

to your voice, for your voice.- "See the imaginative event. Let it
happen," "Write- not knowing necessarily what's going- to happen
next. Write knowing some of what happens next but not necessarily
all or any of it." "Tell it as fast as you can, as clearly as you can, as
fully as you can. We'll read some of them here in the class." You
change your instructions to meet just about any contingency or point
of writing concentration. You seek to gain and enforce a focus of

concer tration without proscribing any possibility.
You may coach participants to change points of view from first to

third person or third to first; to switch from ore character's to
another's point of view; to perceive "catalogues" or sequences of

objects or actions; to change tenses; to change forms; and so on. You

may coach for just about any principle essential to the form or
address or development of almost any kind of writing. You may coach

students to keep on writing when they try to stop.
Often students will come to write readily and capably in class,

while they still resist writing alone outside the class. The state of
imaginative seeingan integrated readiness of voice, movement, and

seeingmakes the in-class writing more accessible to the student,
This "habit" of welcome and readiness begins to develop alongside,

and to penetrate and break up, the "habit" of resistance. (This
welcome-resistance attitude toward the activity of writing maypique

the interest of certain researchers,)
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The tasks that one perceives, sets, accepts, discovers for onesel
bring about the greatest realization of one's abilities. The Stor
Workshop method should facilitate and, provide a context for sucl
choices.

In the in-class writings, many minority students first test thei
vernacular, their cultural content and attitudes. A young black write]
told, the director that he looked around the semicircle and in hi!
mind's eye and ear tested persons in it for their reactions to word!
arid phrasing in his in-class writing,

Because Of the heightened concentration of the Story Workshor
period, and because of the director's coachings and the anticipation of
immediate audience response, the,in-class writing most frequently
shows perceptual and linguistic discovery before the writing that the
student does outside of class and hands in weekly to the director.
When these in- class writings are read aloud in cla'ss, the effectiveness
of the Story Workshop audience reveals itself, contributing a thrust
to the group's and the individual's progress. Here the students
discover, and the director makes explicit, the connections betwe'en
the work performed in the oral exercises, the reading aloud, the.in-
class writing, and the writing done outside the class. Usually students
accomplish their first breakthroughs in the oral telling exercises,
next in the in-class writing exercises, and then in the writing done
outside of the Story Workshop class.

The In-Class Oral Reading

The director devotes fully one-fourth to one-third of the class period
of four hours to reading aloud, coaching the students toward a clear
reading experience. In the reading chosen for this period, and in the
assigned reading, the director keeps before the students a wide
spectrum of writing possibilities and forms, of different voices and
kinds of seeing,stories, poems, factual pieces, novels, scientific
observations. You select readings that demonstrate that nothing
human i alien to writing. You select readings that guide a particular
development of the class, theme, or goal.

Few students know that the reading aloud experience can be
tremendously stimulating, enjoyable, instructive, replete with dis-
covery possibilities. The director's own reading aloud to the work-
shop communicates strongly every level of his or her appreciation,
excitements, and perceptions. The students also read aloud, coached
by the director, and if possible, particularly iri beginning classes, each
student reads aloud each session. In the oral reading the students
hear their votes join the many voices of the corrimon English
language. Initially the student probably reads aloud too fast, and the
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quality of the imaginative went of even the finest writing becomes
dim and hurried. In order to achieve the discovery of the ways of
telling a story in the student's perception and voice, and the discovery

of the student's voice and seeing too or coaches the
reading.

The chapter "St ...tiers an excellent

example for in-Liass reading at principles of seeing

and telling conic togelet. c hr eat first hands the book to a
student chosen probably for ciponsiveness, though you obviously
want everyone to read aloud.] he student takes the director's chair in
the front of the semicircle, which brings about a heightened-sense of

audience, and the director takes the student's chair in the semicircle,

so that the director coaches the reading from the vantage of listening
to it from the semicircle's outside point of view. Or the director may
pos..; the book to a student in the semicircle and have the student
address the reading to another student in the semicircle, "Dear so=

and-so . to develop primary awareness of the sense of address_
"Read each word, word after word, see everything there for you to

see objects, people, actions, everything," the director ,cache". "Give
each word fully, listen to the story in your voice.-

If to Starbuck the apparition of the Squid was a thing of
to Queequeg it was -quite a different object.

-When you see him 'quid," said the savage, honing
harpoon in the bow of

"See it! Everybody see him honing, his. harpoon in the bow of the
boot! And slow-w-w-w down!"

honing his harpoon in the bow of his hoist 1 boa

quick see him "parm whale."
The next day was exceedingly still and sultry,

"then you

"'Ever ,or-d! Exc-c-ceeding s-s-still and r.- s-- sultry. Read each word!"

.
and with nothing :)0;1,11 le, engage them, tin- l'equod's crew.

coulij hkrdly resist the spell of sleep induced by such =

-That's it! Slow -w! Listen to the voice of the story in your i:oicer
director makeis a gesture to indicate something of how the stud
can listen to the story in his or her voice. "Listen to it as if from
outside!

iced by s.ltch a vacant sea, For tins part ()I the Indkin
(..rhean through which we then were ovaging is mit what
wholemen c}ill i lively ground; that is, it actor Is fewer glimpses
of porpoises\ dolphins, flying fish, and other vivacious Ln_iii/ens

of more stirring waters, than those off the Rio de Id Plato, Or the
io-shOre ground oft Vern.
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The director coaches to nphosize principles cif image and movement
and to gain the catalytic imaginative power of the audience's listen-
ing. In this passage you may coach for perceptive heightening of the
sibilants and give an undulating gesture for the heightening of the
prose rhythm.

it was my turn .ot stand at the foremast-head; and with my
shoulders leaning against the slackened royal shrouds, to and fro
I idly swayed ....

"Everyone see Ishmael holdirx onto the shrouds .(you stretch out
your arms in a gesture to give the image of Ishmaell and see the ship.
rocking (you give a rocking gesture with your hand) so that the masts
sway [give a gesture of masts swaying!, and Ishmael sways back and
forth with his outstretched hands gripping the shrouds ..."

The director's firm insistence in coaching makes the achievement
of the seeing and voice of the story possible.

to and fro ! idly swayed in what seemed an enchanted air. No
resolution could withstand it in that dreamy mood losing all
consciousness, at last my ,

"Exaggerate it! Exaggerate everything you see, feel, perceive!" This
instruction usually heightens voice and image. SometimeS exag-
geration parodies the story in ways rich with recognition and
discovery. Usually it expands and gives variety to awareness of the
seeing and the voice.

soul went out of b my body still continued to

The director concentrates on listening to the story, and your coach-
ings enhance the developing spell. You ma.v whisper your coaching,
gesture with your hands.

The class continues, with perhaps two or three more students
reading aloud, and completes ari exciting experience of the telling of
the killing of the whale. Much conies clear about how-to-do-it
writing too, the function of gesture in oral telling and in writing, how
the whalenien chased and killed the whale, the sense of movement
and imagery that tells what the people are doing.

The director should realize the necessity of repeating and varying
these basic instructions with each reading and with each reader in
every class period to make sure that the students achieve a height-
ened, clear experience of the reading materials.

For students well-trained with affected voices that prevent them
from perceiving the story and hearing its voice, "Let your voice alone!

1
-.,1
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See and hoar the story in your voice and let your vo .(lone! is a

principled instruction.
You frequently encounter a student attitude that the coaching

must be intended as a -corrective,- and the student -shrinks, freezes,
ilts, and generally resists the coaching until he or she realizes that

the director aims the coaching to bring _forth a potential that
always va rv. In quality of impact, rather than to correct the reading
some imp,)ssible, known "standard," You may find many ways to
reach o more positive attitude in such students.

Basic coachings are: "Read each word, word after word. Give full
value to each word." "See if," "Listen to your voice." "Listen to your
voice as it from the outside." "Listen to the story in your voice."
''head each word, word after' word, and trust that the sentence will
end, will come to its own end," (This instruction often enables
students to make sense of passages with complicated sentence
structure.) "lie aware of what is happening right of the moment in
the story as you read IC rust that the sentence will have its own
shape, rhythm, movement, end, without imposing an end to it."
"Exaggerate it." "Slow-W-W-W. Slow-w-w-w. Slower. Slow." Many
coachings will direct concentration towards specifics in the story: "See
the footman drinking from the glasses!" -Listen to tl-u repetition of

the esses!
More deniandinl reading e\ercises are I--<oggerote, monotone) and

dreamy-slow, performed !a succession. It's easy for most p,irticipants
4o exaggerate the perceptions and voice of a story when reading
aloud. 1.1olia!,,tie and ifrrurr 4tITO are demanding trance-like reading/
exercises. Some participants hate found elayetrah: and pnanotiini: to be
keys in the discovery of voice and rnOvement in writing too.

The Story tVorkshop oral reading may writing, may
stimulate the participants' writing impulses. instance, the pas-
sage of Richard killing the kitten in 13/thk lloy evokes similar yet
unique memories for nearly everyone, Vivid writing discovery may

occur directly after sit reading. Students Mar also he guided to
generality and than 1114 from their generaluation to othcr specific
(Tnts. If we read hakes 'Mc l\leutal .1raveller," the
trtln print ipH leods someone to write, is a young voman did, of an
old mon +. I:Igoe, to a retrigerotorand takes out chocolate covered

ruic:- cols (hocolole-coered earlobe. As he eats, he
grows voilogi

rol I t H (lit troctlrt't' of rehitioiiships and mow._

Mont ire a story write attothcr story. f he universal

pl'rnt I0 (.oyol`,-, I he Ni is so clew: that the port of the body
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that f1r comes separated and audaciously independent can be the head
hands, eyes, voice, or the body itself. Frequentl....F it's most product-we
to e\plore such possiblImes in oral filings first, then carry them into
writing. This kind retelling is imaginatively powerful and calls
upon of the writer's resources. The form of a story or poem or

r piece of writing can also be effective in eliciting an imaginative
Lilt and suggesting a Way for it to be told. Form possessc, a power
itself for catalyzing and organizing perceptions.
iutaposed reo,lings from literature can be used to compare

approaches and evoke discovery of the similarities and differences in
time-distan,e relationships, points or view, meta-

Hoy oil,' simile, JO !event VOit:L.--IIILI the like.

.ind r

r ontstiv reading ,".4 writing assignn its
Assign hoops and pieces to be read, some of which will be read
in the (loss. It is important that the assigned readings be engagi
demonding of :-talent copocity, illustrative of felling-writing
pie and possess the quality of eliciting the students' impulses to
..y rite, In Story 1Viirkshop practice, hunreds of readings have been
found that meet there requirements and work with teachers ond
students of dif tering personalities and backgrounds. Theise readings,
though not cirrently anthologized, should be treated as a library
providing the most likely engagement of the students' seeing and

'I hr ,ontent, range, kind, and variety of assigned readings

I he three :Or efltAllirdgeS OW students tc write every week. You ask
then, to finish writings sio ied in the m-closs writing exercise, to
write dreonis. erg tits, at tempts at stories, images, poems. observa-
tions, paya's of words and image tellings, or any other kind of writing
Hot seems oppropriote.

loin osk students to ',eel) a journal. It should be .1 private journal,
ond it iv find that the strongest for is in their
mind, when they find whirl they are willing ant r willing to put

the journal. Io regard journal writing as put writing cuts the
into pieces and dinnni,:Thes the possibility that the

tonal o. r luny, ma\ be valuable and 1111p1Cle in and of itself. A
11 instill, lion no -1\11(1) y01.1 Write in the journal, try to write in

, on ' ,ententes much of the time. Raise your effort that much!"
II het litens the discovei v proay;s in journal writing if we e\pect its
...iuoHy to have the .true degree of seeing, perception, and e \press nn
os ,t It oth,r lot ni of WrIll -11112 director asst. to see ports of the
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irnil !h.7t the student is willing, to shot\ osl,s stuJertts to read

eud from their journols iii the' (Al hive or tour sessions,

'itch o voi lett' of iourn,i1 ryaJings Ur, heighten t11( quilt,, of

in the student )ournols livi,;hten the students` tt riling in

nerol. I i-cquelitly the students' iournol possoges will he and

II ot while their more tornial [villains or.d

konicni, et IAA t, voRy, ,cc uiy: "Itql t,ht,LI/Li 1,L,;nt t,ui alit'

Hon nttteen the onid the formal writing.

In in-ars, oral troth IOUt111k, 111±1 ,11,14C, ttt

rssae= to rea,1 ,cloud ticquently shoo less quality thon the second

\11 \ ilt'f (Ai chrc( 1_1(%4in ol,,serve tliot o

urines .111,1 sense of risk ihout thou!' ,tr,.ngths mikes student put

rixord thy l sir° "rlit,irt first. 111a, t t, t osionollv asked students to

[Ay o Choice for a 1':ivil,t1 reading, :mid vi11 made I ..isk thorn to

(hoici...!nd then to look the two and t.tk the risk. of

the -strongvi- one. Noir should usuollv 11.1vc secon,i round

t reodingi:". In 111LIIVIL11,1.111.011fl'IL'Ilt:L'S with teachers who are not fully

inetl or e\pciiciii..I.A you fretfuently see thai the idirc,-tor-tea her

irk s the -lesser- thoite iron). o student's folder of vrc.ings. rho

ropensity of many students mid teilL hers to make il::: -lesser-

iloicemil its effect upon the quality of et tort ,turf writing achieved,

n.ite, research. l'See Lliscussion of tl'OCIIL'I =I l't 10:11011 In tht :412C:10t1

"'leseark-h l'o.,sibilities." This (-onstitutet: part of the re search

about the impact upon student writing if the tcAcher't-,

bilitt to reco:gifi/e good tyriting, and the limits neLessor,' to ithieve

I he oral tllings r possihdities for I ident to explore iti

vriting and frequentli; result in complete stories or .thee pieces of

vnting. the participants should be guidt,i3 into ,truggle to

liscovc" and develop their voices and their copocii tuition

lftiu read the student's writing handed in to voi. %vi

lulu, and for directions, for moments of presence, ,y,, clarity,

nsight, miaginotion. You keep the .student's work for the entire term

n irt.ler to hove an overview of it and to plan the .n-closs reading, of

itudent work and the one-to-one tutorial conference,,
that many tear hors of writing spend in ret.'-pencil etlitrtug

,tudent: writing Is ci:n.ot alwoys niory prod)., tively spent in one-

-one conferences. You osk. s student to rewrite o piece when the

ssibility of imagv, voicy, movvment, iron pry.sence is disc ornible in

t. You eiw,iurage studvnts to move on quit;kly to other writing

rather thar attem; r to rewrite pieces with,' :t lift' in them. 1 lowever.

most writing is re, ltinv in one lorm or another.
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The rkshop approaches to rewriting can be used in theclass and .1 the one-to-one tutorial conference, of useful, percep-tive approach to rewriting can be include You find that you go tothe sources of seeing, voice, and sense of movement and form to
retelliresenseireformulateirewrite a piece, even to ma .,e the mostsophisticated leaps of form, timing, and expression.

Thc Rrading t ktritill

Student writings are read aloud at the ,.rst sign of life in the writing,and a portion of most class periods is givi_ n to such reading, a portionth should ic::rease in the course of a term, You should not wait fora perfect piece of writing. You should begin by the third week.Here you select and identify the responses of seeing and voiceemerg ;ft, in the !icess and begin to identify effective writing and.'bring it before the class. The students sec and hear their ot,:i writing
and perceive the response of the others in the semicircle. They hearand see the work of other participants. Recall emphasizes strengthsand clarity of all kinds in the students' writings, and the directorusually deliberately avoids a critique discussion. (Specific exercisessuch as Recall-and-Comment and Recall-and-Question develop cri-tique capacities with imaginatc.'e impact./ Here the capacity of theimmediate audience to appreciate, discriminate, recogniz, react insome way to what happens in writing comes through clearly to thewriter. Also, tiv!- iminediatelv responsive audience arouses deepirimulioes and eagerness to tell and write.

It is best to err on the side of ;trading, too much student writingrather than too little. As the school term proceeds, a writing
momentum builds from the eynamic relationship of the participant-wri er to the audience.

Ethinis I At

The ending Recall--"See it again! Tell it as if it's h.ippening rightnow!" can be one of the richeA, must emoyable times in a StoryWorkshop class, a time in which much reinforcement further dis-covery occur, and the director and the participants experience a in.ityof out and result. The director should usually set aside o certaintime for the ending Recal' ',t;'ec. the earlier description of theexercise.)

The A Wilt

A principal Story Workshop tutorial exercise is that of the lox _aposed
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Readings. You take, let's say, the page from each of three, four,
five, or six of the student's pieces and arrange those first pages in an
order designed to heighten and thus help you and the student explore
pa',terns and emerging Ir latent strengths. You may not always see a
pa tt-,,,rn and you can Use the Juxtaposed Readings to find whatever is
thef. Then ask the student, "Read to me as to an audience, as to the
workhop. Listen to your voice, and see what you pick up that comes
through particularly clearly." Here you may enumerate the kinds of
lin-ags that von mean or you mar simply ay, ''what comes through

pa ,culauly clearly for AMU reast 0. After the student reads the set of
fir -.t pages ir succession, you ask him or her to point out and read
aloud the "particularly clear" sights, phrasings, passages, and the like
that he or she recognized. You may have students bracket with a
pencil those passages that come through more clearly than what's
around them You may ask c :her questions that are guided discovery
(west:out; for you and the dent Then you select second tar third
paget,: from the same pieces to be read in succession, then ending
pages. Many combinations are possible depending upon the student's
work and the di ,tor's pereeLhou of it, in fact, you will °wet ience
the best results if vt use the Juxtaposed Readings exercse as a
method of discovery for youe _ r'i and the student.

Be a.--va-e of the language you and the student u.,:e to identify the
better pasages. You may find !hot he more developed writer, when
he or -she says "I like sh :h and pas:-=ap,c identities accurately
tho-,0 ,as sages that cone tl arncilarly clearly" of "more
-learly" 'n that n,4e or But minly students

say, "I like ..." In Jis-
courage:nent, uncertainty, and confusion, they declare, "Well, I 1,_-,'"t
really like am-thing here!'" led' ing it up to you. So it is crucially
important th.!: you coach most students: "I ask for what you
think you life or don't like. I aeki for what comes through 'parti-
cularly H,t.ar',y' or 'mote clearly' in your voice, ir your seeing, while
you're reading it aloud to me. And anything ese at all that you pick
up, anythin,d you remember, anything that 11,-:ppens in your mind as
!,ou ar :thing you notice.- Then many st idents begin readily to
identify their better writing accurately. You iti then roach them to
move their effort in that direction.

To be able to -;et up a luxtaposed Reading, you must yourself be
able to perceive the distinctions in the student's writings The
luxtaposed Readings Co ise permits you to guide the student to dis-
zoyery of certain matters determined beforehand, but :t most impor-
i,,ntly leaves the tutorial conference wide open to whr. t the student
ind you perceive in the course of the exercise, which of ten enhances
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and al :ers what ttc thertyl,e prepared, frequently tied
perk. Obi..:t the student 's work that ytiu simply conk! not have
found an other way.

During the, tutorial, t in take notes on the observations and
language the student uses t- talk about the material !.and about the
process and poten;:al of wr.t,ng `ion thml use th s:udent'5
own languageIdcl Mort= LVorkshop language to it, give the
stuuent your notes.

The lu \t.t,po,cd Readings essercise is a sensitive instrument, an
e-cplorotorc,, ci-scoyery exercise that can be guided to concentrate on
ever more 5nerifie matters and also on '.rider matters in the student's
writings.

'ion will who consistently
identifies .;cal loll
ref 01t111/0 htiSt that this .:,.-Ittern with o few students and

Id point out to them what von
hear as Weir --di-engtIn- and kift; hin,g tor HI( r=ecognition of
them. I his tclki-nvv of -sr;ine stnuents to :Hoke the let,: -r choice is
Similar t: other terns of student., teachers, and writers who put
tory:al-el lesser chol..es as their Intst choices. In the case of some black
studenL, it", easy to etylain t. y they pick flit passages it those tend
more towt.lrci :-;tonclarcl Ln,AIR,11, t', life more vivid passages use dialect.
'ion mot' coach the student to become mt,ce o ware of the relationship
or his or her voice to ---tandarci- English. In other case, a few
--trident`, we..krie is and which
u. ;gists another point for research. 1-(.1ority be used in place of

strength.,
Montt beginning writer-- and wi ters in gene,11--leave out of

their writing that %dud) most cleorimbiguous,
resonant, moving and me; hodft lease it out A tretinently
productive instruction: do von see, what are you aware
while reading the page al,od, that is part of the story but not in the
wntiiir, on the page:'"

III the tutorial conteren, ..nor tor rria ask
students how they about tvititM 'hat were the ideas, images,
IntiqVuon!-, alid feelings ton had tvhen you startec this piece: Ihen
the quest: get mop, specitic: lVhat elid you see, what was the first
imog that came to voC- If the piece bit.an in on oral telling, you
I1L1 1.1(',11111 whit Vitt:

Story 1,1orkshop y,vesture, and reading e cert.-Nes art'
used hy the director , ri intrial conferences too.

lVhen students aloud, with the cn,1i11mi ,end



gni:tome of the th fen. elt.'e Ie're' Int)Vellient of
Of ,111,1111: IA' 1 het' heighten their

peReptions of tvhat i,entent-e is. or pardgraph, or the gnrol orga-
nceof ion of a pite of writing;, .7t thy satite time thot they discover ond
hr .chteit it general ability to tvrite hen they read obscure,
toniused, inadequate, r awkward on.ii entious phrasings aloud,
with attention to .seeing lisfenini- to It in their voices, they often
find that these plIrosint_ts are not tellin,c, what Ih cally see or what
is really happening. Sometmies the stuLlent reohlit..t for a rich,
sti on;.- , ;kept-ion ot it.:ationsslup, and
pretentious, in-vhitvard phrasing, as a shorthontl out \plorotion
of 11.- not to 11 ,11t Rif of its moyen-o 'lot to be t_
whelnu'tl by possibility and unselected do l nil. t 1, e !stale tvov no
lose tontrol is to nlIrprt'SS .11111(tSi

Clic di. t ()i thti!,, IIi. tvriter never achieves
-.iii

nt'l(ii)111 sentence
Olt .lbetut in order to vont fase-therriselves show
if -on resistor-Hie to movemert in then v IVItit students

111, cluent tLIting,,p41 eodit fts, they usually resist
tvr sonic ases, sut.h sttidt_,itts try to control and ctn., urn-

movement to the point of virtually oreventing from Imppon-
lig. In t `.7111:11-\` -peer- tutorial pretront at (_ olumbio

olletzei in w.inkli atilviiii(etil writing studenrs are trained to use `_story
torksliop Itniques and co. Ise!, to tutor stn.:Awns severely tfefi-
lent Ii1 cciitine anti wilding, skills, these .students` .1d-fittilt:es in
rite "are' 11,11 rtflectet1 in their oral rt..ihtir thy,. ito,t,in to

Tad Ilion' idly, then- writing improves mid vice verso.
conversation, anecdote, discussion, or tAl11,111),;(' of inc ' kill I

:hit the te'ache'r pt:ri.:C11:4,-- tli be 11Hpfl11 IS part of the
-I 'it, --...tivery too 1:1 iiiiy the fl fi,. ill not

horoging. lust loot:oust, tilev ore not yet dis(oveied, certain
faints that lived to be don di..ti shoultil tlir et, nudge, fyaitle,

plow, do tvhotevr cv vork. to move students totvarta their
.tiength, anti the dist.o\ cry t.i e liuoly and _s.trettgths, (\int if Ifet],in to

1st rid grow alontfsitito the old 'ioidance, o HIM the'
artingth- moy if if:re tiequently thtisen.

'lour cspon.o your genuine e\citerni pleasure in the
tudents writings never he tvithheltil. :fludents '.:rite more'
old imprife I1 iiri in then[- cvi lung when the three tor it on at tilt ii i
ovemy, 'el. I lc in 'flume c\rti-; [1st+ ttl .1

voys. and tri , t ell, and show corn !II 111C ,inlotint
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and quality of writing produced be t etas_. 1ct :t te,tclaers step drld
tt:dents avant to stop) or regard themselves as satisfied at .1 point in

students development or in the writing of particular pieces
where they are actually just beginning to reach the story, the
potential of their seeing and their voice, the writing that they can
actually accomplish, The Story Workshop director should be able to
perceive when the student's partially successful expression and
"almost" performance are not the full possibility. The deficiencies of
many students in verbal skills training are quite enough of a problem
for the st! tents without adding a teacher's deep resistance to writing
and lack of awareness of writing and of writing possibilities and
priorities.

The Research Possibilities

iZeseark he might pay profitabic attention tea the ty.ay impl;dt
os.,umptions plirase, shore, and direct t us h

question. The field of the teaching of writing abounds with assump-
ncn,, often with little documentation for them. In many cases, the
implicit assumption of a question promises to be at least as worthy of
research as the qu-,.stion

Person ill the field repeat their questions about: the relationship of
spcireh to --riting with a wide ronge of assumptions. Some assume
ttttrllctliy that, since writing and gesture-eve contact- speech occur in
such ohvlow4 different media, there is no relationship bet IN:en
them; others that speech Loonects to writing in some way, but tney
ore uniiure of the eyidellce in their expeeience: while other writers.
teachers, and students find a demonstrable, productive connection
between the media of speech and writing.

This concern in the field is in part due to the of Story
wkshop experience, to the docuirf:ntation in Story orkshop

anthologies and literature, and to the increased attention given to the
method at professional conferences and in ter `f programs
and the literature of the fit ld. In order for this question to embody
Story 1 Vork5hoo thee-v, it sh,-ild he rephcosed: rather than the
via nonship of speech to 5110111(1 Stud the relationship of

oiir to writing, the e of physii.ol voice into another
ratediutaa that employ- L.vinhol, in print to enable another person to
recogni/e, ani! iceive the voice and its LornrnunicatioiL

In important ooin: I examination here is :he .-elo tuii.ship of the
ability to -hear- ,our vknce in writing to the develope of woir
ability to t. rice. your voice in writing requiii . on

U
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11,111/cd I 1,tt-t;er. t \tor irectorr- tocus effort on the
L1.- ,1,-er%. of oice otdd ulitin 7ritusing ,ind cievtoping c-op ocity to
hear it to feel it and to -listc.n to it and for it I his. ,no'.'

Inte,t-nollie.d -von- relation -hip. or, In1liledi,itt sense tit o Lkor.
receptive, ty,pon,,vc. oud.ence n yourself, Story
ti'tirh- lltit' t" ptdrienLe eortrin,docc tiiill rt Inc importance of this
rclotiemsfsiii in the process of c,mposirg, lc.,-,, dung to wvne It
of fers a molor efire.ction For ret.e.orch..AncLelotol intc.rview historie.s of
e.,,pe.rliditec.s iii tiedi,ng one's yoke.. lil w.riting coulel be, most hl,df

I he Jevelor rent Lit lute, Liste.rwr rlotc.s Liiri.vtlY to
the lie.ighfidnim. ctiet MO%

t71latlttn iii t', ritiic,. have hod an in sense
di the I: i i:Iridertect
1,111/e.LI )41t".1Lie anti on ocItside
,c.nsc..of esponsive intc.ryiev research could
it eoridue te,,J into comid,-,-11-::, vorious persons in the field of the
!caching tit triton by s tit audience- and by other simila r

term rf th(` iii n tory
.,hop Cot orv, p,11 t_ont,tin, the itInt non of persona.

A stllt)zy b. I of the each i. hit yorious minic.chote
operatin g oceoi ,,,ng to ekitc.rent n0tn of rides. l'he irrum.di-

itc. Story 1Vorksliop oudienye, could be tested, it :lolly different
otuatioris on Jifterent Age levek, And tornroreti tti Int-ArediAte Audi-

net; critical restIolie ri r,ernuttod. Other or .irate
'tiles ntight be tested Alw-o\ s the rese.rclu 's should look finolk to
he citiontit and eitio10 of writing produevcl.

A study could ols, mode. of the re.lotionship betv,-e.,,,ti the devt.1-
ot tbe 1 r !! t .'nse of the 1.-me,7 ...dte

tiefience' anti the sense. of .1 not -physicolly-rire',,ent, reoetin; audienc
must be in a Story t*Vorkslicy history writing

loss, o psye hiotrist neecied to hove. o foci: before, him in order to
viite so ho hk tI to by h,ng

fews de.e.s the. to fluor one's voice in writing and to listen
o it on.' to disc riminote ill its tvorkings manifest itself in children'
\Awn tVhot kind of ecitteationol ..pprooches and c\Fieri-
ners in out tit ,1.1001,j lIip It Alldt kind!, hinder Or prevent it.:
s there d no retiirn-in white otter which the
1,.-elopritent this eopovit- hdrdl it all or
t11 \' 11.1tiII,I,fat' StinA. 1 Veit !,shel, e\perienc-e sugges4.--, thot petililt-
ttailt the C,200(1 tv 10 Main V\ kite 111 lilt'. Are there
tiler ,.orly lit,, c.rience, essntIol itt the un,_It.r!ymg potential tti
see- imoyci... irlll tti heol.- one thief. which, it aceonipl,sheci
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early, bring about a point of no return or of diminishing rettir,s7
Does the range, variety, and intensity of fantasy play-life alocie and
with others, influence the capacity for perception and voice in telling
and writing? How do television and books differ in their influence on
the seeing in fantasy play -life'

Do children who crawl and explore freely and communicate r
with adults manifest a more responsive capacity the Internalized
Listener? More responsi% e than whom or what? Do children who
regularly climb trees, who explore and heighten their sens,,
balance and the challenge of motor response, see ima;--?ry with mare
clef and vividness and hear and use their voices with more facility
tha, children who do not Do they learn to read more readily?

These questions of attitudes about rhysical life, though they
appear to require corretot:on studies which have not been productive
in other fields, do challenge important stereotyped sociocultural
.-issunoptions about writing acrd reading. For instance, do suppression
and sublimation o sexual impulse w-..ovide more impulse and energy
for viraing Or do they actually diminish the capacities of voice and
perception, the impulse to write? The lives of many writers, such as
Tolstoi, Ibsen, Dostoevski, Yeats, Faulkner, Kafka, :::ioethe, suggest
that marriages and love affairs catalyzed important creative periods.
How does our "high culture's apparent exclusion of gestural and
other bodily nuance of verbal expression affect attitudes about
reading and writing and consequently affect., teacher-student
ticanships and the ability of students to learn to read and write? For
ion innova to,e researcher, such questions may be intriguing.
instance, a researcher might explore the relationship between pre-
cise, vivid gestural ability and the ability to perceive and --,stract
relationships, sequences, patterns, Gestures, for example, appear to
be frequently used to communicate the abstractions of physic.:; and of
technical diagrams.

You car hardly study "seeing- and "voice" in writing unless you
inclutF, ,:vrit;rig replete with "seeing." How does one research the

;ncorpora Lion of attitudes toward writing in various
kodary, and undergraduate school experiences?

A study ck,did be conducted On the effects upon writing skills of
the apparent dvasd:: decrease in oral reading by teachers and students
in primary and secondary s hook One could study classes in pi im.lry
and secondary hook where, for one group, a writing
"readback" period is set aside each day of thirty to forty-five minutes
while control groups go without such periods. In the first group, thQ
writing period and its results would be clearly ±e partite from ,ither
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-.-,.rbol skills teaching that may be tokint during the dav, One
iould also set up control groups testing basic forms of address against
more abstracte(4 ddlIt-l'SS. Several writing eN. pvriments could
be, conducted with such grouts: testing sent of immediate audience,

rnl and imagery, ,:nd c,f %%im, when read aloud, communicates
weft to the class. E\priments could be conducted with the

introduction of the following forms of writing into late primary ond
secondary cduc., don: journals, diaries, letters, storytelling, parodies
of story and (it iioetd forms with repeated salient patterps (folktales,
biblical tales, :ma do/ens, jump-rop rhymes, nursery rhymes, odes,
and ona I hese forms appear to rele,:se, and abet the cop,mtv
to hear, sense, feel, listen to one's voice land the shared cultural
eolk:e!

kti to rOtil the !,t,1 in:eilVite (when 0
=ut)t'osed to be approadung the act in writing) to the av nye state of
.vnting, I, a vrV e\perienced writer often !eels a dragging

iidance up to the toile of the engagement, release, and movement
d per, eptaiiiin and voiLe. 1 hen the resist-Juke turns Into t\'e'll
hen, with the w.iter putting one word at ter another, comes the

-e of being car: led along. For a few writers, it continues to be a
mink]] process. It eyhilarates others. Does the hearing of your voice

the voice of others cause your seeing and sense of movement? Or
the seeing cause the hearing of 'our voice? Or do both occur' Is
word that bodies forth the vision or the,yision that summons

he word and sense of movement:: Ho we see to solve or solve to see,
vluch effort appears to be spent in many writing classes on tr\ mg to

problems before seeing, tellim, and writing about them. btory
Vorkshop v.:pet-ler-ice-Ind that of mane imaAinative and
xpository pieces suggest th,it we both see to solve and solve to see
rid move from the to the general inch the general to the
pec'ihc separately and c,..,ni.urrently and that distortion of ability
(cyclop:i if both capacities, are not ,a,,tivelv \`e ter

natively in over to communica teind we communicate in or,lei-
o stimulate the imaginations of others.

Nlany primary and secondary school teachers undergraduate
ai,hers tool using the Stdiry lVorkshop method in their classes
(Tor,. that their young male titltdellh.. ettleOce strongly n writing for
he first time and show leader-ship in writing at, tivities omparative
tudies could he arranged on the hypothesis that certain methods of
aching eNclude aertam attitudes in miler maintain assumed
wired forth of --44101 order-, while tithe:- methods may be able to
!dude persons ;:.11 those attitudes. associated hypothesis imi,ht
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e that the teacher's method governs and enables students at least as
much as the- personality of the teacher_ Another study might be done
of the ways that the personality of the teacher enhances the results
of a teaching method.

The first "breakthrot for most students occurs in oral telling in
the class. Vhat obstacle is removed to cause this breakthrough,
enabling the tommunication of vivid imagery to the audience of the
Story Vork !,op semicircle? The ne,:t breakthrough usually occurs in

class, where reader class hear the reader's voice
with the \vice of the story breakthrough occurs in the

in-class \-;riting: ne\t, in wurnal done outside the class; then
in the writings done outside the h may be read and received
by th,:. audience in the clas! .es, lances or obstacles are

set aside, or men .1!: :0: cich cep of this process? Is it
one obstacle or avoidance-di ,nse pi JeSsiveiV broken down
and removed' Arc, the r, ,istar, 0-, and obstacles permanently
removed, or Jo they return, Ai e they :Tome in some situations
an_ : then welcomed" back !..),..es the removal of the
resistances to active, integrated state of seeing and telling, of
perceiving and writnN, carry over into the life of the student? I'm
suggesting that much 'in our so:H_tv works to create "avoidance
defenses" and encourages avoidance of activity and concentration.

The pressure or urgency of seeing something v. vidly, "of haying
_something to say, ppiars to be particularly catab, ice for learning
process, Story kVorkshop directors point their effort toward such
discovery, The "basic skills difficulties" many students no longer
constitute 5 1 1 1 1 1 a torn-Adable barrier to communication when this
vivid seeing, this desire to communicate, wells up s. t rongly. If the
teaching of writing read-It the students' sources of seeing and voice,
are "basic skills" lt:arning processes more readily engaged?

It appears that students write more and improve more in their
writing when the tea, her actively writes on his or her own with good
quality of finish,c1 result dud that students write and e \plore verbal

. media more 41v and with re, result when the ..,eacher is an
active good wil. ',I many cast, ie students do not know that the
teacher is an .:CT- tatter, but 'hove (ornparative results are
obtained a nywa y, ,1s.Fi seen instances where t-._,achers who for S

thought themselv,,3 to be good teachers, skilled in appreciation and
encouragement but not in their personal riting. began ai tively
writing and noticed remarkable change ,s in the quality and quantity
art their students' writings, usual's_ ,vith more' serious effort all
around dull- classes. I have seen other ses where the teacher was



in active iivriter, relinquishi.,,i it, the tin results Jinomished
liming, his or her shiLien:s. Often such .1 teacher refuse- if, nee the

pie,enie and quality of voice Ind seeing, in the
vritings,

The questions here are: Floi.v are things actually imparted trOrn
I: her It I ttLIcnt, from wr:tiny; rnal,ter to ,1 pprentice7 1,1'hy does

;tudent learn more ?min a teacher 1,vho is ,m octive good writer when
r-ivriter inav knot-. le,s th.in other teachers about

-.,,itiat(d areas of know ledge about the term, ot alost met grain-
tor 1)0 students !yarn mole .11aLLIt the 11!;t: lir 'correct"'

tontlard grammar i their vriting front tyakdier .vho is an active

1 hot teachers get what they ask tor, whether they want it or not, is
in important point of research. An Appropriate Litie7:tion is: low Ca II

)dif`r, ask tor and g -t what thee Lyon t without giving inhibiting,
conttisim,, inessai;t

Rel-e0rt.-h into tl-t and et- tect 0nd
vhich teak her!, to Look] proLI..iculliturc,ting

7C't ,; I 4.n1.('-fnli.11),;-1 11 ,1111riny,

ttikicnt ,1 (-1,1,1-, to write in the present ter1s4i1' in the third person
ir in the first person. These ,Lre iIii.trlat101is that 1011,:etl-
ration by e \dotting seemingly "Lliftivolt-dioi.. IVILlt are the ltiig
ern), lasting effec ts7 could test ec lusee ognirist
ill I usive one!, [ )oes An im,trtiction siU to as, Von't use man,.

aLtuallv divide a striLlent's -ttetotkic., positive
Limentratiim bv directing part of his or her Attention and energy to
eying tii satr.t \ the II 1 tiL tor's wish heic the st LiLlent draw
11 1:11. ho' many adlectivc-,:.' If the teaehei does not soon lift,
ceNplain, or recondition the e\L_Iiisive instruct:fin, what happens to
he stiiLient's writing' 1. hat happens when a "Don-t
vrite 1)o', prohihitiort more lastmg
Tipact upon oungei people7 reacher,. t
hit's not whot I meant at air to 0 tLIIIIIiL t of all
ist ruction. Different plorasinws of instruction,-
oulLI test -'41(111(1,- 'don't,- an.; simple 1r-operate. t.111, HLV
LI I 1,11 pri)1.-Ide lot till' V1 'I-IC=4

tl.,,lb,1111.7,! .11. the same nine Nei, 111-1,,,,.!, ,1 to, ti, 0,

.11110111 li''ifl) 110111s may Jude Important opp:.- ;unities
might researell the loiiting et fei . of any instructions.

I his line of Litio,tioniii:4 bringt, its to the subject or positive anti
ei,ative teat her-relleetion 0 ,tudent %vriiiny;,, .1 matter worthy of
est lii h. A hew year.; ago vhile reading nionip-Lriii, tor a student
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anthology, I all_ . could separate tine pieces of writ:nt into
groups accordingto certo.n hkeneses of, Hr Instance,
perception, content, and attitude. Each grour-Lng belon
particular teacher, ond most of the -reflected" ijil,racteristics were
lake those with which I was familiar in tip; teacher=s' writings. The
really good :Ind effective pieces of writing, however, appeared to be
largely free of teacher-reflection, In another ir-iltonce, the students of
a particular teacher wrote only short moven-, L' ilk, which reflected tlw
length of the teacher's own writings. 'yVheri the teacher became a
more active %-riter, the students began writing pieces of variable
length. In ano;Iler Lase, students- spent their effort on childhood
material with a certam attitude toward it similar to the -flat' s_ de of

teacher's writing. In other cases, students reflected the -flat" side
of the teacher's ,-ince.

river a teat her seeks to rind his or avoidance defenses
reinfor...cd, students usuallvind obviously, reflect these negative or
-Hat- sides of the teacher's voice, perceptions,. and \Am's. In some
cases, 1 teacher may ,tamp overt approval on sentimental writing

dls,,,,,,,prov,y, c n ,,,ntin:.4 with i-.,rustic or imagmati.-.T ms:ghts and
movements. 1.V11.e t1,14,.-,s shit t Content, values, and attitudes in
their writing to gam the teacher's approval. You can compare classes
where to hers abMtv to discriminate clear from al.nost clear
c\pression shows in the students' writing against classes where
teachers' lack of this ability produces an "Pm 0.K,, you're 0.1<,-
approval between them and their students. Some persons immedi-
ately assert that teacher reflection of any kind is bad. Yet, millions of
students labor every day tl give :eachers what they think tencherS
want.

Students reflect in positive d sense
e\pmration, e\perimentonon, discovery, standards, and opt
unities of et1(4,Iive e presion. Here the effect of the total ('!rese

teaher as a writer, in a con=, t that enhances rather th
suppresses positive, catalytic signals and rel.. nitions, becomes crt
(Jolly apparent I his should mit be construed to mean that every fine
writer is a good teacher. It suggests chat the teacher who is an active
writer g',-,ts .much better resuitti, than teachers who are not. The
writer must be a F,eacher, and the teacher must be 17.1.ned.)

Other questions' invite attention. For example, if you grow to
'Alf hood instructed and believing that yriting is wi different

Iron ,id urn (quiet ted to your physical yoke, what of ect does that
have upon the (11NA-hull and wall/Joon of your capacities for
writi g`!' Upon t e access :o and presence of "seenw Ind linage and

ti



.[lilt` vi..kring7' Do stud wettings on all le \els refl
orrordte Ind ottitu aclicrs; ddults, dud gLf

tin tit din values ond dppri.wgLitl0:111 thy roltick
teitinit 1 elemeith. tint ten thg stn.. .nd hi- ter ht.,

toi wrIting.vritim.z of k. ldritv7 Yihin orovidriscii
--.thJents within a st oi uonte\t and writing done cot-am-km,.
intsid it rl have c\ampl,'s vif vhildrri's writings done outside of

hool. in -required ;a tivit Dogs id (rtam bdftlernent diNnit what
he tedi her wdnis, e,.litii the.. tedLhel want .1 giV,It Lit201,

.ttidell:, rulyiWZ; noon tll'eir resew-L-,, kir, seeing, ,olvingind
liskte.eting rciik

flAt t.rn 1-', :1r1?-;111--:;vd in tilt. rtALfilly4 nytronr7ent, from
hildhood to aduithoo...i; tE-at dr.iw-, forth ,roil hcighten._- .1 person s

nydrernss the prini it t\ pressed midge dud tneernim,
eing oi,e;". ls easier when st ging in
hi. mitridl, tompi.! tilt` .ntntion tit the edk-h. 17 Lompdvdtn-tii
itmlv might 1-i undr-token ttt thL influm tit cludrIv

,u-vinse anti kilktdh.. stones with Utrung
ulior L hit,irro ,LbilitV to ,LL' and t's,nrc,n irimv,gry

loci movemcnt in g.'ritim: dgdinst tilt` intIntugs of house-wTonri
ind (1111,...11-en's mtct-cd tyti in un.mv primary anti
.cionddr\ ldssgs [god in min homes

thdt [VC Ill ,L1 , thi, method tit
edi;hing writing hi, t!,L'd ini.i studied within contest tit the

of the Siotv nnhod And 1,11 .s

tlntiui teLl by ltdly s.-"itory INolkshop Jun.. nit's. I obst;-ved
hat. thiiutith te,1(.11C1'S ni.ly Ilroductivelv us Stor 1Vorkshop tech-
iitluc dnd princirilt.s to ink,.-m tilt it tedthing, iggits with
tudents direct! \ p,i-pOrtAonite ti' (lit kind, !1I1.11itV, 1-011-;(', Ind

nimulit tit Hit' l(,1.1Wr'S17-1t0-.. INcrk-,}I;ip 011,1

Y.''.hotit 1,0111)11 Stol 1\:"4.-h(111 i1 -11111 r11;

Lilt' k CV, 111(11 (11.) h,1101..s.

AI tie= till 1101 s7.1,11 !hi; Irlltilleatltln .111d /Or tit L)ligoing Move_
Iola. I 101.Vc ni 11 t \'111111s., 1.10 11ild Work W,"( I ti I Iv

lut 1.. t 1-v rk-,1101.1 t1),,). n;
111) it' t. Li rtLi t 1.1.\ i I't1 PrOOCII, i10 h 1111111CLA t t rid lar-

cot, hloo, in its vvorkimts, A pork( tildr dsrget of the metliok-, di ht
ort_dirdti.dy fur only in ktt.ri. nc to the w11(il

tor, lVOrk'shop Lt'1101 the 0--,pv( 1 l- d11,1-mi',11IV I 11.111.

crperitlikoci iii,i,lnt t , ti.)tll.).11:11011; 0:011,-hop



to her, to rtiove i t ni ra've'l WI level, developing apOt itii fair

111L1 fling riting, I hi, training can be .accomplished ill
two it' t".VM .1 HA,. VC .1 t.1,1111t)!C 111,1i1

.7,1-.1d1,1,1tes* training pro:41-ank, and could actually he incorporated
into h programs.

hove c,h_ncryed oyer inimy y r and in mail dill-mei -si ti

detinito changes in S 1,Vorknlicip t artiiipants ant.I
their writin,giThe_se olkervations sug,tzest several sttuties tha vould
he particularly o,ctul to the leaching of writing.

c,arcttllly clzq_mecl study of in-depth anecdotal histol
material) of t he prose's of perceiving and writing

individual stone.", pal ti.ularly of c\ccellent stories and other
piece ,..ri den bv student, In Story tVorkshop and tither .yriting
clastic ,1111.1 COM (Att,_

A of the ...-ding progre,, of individual stuclents over ,-,
period of time in Story Workshop cloy es with evamples fond
hit les) of their prior .vi lung along with i study of tilts,

t, '., lg (1,,41t:t....- tit !7.1:1t.fl'illt, ill other kind of ..yriting

A -duck. of the effects of Story kVorle-hop and other writing
classes upon the dreams of pal tic and upon the stir illa-
tion of their rneniorie!--, and the relationship of these et tec.
t.-ri tun: progress.

A .,,tulle of communication through of il- gestural -eve itintact
language anti ilit.at e ,Intl 1,4,1...among paliterate peoples and the
parallek to Story lVork,hot, anti other %vrit at:ht...m(1
ciiinnuiniciltion in classrooms.

A study of lingukti sioned by the Story t1forks1-1
method, of to nails -dialect" choices.
A study of group psychillogy as e\perienced in Story INtorks1-10p
,itiration, it h normal well-defined Story \i'orkshop -mug

\ of the piece, of literature which Imve been roost
sir( Ye.-kt ully and %%Adel.. used by dint till. IC.1(11121'.., in different
,ituot ion, to elicit and illustrate writing principles ill
Story I, \'orkshop and in other writing cloikik.

the Story k.":ot.I., -hop method a.- a in.ms of reach hip,
acca.lcimcally ill-prepared student,.

A ..,tocly of the reflection of ...riling problem ral
The v \perience of the Story 1Vorkshop' tutorial progranl
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